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INVITATION TO BID


Bid Number: #2324-21
Bid Issue Date: March 14, 2024
Bid Opening Date: April 4, 2024
Bid Opening Time: 11:00 AM
Bid Drop Off Place: Cheshire Town Hall, Room 213
Bid Opening Place: Cheshire Town Hall, Room 207/209


*******************************************************************************
The Town of Cheshire is seeking bids  from qualified, responsible contractors for performing all
work associated with the rehabilitation and television inspection of gravity sewer mains and
manholes in the towns sanitary sewer collection system.  Work includes, but is not limited to,
gravity sewer and manhole lining, grouting and other methods of repair to address structural
defects and infiltration.  The work also includes additional gravity sewer main CCTV investigations
that includes verification and investigation of service connections.


The Town will award a contract, if at all, to the lowest responsible and qualified bidder. “Lowest
qualified and responsible bidder” means the bidder whose bid is determined by the Town to be the
lowest of those bidders possessing the skill, ability and integrity necessary to faithfully perform the
work. The Town reserves the right to reject all bids and reserves the right to waive technical defects in a bid.


One (1) original, two (2) copies, and one thumb-drive of sealed bids must be received in the Cheshire
Town Hall, Room 213 (Department of Public Works and Engineering), 84 South Main Street,
Cheshire, CT 06410 by the date and time noted above.  The Town of Cheshire (the “Town”) will not
accept submissions by e-mail or fax.  The Town will reject Bids received after the date and time
noted above.


The documents comprising the Request for Proposals (“RFP”) may be obtained on the Town's
website; www.cheshirect.org under “Businesses” / “Bids and RFP’s – doing business with the Town.”
Each bidder is responsible for checking the Town’s website to determine if the Town has issued
any addenda and, if so, to complete its Bid in accordance with the ITB as modified by the addenda.


Bids shall be held firm and cannot be withdrawn for sixty (60) calendar days after the bid opening
date.  The Town of Cheshire reserves the rights to amend or terminate this Request for Proposals,
accept all or any part of a proposal, reject all proposals, waive any informalities or non-material
deficiencies in a proposal, and award the proposal to the proposer that, in the Town's sole discretion
and judgment, will be in the Town's best interests. Consideration will be given to such matters as
contractor integrity, compliance with public policy, record of past performance, and financial and
technical resources. Notice of Award shall not convey any rights or interests to a successful bidder.
All awards are contingent upon approval of the Town Council for the Town of Cheshire and
execution of the contract provided by the Town.


An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.  Minority/Women's Business Enterprises are
encouraged to apply.  This contract is subject to contract compliance requirements.
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STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS


1. INTRODUCTION


The Town of Cheshire (the “Town”) is soliciting sealed Bids for PHASE 1 SEWER SYSTEM
REHABILITATION PROJECT (ITB #2324-21). This ITB is not a contract offer, and no contract will exist
unless and until a written contract is signed by the Town and the successful Bidder.


Interested parties should submit a Bid in accordance with the requirements and directions
contained in this ITB. Bidders are prohibited from contacting any Town employee, officer or
official concerning this ITB, except as set forth in Section 6, below.  A Bidder’s failure to comply
with this requirement may result in disqualification.


If there are any conflicts between the provisions of these Standard Instructions to Bidders and any
other documents comprising this ITB, these Standard Instructions to Bidders shall prevail.


2. RIGHT TO AMEND OR TERMINATE THE ITB OR CONTRACT


The Town may, before or after Bid opening and in its sole discretion, clarify, modify, amend or
terminate this ITB if the Town determines it is in the Town’s best interest.  Any such action shall be
effected by a posting on the Town’s website, www.cheshirect.org, under “Bids and RFPs.” Each
Bidder is responsible for checking the Town’s website to determine if the Town has issued any
addenda and, if so, to complete its Bid in accordance with the ITB as modified by the addenda.


3. KEY DATES


ITB Issue Date: March 14, 2024
Bid Opening: April 4, 2024 at 11:00AM
Preliminary Notice of Award: May 2, 2024 *
Contract Execution: May 14, 2024 *


* The Preliminary Notice of Award and Contract Execution dates are anticipated, not certain, dates.


4. OBTAINING THE ITB


All documents that are a part of this Request for Bid may be obtained on the Town’s website,
www.cheshirect.org, under “Bids and RFPs.”


5. BID SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS


Bids must be received in the Cheshire Town Hall, Department of Public Works and Engineering,
Room 213, 84 South Main Street, Cheshire, CT 06410 prior to the date and time the Bids are
scheduled to be opened publicly. Postmarks prior to the opening date and time do NOT satisfy this
condition. The Town will not accept submissions by e-mail or fax. Bidders are solely responsible for
ensuring timely delivery. The Town will NOT accept late Bids.


One (1) original, two (2) copies, and one thumb-drive of all Bid documents must be submitted in
sealed, opaque envelopes clearly labeled with the Bidder’s name, the Bidder’s address, the words
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"BID DOCUMENTS,” and the Bid Title, Bid Number and Bid Opening Date.  The Town may decline
to accept Bids submitted in unmarked envelopes that the Town opens in its normal course of
business.  The Town may, but shall not be required to, return such Bid documents and inform the
Bidder that the Bid documents may be resubmitted in a sealed envelope properly marked as
described above.


Bid prices must be submitted on the Bid Form included in this ITB.  All blank spaces for Bid prices
must be completed in ink or be typewritten; Bid prices must be stated in both words and figures.
The person signing the Bid Form must initial any errors, alterations or corrections on that form.
Ditto marks or words such as “SAME” shall not be used in the Bid Form.


Bids may be withdrawn personally or in writing provided that the Town receives the withdrawal
prior to the time and date the Bids are scheduled to be opened.  Bids are considered valid, and may
not be withdrawn, cancelled or modified, for sixty (60) days after the opening date, to give the Town
sufficient time to review the Bids, investigate the Bidders’ qualifications, secure any required
municipal approvals, and execute a binding contract with the successful Bidder.


An authorized person representing the legal entity of the Bidder must sign the Bid Form and all other
forms included in this ITB. By submitting a bid, the bidder acknowledges and agrees that it shall
execute the contract provided by the Town, without modification or exception, within five (5)
business days of receipt of notice of award.


6. QUESTIONS AND AMENDMENTS


Questions concerning the ITB’s Documents are to be submitted in writing (by e-mail) and directed
only to:


Name: Dennis Dievert Jr., P.E.
Company: Wright-Pierce
E-mail: dennis.dievert@wright-pierce.com
Phone: 860-852-1920


Bidders are prohibited from contacting any other Town employee, officer or official concerning
this ITB.  A Bidder’s failure to comply with this requirement may result in disqualification.


The appropriate Town representative listed above must receive any questions from Bidder no later
than seven (7) business days before the Bid opening date.  Questions received after the foregoing
deadline will not be answered. That representative will confirm receipt of a Bidder’s questions by e-
mail.  The Town will answer all written questions by issuing one or more addenda, which shall be a
part of this ITB and the resulting Contract, containing all questions received as provided for above
and decisions regarding same.


At least four (4) calendar days prior to Bid opening, the Town will post any addenda on the Town’s
website, www.cheshirect.org, under “Bids and ITBs.” Each Bidder is responsible for checking the
website to determine if the Town has issued any addenda and, if so, to complete its Bid in
accordance with the ITB as modified by the addenda.
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No oral statement of the Town, including oral statements by the Town representative(s) listed
above, shall be effective to waive, change or otherwise modify any of the provisions of this ITB,
and no Bidder shall rely on any alleged oral statement.


7. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION


7.1 DELIVERY/TIME FOR PERFORMANCE. TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE with regard to the
performance of the services procured through this ITB and the Contract to be entered
into by the Town with the selected Bidder, if any. Strict compliance with and adherence
to the schedule for the services and the Contract is mandatory. If, in the sole opinion of
the Town, the selected Bidder is not adhering to the contract schedule, upon forty-eight
(48) hours written notice from the Town to the selected Bidder, the Town shall have the
right to direct the Bidder to increase its manpower to meet the established project
schedule (including any milestones) without additional compensation.  Any and all such
additional labor or supervision shall be at Bidder’s sole cost and expense and may include,
but shall not be limited to, the Town directing the selected Bidder to work overtime, work
weekends, or any combination thereof, without any additional compensation being due
to Bidder for such additional personnel.  In addition, the Town shall have the right but not
the obligation to supplement the Bidder’s forces with that of another vendor in order to
achieve compliance with the project schedule. All costs attributable to the supplemental
labor and supervision of same shall be the sole obligation and responsibility of the
selected Bidder. Failure to strictly adhere to the schedule (including any milestones) and
the provisions of this paragraph 7.1 shall constitute a material default of Bidder’s
contractual obligations and entitle the Town, in its discretion, to all remedies for default
set forth in the contract.


7.2 TERMINATION OF CONTRACT: Contracts shall remain in force for the period within which
the selected Bidder must perform as set forth in the Bid, unless an extension has been
agreed upon as evidenced by a contract extension executed in writing by both the
selected Bidder and the Town.


7.3 ASSIGNMENT: Bidder shall not assign, transfer or subcontract this contract or its
obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of the Town, which consent may
be withheld in the Town’s sole discretion.


7.4 DEFAULT: The contract may be terminated by the Town by written notice of default to
the successful Bidder upon non-performance or breach of the contract terms. The
awarded Bidder shall be obligated to pay the Town for all losses, damages, costs and
expenses, including the cost of re-procurement, and attorney’s fees incurred defending
claims arising from such default and in seeking recovery of all such costs and expenses
from Bidder and/or its surety. Upon a termination for cause, the Town shall have no
further obligation to issue payments to the Bidder until resolution of the dispute.


7.5 CONFLICT:  To the extent any of the contract terms set forth herein conflict with the terms
of the form Contract entered into by the parties, the Contract terms shall control.
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7.6 COVID-19:  Bidders shall anticipate and incorporate into their Bids all potential costs and
delays  related to a public health emergency such as the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic,
including the cost of compliance with rules, regulations, guidelines  and recommendations
issued by public authorities. Potential costs may include but are not limited to, costs
related to inefficiency, lost productivity, delays of performance, social distancing,
manpower levels, project scheduling, coordination, material/product supply chain delays
and disruptions, delivery delays, material escalation, and any other potential costs. In no
event shall the Town be liable for any such costs and/or delays.


7.7 COMPLIANCE with Requirements of Funding Source: The project is being funded in full
by the Town of Cheshire.


7.8 Acknowledgement of Market Conditions: Bidders acknowledge, by submitting a Bid, that
inflationary market conditions exist. Bidder has priced increased and escalated labor,
equipment and material costs into its Bid and taken into consideration the market
conditions when pricing the work.


7.9 CLARIFICATION: The Town reserves the right, either before or after the opening of Bids,
to ask any Bidder to clarify its Bid or to submit any additional information that the Town
in its sole discretion deems desirable.


8. COSTS FOR PREPARING BID


Each Bidder’s costs incurred in developing its Bid are its sole responsibility, and the Town shall have
no liability for such costs.


9. OWNERSHIP OF BIDS


All Bids submitted become the Town’s property and will not be returned to Bidders.


10. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT


All information submitted in a Bid or in response to a request for additional information is subject
to disclosure under the Connecticut Freedom of Information Act as amended and judicially
interpreted. A Bidder's responses may contain financial, trade secret or other data that it claims
should not be public (the "Confidential Information"). A Bidder must identify specifically the pages
and portions of its Bid or additional information that contain the claimed Confidential Information
by visibly marking all such pages and portions. Provided that the Bidder cooperates with the Town
as described in this section, the Town shall, to the extent permitted by law, protect from
unauthorized disclosure such Confidential Information.


If the Town receives a request for a Bidder's Confidential Information, it will promptly notify the
Bidder in writing of such request and provide the Bidder with a copy of any written disclosure
request. The Bidder may provide written consent to the disclosure or may object to the disclosure
by notifying the Town in writing to withhold disclosure of the information, identifying in the notice
the basis for its objection, including the statutory exemption(s) from disclosure. The Bidder shall be
responsible for defending any complaint brought in connection with the nondisclosure, including
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but not only appearing before the Freedom of Information Commission, and providing witnesses
and documents as appropriate.


11. REQUIRED DISCLOSURES


In its Bid Form each Bidder must disclose, if applicable:


 Its inability or unwillingness to meet any requirement of this ITB, including but not limited to
any of the Contract Terms contained in the Contract template provided herewith and
paragraph 27 below;


 If it is listed on the State of Connecticut’s or United States Government (including any agency
thereof) Debarment List;


 If it is ineligible, pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. § 31-57b, to be awarded the Contract because
of occupational safety and health law violations;


 All resolved and pending arbitration and litigation matters in which the Bidder or any of its
principals (regardless of place of employment) has been involved within the last seven (7)
years;


 All criminal proceedings in which the Bidder or any of its principals (regardless of place of
employment) has ever been the subject; and


 Each instance in which it or any of its principals (regardless of place of employment) has ever
been found to have violated any state or local ethics law, regulation, ordinance, code, policy
or standard, or to have committed any other offense arising out of the submission of Bids or
bids or the performance of work on public works projects or contracts.


A Bidder’s acceptability based on these disclosures lies solely in the Town’s discretion. A failure to
disclose or an inaccurate response shall, in the Town’s sole discretion, be grounds for
disqualification.


12. REFERENCES


Each Bidder must complete and submit the Bidder's Statement of References form included in this
ITB.


13. LEGAL STATUS


If a Bidder is a corporation, limited liability company, or other business entity that is required to
register with the Connecticut Secretary of the State's Office, it must have a current registration on
file with that office. The Town may, in its sole discretion, request acceptable evidence of any Bidder's
legal status.


14. BID (BID) SECURITY


Each Bid must be accompanied by a certified check of the Bidder or a Bid (bid) bond with a surety
acceptable to the Town in an amount of equal to at least FIVE PERCENT (5%) of the Bid amount for
all contracts exceeding $50,000.  The Bid (bid) bond shall be written by a company or companies
licensed to issue bonds in the State of Connecticut, which company or companies shall have at least
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an “A-” VIII policyholders rating as reported in the latest edition of Best Publication’s Key Rating
Guide.  The successful Bidder, upon its refusal or failure to execute and deliver the Contract,
certificate(s) of insurance, W-9 form, performance security or other documents required by this ITB
within ten (10) business days of written notification of preliminary award, unless the Town
otherwise agrees in writing, shall forfeit to the Town, as liquidated damages for such failure or
refusal, the security submitted with its Bid.


Upon the successful Bidder’s execution of the Contract in the form enclosed with this ITB , the Town
shall return the Bid (bid) security to the successful Bidder and to all other Bidders. By submitting a
Bid, the Bidder expressly agrees that if awarded a contract for the Project, the Bidder shall, within
five (5) business days of receipt of notice of award, sign the contract provided by the Town without
alteration or modification by the Bidder.


15. PRESUMPTION OF BIDDER’S FULL KNOWLEDGE


Each Bidder is responsible for having read and understood each document in this ITB and any
addenda issued by the Town. A Bidder's failure to have reviewed all information that is part of or
applicable to this ITB, including but not limited to any addenda posted on the Town's website, shall
in no way relieve it from any aspect of its Bid or the obligations related thereto.


Each Bidder is deemed to be familiar with and is required to comply with all federal, state and local
laws, regulations, ordinances, codes and orders that in any manner relate to this ITB or the
performance of the work described herein.


By submitting a Bid, each Bidder represents that it has thoroughly examined and become familiar
with the scope of work outlined in this ITB, and it is capable of performing the work to achieve the
Town's objectives. If applicable, each Bidder shall visit the site, examine the areas and thoroughly
familiarize itself with all conditions of the property before preparing its Bid.


16. SUBSTITUTIONS


(THIS ITEM IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS ITB)


17. TAX EXEMPTIONS


The Town is exempt from the payment of federal excise taxes and Connecticut sales and use taxes.
Federal Tax Exempt #066-001971.  Exemption from State sales tax per Conn. Gen. Stat. Chapter 219,
§ 12-412(1).  No exemption certificates are required, and none will be issued.


18. INSURANCE


The successful Bidder shall, at its own expense and cost, obtain and keep in force at least the
insurance listed in the Insurance Requirements that are a part of this ITB. The Town reserves the
right to require from the successful Bidder a complete, certified copy of any required insurance
policy.
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19. PERFORMANCE SECURITY


The successful Bidder shall furnish security covering the faithful performance of the Contract (the
"Performance Security") if the contract exceeds $25,000. The Performance Security shall be in the
form of a surety bond for the full amount of the contract, and in a form reasonably acceptable to
the Town. The Performance Security shall be issued by a company licensed by the State of
Connecticut that is a T List surety and has at least an “A-“ VIII policyholders rating according to Best
Publication's latest edition Key Rating Guide. The cost of the Performance Security shall be included
in the Bid price.


In addition to the Performance Security, the successful Bidder shall furnish a bond covering the
successful Bidder's payment to its subcontractors and suppliers of all obligations arising under the
Contract (the "Payment Bond"). The Payment Bond shall be (a) in the full amount of the Contract
price; (b) in a form reasonably acceptable to the Town; and (c) issued by a company licensed by the
State of Connecticut that has at least an "A-" VIII policyholders rating according to Best Publication's
latest edition Key Rating Guide and is on the T List. The cost of the Payment Bond shall be included
in the Bid price.


The Payment Bond and Performance Bond shall be provided to the Town no later than the execution
of the contract and in, all cases, PRIOR to the commencement of work.


20. DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS


The successful Bidder shall deliver the items that are the subject of the ITB, at its sole cost and
expense, to the location(s) listed in the Specifications.


21. AWARD CRITERIA / SELECTION / CONTRACT EXECUTION


All Bids will be publicly opened and read aloud as received on the date, at the time, and at the
place identified in this ITB. Bidders may be present at the opening.


The Town reserves the right to correct, after Bidder verification, any mistake in a Bid that is a clerical
error, such as a price extension, decimal point error or FOB terms. If an error exists in an extension
of prices, the unit price shall prevail. In the event of a discrepancy between the price quoted in
words and in figures, the words shall control.


The Town reserves the rights to accept all or any part of a Bid, reject all Bids, and waive any
informalities or non-material deficiencies in a Bid. The Town also reserves the right, if applicable, to
award the purchase of individual items under this ITB to any combination of separate Bids or
Bidders.


The Town will accept the Bid that, all things considered, the Town determines is in its best interests.
Although price will be an important factor in most ITBs, it will not be the only basis for award. Due
consideration may also be given to a Bidder's experience, references, service, ability to respond
promptly to requests, past performance, and other criteria relevant to the Town's interests,
including compliance with the procedural requirements stated in this ITB.


The Town will not award the Bid to any business that or person who is in arrears or in default to the
Town with regard to any tax, debt, charge, contract, security or any other obligation.
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If the lowest Bidder meets all specifications, is responsive, and qualified, but the Bid is not
acceptable to the Town Manager or, if applicable, the Public Building Commission or the Board of
Education, the matter must be referred to the Town Council for its decision on whether to reject all
Bids, to accept a higher Bid, or to take such other action as may be in the Town's best interests.


The Town will select the Bid that it deems to be in the Town's best interest and issue a Preliminary
Notice of Award to the successful Bidder. The award may be subject to further discussions with the
Bidder. The making of a preliminary award to a Bidder does not provide the Bidder with any rights
and does not impose upon the Town any obligations. The Town is free to withdraw a preliminary
award at any time and for any reason. A Bidder has rights, and the Town has obligations, only if
and when a Contract is fully executed by the Town and the Bidder.


If the Bidder does not execute the Contract provided by the Town within five (5) business days of
the date of the Preliminary Notice of Award, unless extended by the Town, the Town may call any
Bid security provided by the Bidder and may enter into discussions with or award the contract to
another Bidder.


The Preliminary Notice of Award and Contract Execution dates in Section 3’s Key Dates are
anticipated, not certain, dates.


22. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY


Each Bidder must submit a completed Bidder's Certification Concerning Equal Employment
Opportunities and Affirmative Action Policy form included with this ITB. Bidders with fewer than ten
(10) employees should indicate that fact on the form and return the form with their Bids.


23. NONRESIDENT REAL PROPERTY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS


If the successful Bidder is a “nonresident contractor” as defined in Conn. Gen. Stat. § 12-430(7)(A)
as amended, it shall comply fully with the provisions of § 12-430(7) and, prior to execution of the
Contract, shall furnish the Town with a copy of the requisite certificate of compliance set forth in
§ 12-430(7)(E).  The successful Bidder agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Town, its
employees, officers, officials, agents, volunteers and independent contractors, including any of the
foregoing sued as individuals (collectively, the “Town Indemnified Parties”), from any and all taxes,
interest and penalties that the State of Connecticut asserts are due with respect to the successful
Bidder’s activities under the Contract.


The successful Bidder shall also be required to pay any and all attorney’s fees incurred by the Town
Indemnified Parties in enforcing any of the successful Bidder’s obligations under this section,
whether or not a lawsuit or other proceeding is commenced, which obligations shall survive the
termination or expiration of the Contract.


24. COMPLIANCE WITH IMMIGRATION LAWS


By submitting a Bid, each Bidder confirms that it has complied, and during the term of the Contract
will comply, with the Immigration Reform and Control Act ("IRCA") and that each person it provides
under the Contract will at all times be authorized for employment in the United States of America.
Each Bidder confirms that it has a properly completed Employment Eligibility Verification, Form I-9,
for each person who will be assigned under the Contract and that it will require each subcontractor,
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if any, to confirm that it has a properly completed Form I-9 for each person who will be assigned
under the Contract.


The successful Bidder shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Town, its employees, officers,
officials, agents, volunteers and independent contractors, including any of the foregoing sued as
individuals (collectively, the "Town Indemnified Parties"), against any and all proceedings, suits,
actions, claims, damages, injuries, awards, judgments, losses or expenses, including fines, penalties,
punitive damages, attorney's fees and costs, brought or assessed against, or incurred by, the Town
Indemnified Parties related to or arising from the obligations under IRCA imposed upon the
successful Bidder or its subcontractor. The successful Bidder shall also be required to pay any and
all attorney's fees and costs incurred by the Town Indemnified Parties in enforcing any of the
successful Bidder's obligations under this provision, whether or not a lawsuit or other proceeding is
commenced, which obligations shall survive the termination or expiration of the Contract.


25. NON COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT


Each Bidder shall submit a completed Bidder's Non Collusion Affidavit that is part of this ITB.


26. MUNICIPAL PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS


(THIS ITEM IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS ITB)


27. CONTRACT TERMS


A contract template has been provided with this Request for Bid. By submitting a Bid, the Bidder
acknowledges and agrees that it will execute the contract submitted to it for execution by the Town,
without alteration or modification by the Bidder, within five (5) days of receipt of notice of award.
The following provisions are among the mandatory terms of the Town’s Contract with the successful
Bidder.  If a Bidder is unwilling or unable to meet any of these Contract Terms, it must disclose that
inability or unwillingness in its Bid Form (see Section 11 of these Standard Instructions to Bidders):


a. DEFENSE, HOLD HARMLESS AND INDEMNIFICATION


The successful Bidder agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to defend, indemnify, and hold
harmless the Town, its employees, officers, elected and appointed officials, agents, volunteers,
boards, commissions, committees, insurers, and independent contractors, including any of the
foregoing sued as individuals (collectively, the "Town Indemnified Parties"), from and against all
proceedings, suits, actions, claims, damages, injuries, awards, judgments, losses or expenses,
including attorney's fees, arising out of or relating, directly or indirectly, to the successful Bidder's
performance of the contract, including but not in any way limited to Bidder’s malfeasance,
misconduct, negligence or failure to meet its obligations under the ITB or the Contract. The
successful Bidder's obligations under this section shall not be limited in any way by any limitation
on the amount or type of the successful Bidder's insurance. Nothing in this section shall obligate the
successful Bidder to indemnify the Town Indemnified Parties against liability for damage arising out
of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the negligence of the
Town Indemnified Parties.


In any and all claims against the Town Indemnified Parties made or brought by any employee of the
successful Bidder, or anyone directly or indirectly employed or contracted with by the successful
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Bidder, or anyone for whose acts or omissions the successful Bidder is or may be liable, the
successful Bidder's obligations under this section shall not be limited by any limitation on the
amount or type of damages, compensation or benefits payable by the successful Bidder under
workers' compensation acts, disability benefit acts, or other employee benefits acts.


The successful Bidder shall also be required to pay any and all attorney's fees incurred by the Town
Indemnified Parties in enforcing any of the successful Bidder's obligations under this section, which
obligations shall survive the termination or expiration of this ITB and the Contract.


As a municipality, the Town will NOT defend, indemnify, or hold harmless the successful Bidder.


b. ADVERTISING


The successful Bidder shall not name the Town in any advertising, news releases, or promotional
efforts without the Town's prior written approval.


If it chooses, the successful Bidder may list the Town in a Statement of References or similar
document required as part of its response to a public procurement. The Town's permission to the
successful Bidder to do so is not a statement about the quality of the successful Bidder's work or the
Town's endorsement of the successful Bidder.


c. W-9 FORM


The successful Bidder must provide the Town with a completed W-9 form before Contract
execution.


d. PAYMENTS


Bidders are encouraged to offer discounts for early payment. All other payments are to be made 30
days after the appropriate Town employee receives and approves the invoice, unless otherwise
specified in the Specifications or Contract.


“In each of its contracts with subcontractors or materials suppliers, the successful Bidder shall agree
to pay any amounts due for labor performed or materials furnished not later than thirty (30) days
after the date the successful Bidder receives payment from the Town that encompasses the labor
performed or materials furnished by such subcontractor or material supplier. The successful Bidder
shall also require in each of its contracts with subcontractors that such subcontractor shall, within
thirty (30) days of receipt of payment from the successful Bidder, pay any amounts due any sub-
subcontractor or material supplier, whether for labor performed or materials furnished.


Each payment application or invoice shall be accompanied by a statement showing the status of all
pending change orders, pending change directives and approved changes to the Contract. Such
statement shall identify the pending change orders and pending change directives and shall include
the date such change orders and change directives were initiated, additional cost and/or time
associated with their performance and a description of any work completed. The successful Bidder
shall require each of its subcontractors and suppliers to include a similar statement with each of
their payment applications or invoices.”
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e. TOWN INSPECTION OF WORK/PRODUCTS


The Town may inspect the successful Bidder's work at all reasonable times. This right of inspection
is solely for the Town's benefit and does not transfer to the Town the responsibility for discovering
patent or latent defects. The successful Bidder has the sole and exclusive responsibility for
performing in accordance with the Contract.


f. REJECTED WORK OR MATERIALS


The successful Bidder, at its sole cost and expense, shall remove from the Town's property rejected
items, commodities and/or work within 48 hours of the Town's notice of rejection. Immediate
removal may be required when safety or health issues are present.


g. MAINTENANCE AND AVAILABILITY OF RECORDS


The successful Bidder shall maintain all records related to the work described in the ITB for a period
of five (5) years after final payment under the Contract or until all pending Town, state and federal
audits are completed, whichever is later. Such records shall be available for examination and audit
by Town, state and federal representatives during that time.


h. SUBCONTRACTING


Prior to entering into any subcontract agreement(s) for the work described in the Contract, the
successful Bidder shall provide the Town with written notice of the identity (full legal name street
address, mailing address (if different from street address), and telephone number) of each proposed
subcontractor. The Town shall have the right to object to any proposed subcontractor by providing
the successful Bidder with written notice thereof within seven (7) business days of receipt of all
required information about the proposed subcontractor. If the Town objects to a proposed
subcontractor, the successful Bidder shall not use that subcontractor for any portion of the work
described in the Contract.


All permitted subcontracting shall be subject to the same terms and conditions as are applicable to
the successful Bidder. The successful Bidder shall remain fully and solely liable and responsible to
the Town for performance of the work described in the Contract. The successful Bidder also agrees
to promptly pay each of its subcontractors within thirty (30) days of receipt of payment from the
Town or otherwise in accordance with law. The successful Bidder shall assure compliance with all
requirements of the Contract. The successful Bidder shall also be fully and solely responsible to the
Town for the acts and omissions of its subcontractors and of persons employed, whether directly or
indirectly, by its subcontractor(s).


i. PREVAILING WAGES


The wages paid on an hourly basis to any person performing the work of any mechanic, laborer or
worker on the work herein contracted to be done and the amount of payment or contribution paid
or payable on behalf of each such person to any employee welfare fund shall be at a rate equal to
the rate customary or prevailing for the same work in the same trade or occupation in the town in
which such public works project is being constructed. Any contractor who is not obligated by
agreement to make payment or contribution on behalf of such persons to any such employee
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welfare fund shall pay to each mechanic, laborer or worker as part of such person's wages the
amount of payment or contribution for such person's classification on each pay day.


Any contractor or subcontractor who knowingly or willfully employs any mechanic, laborer or
worker in the construction of this project, at a rate of wage on an hourly basis that is less than the
rate customary or prevailing for the same work in the same trade or occupation in the town in which
such public works project is being constructed, remodeled, refinished, refurbished, rehabilitated,
altered or repaired, or who fails to pay the amount of payment or contributions paid or payable on
behalf of each such person to any employee welfare fund, or in lieu thereof to the person, shall be
fined not less than two thousand five hundred dollars but not more than five thousand dollars for
each offense and (1) for the first violation, shall be disqualified from bidding on contracts with the
state or any political subdivision until the contractor or subcontractor has made full restitution of
the back wages owed to such persons and for an additional six months thereafter, and (2) for
subsequent violations, shall be disqualified from bidding on contracts with the state or any political
subdivision until the contractor or subcontractor has made full restitution of the back wages owed
to such persons and for not less than an additional two years thereafter. In addition, if it is found by
the Town that any mechanic, laborer or worker employed by the contractor or any subcontractor
directly on the site for the work covered by the contract has been or is being paid a rate of wages
less than the rate of wages required by the contract to be paid as required by Connecticut law, the
Town may (A) by written or electronic notice to the contractor, terminate such contractor's right to
proceed with the work or such part of the work as to which there has been a failure to pay said
required wages and to prosecute the work to completion by contract or otherwise, and the
contractor and the contractor's sureties shall be liable to the Town for any excess costs occasioned
the Town thereby, or (B) withhold payment of money to the contractor or subcontractor. The Town
shall, not later than two days after taking such action, notify the Labor Commissioner, in writing or
electronically, of the name of the contractor or subcontractor, the project involved, the location of
the work, the violations involved, the date the contract was terminated, and steps taken to collect
the required wages. Upon Contract award, the successful Bidder must certify under oath to the State
Labor Commissioner the pay scale to be used by the successful Bidder and its subcontractors. The
applicable prevailing wage rates are included with this ITB.


j. PREFERENCES


The successful Bidder shall comply with the requirements of Conn. Gen. Stat. § 31-52(b), as
amended. Specifically, the successful Bidder agrees that in the employment of labor to perform the
work under the Contract, preference shall be given to citizens of the United States who are, and
have been continuously for at least three (3) months prior to the date of the Contract, residents of
the labor market area (as established by the State of Connecticut Labor Commissioner) in which
such work is to be done, and if no such qualified person is available, then to citizens who have
continuously resided in New Haven County for at least three (3) months prior to the date hereof,
and then to citizens of the State who have continuously resided in the State at least three (3) months
prior to the date of the Contract.


k. WORKERS COMPENSATION


Prior to commencing work on the Project,  the successful Bidder shall furnish to the Town (1)
sufficient evidence of compliance with the workers’ compensation insurance and self-insurance
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requirements of subsection (b) of Conn. Gen. Stat. section 31-284, and (2) a current statement from
the State Treasurer that, to the best of his knowledge and belief, as of the date of the statement,
the particular party was not liable to the state for any workers’ compensation payments made
pursuant to section 31-355. Contact the State Treasurer’s Office for such statements.


Prior to Contract execution, the Town will require the tentative successful Bidder to provide a
current statement from the State Treasurer that, to the best of her knowledge and belief, as of the
date of the statement, the tentative successful Bidder was not liable to the State for any workers'
compensation payments made pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. § 31-355.


l. SAFETY


The successful Bidder and each of its permitted subcontractors shall furnish proof that each
employee performing the work of a mechanic, laborer or worker under the Contract has completed
a course of at least ten (10) hours in construction safety and health approved by the federal
Occupational Safety and Health Administration or has completed a new miner training program
approved by the Federal Mine Safety and Health Administration.  Such proof shall be provided with
the certified payroll submitted for the first week each such employee, mechanic, laborer, or worker
begins work under the Contract.


m. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS


The successful Bidder shall comply with all applicable laws, regulations, ordinances, codes and
orders of the United States, the State of Connecticut and the Town related to its Bid and the
performance of the Contract, including but not limited to:


1. Non-Discrimination and Affirmative Action. Bidder, in performing under this contract, shall
not discriminate against any worker, employee or applicant, or any member of the public,
because of race, creed, color, age, marital status, sexual orientation, national origin,
ancestry, sex, mental retardation or physical disability, including but not limited to blindness,
unless it is shown by the Bidder that such disability prevents performance of the work
involved in any manner prohibited by the laws of the United States or the State of
Connecticut, nor otherwise commit an unfair employment practice.  Bidder further agrees
that this article, (and any additional provisions required by law), will be incorporated by
Bidder in all contracts entered into with suppliers of materials or services contractors and
sub-contractors and all labor organizations, furnishing skilled, unskilled and craft union
skilled labor or who may perform any such labor or services in connection with this contract.
The following principles and  requirements of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action, as
incorporated herein, will be incorporated into "Equal Opportunity - Non-Discrimination
Clause" are hereby deemed to be  included in all Town bid documents, purchase orders,
lease and contracts entered into with the Town. The principles of Affirmative Action are
addressed in the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments of the United States Constitution, Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Equal Pay Act of 1963, Title VI and VII of the 1964 United States Civil
Rights Act,  Presidential Executive Orders 11246, 11375, 11478 (nondiscrimination under
federal contracts), Act 1, Section 1 and 20 of the Connecticut Constitution, Governor Grasso's
Executive Order Number 11, Governor O'Neill's Executive Order Number 9, the Connecticut
Fair Employment Practices Law (Sec. 46a-60-69) of the Connecticut General Statutes (CGS),
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Connecticut Code of Fair Practices (46a-70-81), Deprivation of Civil Rights (46a-58 (a)(d) ),
Public Accommodations Law (46a-63-64), Discrimination against Criminal Offenders (46a-
80), definition of blind (46a-51(1)), definition of Physically Disabled (46a-51 (15) ), definition
of Mentally Retarded (46a-51-13 ), cooperation with the Commission on Human Rights and
Opportunities (46a-77), Sexual Harassment (46a-60 (a)-8), Connecticut Credit Discrimination
Law (360436 through 439), Title 1 of the State and the Local Fiscal Assistance  Act 1 1972.


2. Executive Orders.  The contract may be subject to the provisions of Executive Order No.
Three of Governor Thomas J. Meskill, promulgate June 16, 1971, concerning labor
employment practices, Executive Order No. Seventeen of Governor Thomas J. Meskill,
promulgate February 15, 1973, concerning the listing of employment opening and Executive
Order No. Sixteen of Governor John G. Rowland promulgated August 4, 1999, concerning
violence in the workplace, all of which are incorporated into and are made a part of the
contract as if they had been fully set forth in it. The contract may also be subject to Executive
Order No. 7C of Governor M. Jodi Rell, promulgated July 13, 2006, concerning contracting
reforms and Executive Order No. 14 of Governor M. Jodi Rell, promulgate April 17, 2006,
concerning procurement of cleaning products and services, in accordance with their
respective terms and conditions.


3. Connecticut’s Prevailing Wage Law Provision.  If applicable, the Bidder must be in full
compliance with CGS Section 31-53 and 31-53(a) which applies to each contract for the
construction, remodeling, refinishing, refurbishing, rehabilitation, alteration, or repair of any
public works project by the state or its agents, or by any political subdivision of the State,
CGS Section 31-53 (g) provides monetary thresholds which must be met before the law is
applicable. In accordance with CGS Section 31-53, projects are subject to the payment of
minimum prevailing wages where the total cost of all work to be performed by all contractors
and subcontractors in connection with new construction of any public works project is
$1,000,000 or more and where the total cost of all work to be performed by all contractors
and subcontractors in connection with any remodeling, refinishing, refurbishing,
rehabilitation, alteration or repair of any public works project is $100,000 or more. For
qualifying projects, all contractors and subcontractors shall submit to the Finance
Department certified weekly payrolls for all contracts meeting the stated monetary limits.
The certified payrolls shall be submitted to the Finance Department with the Bidder’s
monthly certificate for payment. The Bidders should familiarize themselves with all aspects
of the provisions under state law in order to ensure full compliance.


4. Occupational Safety and Health Administration Requirements. According to CGS, Section
31-53b (a) each contract entered into on or after July 1, 2007, for the construction,
remodeling, refinishing, refurbishing, rehabilitation, alteration or repair of any public
building project by the state or any of its agents, or by a political subdivision of the state or
any of its agents, where the total cost of all work to be performed by all contractors and
subcontractors in connection with the contract is at least $100,000 shall contain a provision
requiring that, not later than thirty days after the date such contract is awarded, each
contractor furnish proof to the Labor Commissioner that all employees performing manual
labor on or in such public building , pursuant to such contract, have completed a course of
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at least ten hours in duration in construction safety and health approved by the federal
Occupational Safety and Health Administration or, in the case of telecommunications
employees, have completed at least ten hours of training in accordance with 29 CFR
1910.268. The aforesaid provisions shall be deemed to be incorporated into the Contract
with the Town. The contractors should familiarize themselves with all aspects of state law
and any applicable regulations pertaining to these requirements in order to ensure full
compliance.


5. Payment Bond/Performance Bond State Law Requirements.  CGS Section 49-41, known as
the Little Miller Act, requires that the Town ensure that payment bonds a/k/a labor and
materials bond in the amount of the contract are provided for public works projects over
$100,000. When a contract for construction, alteration, remodeling, repair or demolition of
any public building is estimated to cost more than $500,000 additional laws/requirements
apply. The contractors should familiarize themselves with all aspects of state law and any
applicable regulations pertaining to these requirements in order to ensure full compliance.
The successful bidder shall furnish to the Town, prior to commencing work, payment and
performance bonds issued by a T List surety authorized to issue bonds in Connecticut in an
amount equal to 100% of the bid price.


6. State of Connecticut Contractor Prequalification Program.
(THIS ITEM IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS ITB)


7. Non-Resident Contractor 5% Tax For Contracts. CGS Section 12-430(7) requires non-
resident contractors who perform services or furnish materials, or both, for the construction,
alteration or improvement of any project in which the contract price is at least $250,000, to
furnish the Department of Revenue Services (DRS) a Guarantee Bond for 5% of the total cost
of the work, issued under a contract using Form AU-766, Guarantee Bond. This form is
available on the State DRS website. Form AU-766 must be submitted for each additional
change order or supplement issued against the contract. Non-resident contractors must
have completed and submitted to the DRS Form REG-1, Business Tax Registration
Application, to register with the DRS and have been issued a Connecticut Tax Registration
Number. This form is available on the DRS website.   Non-resident contractors have 120 days
from the commencement of the contract to file the Guarantee Bond with the State.
Commencement of the contract, as defined by law,   “means the time when the non-resident
contractor signs the contract, but, in any event, occurs no later than when the work under
the contract actually starts.”  As soon as the guarantee bond is filed with the DRS, the non-
resident contractor shall submit the copy of such Guarantee Bond together with the non-
resident contractor’s Connecticut Tax Registration Number to the Town department for
whom the project is required. After the non-resident contractor receives its Certificate of
Compliance from the DRS confirming that the Guarantee Bond requirement has been met,
the non-resident contractor shall submit a copy of the same to the department, for whom
the work is being performed, with a copy to the Purchasing Department.


8. Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO); Minority Business Enterprises (MBE).
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(THIS ITEM IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS ITB)


n. LICENSES AND PERMITS


The successful Bidder certifies that, throughout the Contract term, it shall have and provide proof
of all approvals, permits and licenses required by the Town and/or any state or federal authority.
The successful Bidder shall immediately and in writing notify the Town of the loss or suspension of
any such approval, permit or license.


o. AMENDMENTS


The Contract may not be altered or amended except by the written agreement of both parties.


p. ENTIRE AGREEMENT


It is expressly understood and agreed that the Contract contains the entire agreement between the
parties, and that the parties are not, and shall not be, bound by any stipulations, representations,
agreements or promises, oral or otherwise, not printed or inserted in the Contract or its attached
exhibits.


q. VALIDITY


The invalidity of one or more of the phrases, sentences or clauses contained in the Contract shall
not affect the remaining portions so long as the material purposes of the Contract can be
determined and effectuated.


r. CONNECTICUT LAW AND COURTS


The Contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the internal laws (as opposed
to the conflicts of law provisions) of the State of Connecticut, and the parties irrevocably submit in
any suit, action or proceeding arising out of the Contract to the jurisdiction of  any court of the State
of Connecticut, as applicable.


s. NON-EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP


The Town and the successful Bidder are independent parties. Nothing contained in the Contract
shall create, or be construed or deemed as creating, the relationships of principal and agent,
partnership, joint venture, employer and employee, and/or any relationship other than that of
independent parties contracting with each other solely for the purpose of carrying out the terms
and conditions of the Contract. The successful Bidder understands and agrees that it is not entitled
to employee benefits, including but not limited to workers compensation and employment
insurance coverage, and disability. The successful Bidder shall be solely responsible for any
applicable taxes.


t. COMPLIANCE WITH SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL ACT


The successful Bidder shall comply with section 6002 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended
by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. The requirements of Section 6002 include
procuring only items designated in guidelines of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) at 40
CFR part 247 that contain the highest percentage of recovered materials practicable, consistent with
maintaining a satisfactory level of competition, where the purchase price of the item exceeds
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$10,000 or the value of the quantity acquired during the preceding fiscal year exceeded $10,000;
procuring solid waste management services in a manner that maximizes energy and resource
recovery; and establishing an affirmative procurement program for procurement of recovered
materials identified in the EPA guidelines.


u. NON-DISCRIMINATION


The successful Bidder agrees to comply with Executive Order 11246, including the inclusion of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Clause in every contract and purchase order entered into with
subcontractors and suppliers as required by 41 CFR 60-1.4, as supplemented by the Department of
Labor Regulations. No person shall be discriminated against on the basis of race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin in all phases of employment during the performance of the Contract. Bidders agree
that contractors and subcontractors on this Project shall take affirmative action to ensure fair
treatment in employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising,
layoff or termination, rates of pay, or other forms of compensation and selection for training and
apprenticeship.


END OF STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS


DESCRIPTION:


The Town of Cheshire is seeking Bids from qualified contractors for performing all work associated
with the rehabilitation and CCTV investigations of gravity sewer mains and manholes through the
towns sanitary sewer collection system.  Work includes, but is not limited to, gravity sewer and
manhole lining, grouting and other methods of repair to address structural defects and infiltration.
The work also includes additional gravity sewer main CCTV investigations including verification of
select sewer service connections.


All work shall be in accordance with and as described within the enclosed Appendices of this ITB.


SCHEDULE OF VALUES:


The apparent successful Bidder must submit, prior to the execution of an Agreement, a preliminary
schedule of values for all of the Work.  The preliminary schedule of values must be submitted after
Bidding by the apparent low Bidder, and the schedule of values must be deemed acceptable by the
Town Engineer before the Agreement is executed.


MATERIALS:


The Contractor owns all materials to be removed from the site except those noted to be salvaged
and is responsible for its suitable disposal.


SUBMITTALS:


The Contractor shall submit one (1) copy of each material certification/product data sheet required.
Submittals shall be submitted digital only via email or an FTP site.  See special provisions for any
specific submittal requirements.


SUPERVISION AND INSPECTION:


This project will be supervised and inspected by the Municipality or its authorized agent. The "Notice
to Proceed", stipulating the date on which the Contractor will begin the construction and from which
date the contract time will be charged, will be issued by the Municipality.


VERIFICATION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS:


Included in this contract is the modification, alteration and/or addition to existing structures.
Contractors are cautioned that it is their responsibility to verify locations, conditions, and field
dimensions of all existing features, as actual conditions may differ from information shown on the
plans or contained elsewhere in the specifications.


ACCESS AND EGRESS:


The work areas are all within town roadways and sanitary sewer easements.   Contractor shall
coordinate access to all work areas prior to commencing any construction activities.
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COORDINATION OF WORK:


The Contractor shall coordinate with the Town and its agent accordingly including the WPCD, police
and fire department, public works, and school bus routes along the areas of work.  The Contractor’s
allowable work hours at the site are limited to the following:


 Monday through Friday between 7:30AM and 5:30PM


CONTRACT TIME:


The contract time for this project is ninety (90) consecutive calendar days, starting on the Notice to
Proceed date, and does not allow for a winter shutdown period.


LIQUIDATED DAMAGES:


The Contractor is hereby notified that if the project is not substantially complete within the specified
contract time stated above, liquidated damages in the amount of one thousand one hundred
dollars ($1,100.00) per consecutive calendar day beyond the aforementioned substantial
completion date shall be assessed against the Contractor, not as a penalty, but to compensate the
Town for the estimated, reasonable costs to be incurred by the Town in the event of Contractor’s
failure to achieve timely completion.


PERMITS:


The Contractor is hereby notified that all permit approvals (contained elsewhere in these
specifications) shall be made a part of this Contract, and that the Contractor shall be bound to
comply with all requirements of such permits and permit applications as though the Contractor were
the permittee.


The requirements and conditions set forth in the permit shall be binding on the Contractor just as
any other specification would be. In the case of a conflict between a provision of the environmental
permit or permit application and another provision in the contract documents, the former shall
govern.


CALL-BEFORE- YOU- DIG (CBYD):


The Contractor is hereby notified that he shall contact Call-Before-You-Dig (CBYD) 1-800-922-4455
www.cbyd.com and obtain authorization prior to start of work as required by law. Contractor shall
renew CBYD tickets as required for the duration of construction.


END OF GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS


(Special Provisions are provided starting on the following page if any)
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SECTION 01200
SUMMARY OF WORK


1.00 - GENERAL


1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS


A. Drawings and General Provisions of the Contract apply to the work specified in this
Section.


1.02 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS


A. Verify location of underground utilities, including those utilities, active or abandoned,
which may not be shown on the plans.  Call-Before-You-Dig 1-800-922-4455.  Notify the
Town Engineer of any underground features discovered during construction.


B. The Contractor shall perform work so as to protect existing utilities including overhead
wires, poles, guy wires, structures, and underground services.  Conflicts between the
proposed work and existing services such as gas, water, electric or other services, shall
be reported to the Engineer immediately.


C. Provide and maintain protective barriers, barricades and construction warning signs as
necessary to protect pedestrians, working personnel, vehicles, private property, and
work as it is installed.


D. Attend a pre-construction meeting with the Town after utilities have been marked and
any discrepancies have been noted.  Administer weekly job meetings with the Town
Engineer.


E. Provide submittals including but not limited to schedule of submittals, schedule of
values, construction progress schedule, material certificates, cut sheets and shop
drawings to the Town Engineer for approval prior to ordering.  Submit manufacturer’s
shop drawings for all pre-cast structures.


F. Remove and dispose of all excess or unsuitable material off-site in a proper manner. The
site shall be kept clean and free of debris or rubbish.


G. Notify the Engineer immediately if any conflicts or discrepancies are encountered.


H. Restore, repair, or replace all features disturbed during construction.


I. Sweep roadway and driveways each day as required.  Disturbed areas shall be sprinkled
with water as required to control dust.  All rubbish and debris shall be removed from the
site each day and be properly disposed of by the Contractor.


J. Provide record documents, guarantees, warranties and bonds.


END OF SECTION 01300
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SECTION 01300
SUBMITTALS


1.00 GENERAL


1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS


A. The General Provisions of the Contract apply to the work specified in this Section.


1.02 SECTION INCLUDES


A. Schedule of Submittals
B. Construction Progress Schedule
C. Schedule of Values
D. Shop Drawings
E. Product Data
F. Manufacturer’s Instruction
G. Application for Payment
H. Certified payroll


1.03 PROCEDURES


A. Digital pdf files of the submittals shall be submitted to the Town’s Consulting
Engineer, Wright-Pierce, at dennis.dievert@wright-pierce.com.


B. All submittals shall be accompanied by a completed transmittal form accepted by the
Town’s consulting Engineer.  The form shall identify: Project, preparer of the
submittal, date, name and address of Contractor, Subcontractor, Supplier, and
manufacturer; identify pertinent drawing sheet, detail, and Specification Section
number, as appropriate; and identify deviations from Contract Documents.  Provide
space for Contractor and Engineer review stamps.


C. Submit initial progress schedules, schedule of submittals, and schedule of values
prior to initiation of work.  After review by Engineer, revise and resubmit as required.
Submit revised schedules with each Application for Payment, reflecting changes since
previous submittal.


D. Comply with progress schedule for submittals related to Work progress.  Coordinate
submittal of related items.


E. After Engineer review of submittal, revise and resubmit as required, identifying
changes made since previous submittal.


F. Distribute copies of reviewed submittals to Owner and concerned persons.  Instruct
recipients to promptly report any inability to comply with provisions.
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2.00 PRODUCTS


2.01 SCHEDULE OF SUBMITTALS


A. Prior to the initiation of work, the Contractor shall submit a schedule of submittals,
arranged in chronological order by dates required by the construction schedule.
Include time required for review, re-submittal, ordering, manufacturing, fabrication,
and delivery.


B. Coordinate Schedule of Submittals with list of subcontracts, the Schedule of Values, and
Construction Progress Schedule.


2.02 CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS SCHEDULE


A. Prior to the initiation of work, the Contractor shall submit a schedule of the anticipated
starting and completion dates for the various activities.  The schedule shall be in a
form approved by the Engineer and shall correspond to the schedule of Values.


B. The Contractor shall issue an up-to-date progress schedule to the Engineer, along with
each application for payment.


C. It shall be the Contractor's responsibility to notify and coordinate their work with the
local utility companies, local fire & police departments, and the Cheshire Department
of Public Works, Engineering and Water Pollution Control.


2.03 SCHEDULE OF VALUES


A. Prior to the initiation of work, the Contractor shall submit a Schedule of Values allocating
portions of the Contract Price to various portions of the Work and used as the basis
for reviewing Contractor’s Applications for Payment. The schedule shall be in a form
approved by the Town Engineer.


B. The Contractor shall issue an up-to-date schedule of values to the Engineer, along with
each application for payment.


2.04 SHOP DRAWINGS


A. Shop Drawings shall be complete, giving all information necessary or requested in
the individual section of the specifications. They shall also show adjoining Work and
details of connection thereto.


B. Shop Drawings shall be for whole systems.  Partial submissions will not be accepted.


C. The Town Engineer reserves the right to review and approve shop drawings only after
approval of related product data and samples.


D. Shop drawings shall be properly identified and contain the name of the project, name
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of the firm submitting the shop drawings, shop drawing number, date of shop
drawings and revisions, Contractor's stamp of approval, and sufficient spaces near
the title block for the Engineer's stamp.


E. When the Shop Drawing is returned by the Engineer with the stamp "Revise and
Resubmit" or "Disapproved", the Contractor shall correct the original drawing or
prepare a new drawing and resubmit to the Engineer for approval.  This procedure
shall be repeated until the Engineer's approval is obtained.


F. When the Shop Drawing is returned by the Engineer with the stamp "Approved" or
"Approved as Corrected", the Contractor shall provide and distribute prints for all
Subcontractors.


G. The Contractor shall maintain one full set of approved shop drawings at the site.


2.05 PRODUCT DATA


A. Mark each copy to identify applicable products, models, options, and other data;
supplement manufacturers' standard data to provide information unique to the
Work.


B. Submit the number of copies that Contractor requires, plus two copies, which will be
retained by the Town Engineer.


2.06 MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTIONS


A. When required in individual Specification Section, submit manufacturer's printed
instructions for delivery, storage, assembly, installation, start-up, adjusting, and
finishing, in quantities specified for product data.


2.07 APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT


A. The Application for Payment form to be used on this Project is EJCDC No. C-620.


2.08 CERTIFIED PAYROLL


A.   Along with the submittal of each Application for Payment, the Contractor shall
provide written certification that they and their respective subcontractors have
complied with the Prevailing Wage Rate requirements established by the State of
Connecticut Department of Labor for the period during which the work is performed.
Certified payroll shall be submitted in a form approved by the Engineer.


END OF SECTION 01300
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SECTION 01730
CONTRACT CLOSEOUT


1.00 GENERAL


1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS


A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract apply to this Section.


1.02 SECTION INCLUDES


A. Closeout Procedures.
B. Final Cleaning.
C. Final Inspection.
D. Project Record Documents.
E. Guarantees, Warranties, and Bonds.


1.03 CLOSEOUT PROCEDURES


A. Comply with procedures stated in General Conditions of the Contract for issuance of
Certificate of Substantial Completion.


B. Furnish warranties and bonds for items so listed in pertinent other sections of the
Contract Documents.


C. Provide evidence of payment and release of liens.


1.04 FINAL CLEANING


A. Execute prior to Final Inspection.


B. Repair, patch, and touch up marred surfaces to the specified finish, to match adjacent
surfaces.


C. In cleaning items with manufacturer's finish or items previously finished by a
Subcontractor, care shall be taken not to damage such manufacturer's or
Subcontractor's finish. Any damage to finishes caused by cleaning operations shall be
repaired at the Contractor's expense.


D. Broom clean exposed concrete surfaces and paved surfaces.  Rake clean other
surfaces of grounds.


E. Remove waste and surplus materials, rubbish and construction facilities from the
Project and from the site.
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1.05 FINAL INSPECTION


A. Upon completion of final cleaning, the Contractor shall notify the Town Engineer who
shall then arrange for final inspection.  At the time of final inspection of the work
performed under the Contract, all work covered by the Drawings and these
Specifications shall be complete in every respect and in perfect operating condition.
All surplus materials of every character resulting from the work of this project shall
have been removed from the site.


B. Any defects discovered in any of the work as a result of the final inspection shall be
corrected in accordance with the terms of the contract prior to final acceptance of
the work.


1.06 RECORD CONTRACT DOCUMENTS


A. Job set: Promptly following receipt of the Owner's Notice to Proceed, secure from the
Town Engineer at no charge to the Contractor a complete set of all Contract
Documents.  Additional copies may be purchased by the Contractor.


B. During the progress of the work, the Contractor shall maintain a current record set of all
Drawings, Specifications, Addenda, Change Orders, Work Change Directives, Field
Orders, and written interpretations and clarifications in good order and annotated to
show changes made during construction.


C. Manufacturers’ and subcontractors’, shop drawings, line-and-control diagrams,
assembly and erection drawings, etc., shall also be corrected to indicate As-built
conditions, and maintained as Record Contract Documents.


D. Store Record Documents separate from those used for construction.


E. Keep Record Documents current: do not permanently conceal any work until required
information has been recorded.


F. Accuracy of records:


1. Thoroughly coordinate changes within the Record Documents, making
adequate and proper entries on each page of Specifications and each sheet
of Drawings and other Documents where such entry is required to show the
change properly.


2. Make entries within 24 hours after receipt of information that the change has
occurred.  Date all entries.


G. At the completion of the construction work and prior to acceptance of the project, the
Contractor shall provide the marked-up Record Contract Documents to the Town
Engineer.
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1.07 GUARANTEES, WARRANTIES AND BONDS


A. Except as otherwise specified, the Contractor shall guaranty all work against defects
resulting from materials, workmanship, or equipment which are inferior, defective,
or not in accordance with the terms of the Contract.


B. All workmanship and materials shall be fully guaranteed for a period of one year after
acceptance of the entire installation covered by this contract. Should any defects
occur during the guaranteed period, the contractor shall repair and/or replace all
defective equipment, material and/or work at no extra charge to the owner.


C. Furnish fully executed guarantees, warranties and bonds to the Owner in accordance
with the General Conditions.


2.00 PRODUCTS (Not Used)


3.00 EXECUTION (Not Used)


END OF SECTION 01730
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INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS


The General Contractor and all Subcontractors shall carry the following insurances for the duration
of the Project, in coordination with the GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACTOR FOR
CONSTRUCTION AND THE SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT FOR CONSTRUCTION.
Insurance companies shall be licensed to do business in the State of Connecticut.


       (Minimum Limits)
General Liability* Each Occurrence $2,000,000


General Aggregate $3,000,000
Products/Completed Operations Aggregate $3,000,000


Auto Liability* Combined Single Limit (Each Accident) $1,000,000


Umbrella* Combined single Limit (Each Occurrence) $2,000,000
(Excess Liability) Aggregate $3,000,000


* The Town of Cheshire and Wright-Pierce shall be named as “Additional Insured.” Coverage is to be
provided on a primary, noncontributory basis. Waiver of subrogation by Contractor must be
provided.


If any policy is written on a “Claims Made” basis, the policy must be continually renewed for a
minimum of two (2) years from the completion date of the Contract. If the policy is replaced and/or
the retroactive date is changed, then the expiring policy must be endorsed to extend the reporting
period for claims for the policy in effect during the Contract for two (2) years from the completion
date.


Workers Compensation and Employers' Liability:


a. Projects not involving roofing work: Statutory limits.
b. Projects involving roofing work: Statutory limits Including employers' liability of


$500,000.00/$500,000.00/$500,000.00.


Special Hazards: For projects involving underground work or explosives provide per the limit of
general liability insurance the following:


a. Type C - Collapse or Structural Integrity
b. Type U - Underground Damage
c. Type X - Explosion or Blasting


Original, completed Certificates of Insurance must be presented to the Town prior to Contract
execution. The successful bidder agrees to provide replacement/renewal certificates at least 60 days
prior to the expiration of the policy. Should any of the above described policies be cancelled before
the expiration date, written notice must be given to the Town thirty (30) days prior to cancellation.


END OF INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
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BID FORM


BIDDER’S FULL LEGAL NAME: _______________________________________________


Pursuant to and in full compliance with the ITB, the undersigned Bidder, having visited the site or
property if applicable, and having thoroughly examined each and every document comprising the
ITB, including any addenda, hereby offers and agrees as follows:


Item
No.


Description Unit Quantity Bid Unit Price Bid Amount


1 Mobilization/ Demobilization –
(max 5% of total bid)


Lump Sum 1 - $


2 Traffic Control Lump Sum 1 - $
3 8-inch Diameter Gravity Sewer Main


Cured in Place Pipe Liner (CIPP)
LF* 2,000 $ $


4 Sewer Service Reinstatement EA* 20 $ $
5 Gravity Sewer Main Mechanical Root


Removal
LF* 500 $ $


6 8-inch Diameter Gravity Sewer Main
Heavy Cleaning


LF* 100 $ $


7 Light Cleaning and CCTV Inspection of
8-inch Gravity Sewer Main


LF* 10,200 $ $


8 Light Cleaning and CCTV Inspection of
10-inch Gravity Sewer Main


LF* 600 $ $


9 Light Cleaning and CCTV Inspection of
12-inch Gravity Sewer Main


LF* 900 $ $


10 Light Cleaning and CCTV Inspection of
15-inch Gravity Sewer Main


LF* 600 $ $


11 Light Cleaning and CCTV Inspection of
24-inch Gravity Sewer Main


LF* 4,300 $ $


12 Supplemental Traffic Control via
Uniformed Police Officer


ALL* 1 - $15,000


Total Base Bid $
*Indeterminate Quantity


ACKNOWLEDGEMENT


In submitting this Bid Form, the undersigned Bidder acknowledges that the price(s) include all labor,
materials, transportation, hauling, overhead, fees and insurances, bonds or letters of credit, profit,
security, permits and licenses, and all other costs to cover the completed work called for in the ITB.
Except as otherwise expressly stated in the ITB, no additional payment of any kind will be made for
work accomplished under the price(s) as proposed.


REQUIRED DISCLOSURES


1. Exceptions to the ITB
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______ This Bid does not take exception to any requirement of the ITB, including
but not only any of the Contract Terms set forth in Section 26 of the Standard
Instructions to Bidders.


OR


______ This Bid takes exception(s) to certain of the ITB requirements, including
but not only the following Contract Terms set forth in Section 26 of the Standard
Instructions to Bidders. Attached is a sheet fully describing each such exception.


2. State Debarment List


              Is the Bidder on the State of Connecticut’s Debarment List?
______ Yes
______ No


3. Occupational Safety and Health Law Violations


Has the Bidder or any firm, corporation, partnership or association in which i.t has
an interest (1) been cited for three (3) or more willful or serious violations of any
occupational safety and health act or of any standard, order or regulation
promulgated pursuant to such act, during the three-year period preceding the Bid
(provided such violations were cited in accordance with the provisions of any state
occupational safety and health act or the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970, and not abated within the time fixed by the citation and such citation has
not been set aside following appeal to the appropriate agency or court having
jurisdiction) or (2) received one or more criminal convictions related to the injury
or death of any employee in the three-year period preceding the Bid?


______ Yes
______ No


If “yes,” attach a sheet fully describing each such matter.


4. Arbitration/Litigation


Has either the Bidder or any of its principals (regardless of place of employment)
been involved for the most recent ten (10) years in any resolved or pending
arbitration or litigation?


______ Yes
______ No


If “yes,” attach a sheet fully describing each such matter.
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5. Criminal Proceedings


Has the Bidder or any of its principals (regardless of place of employment) ever
been the subject of any criminal proceedings?


______ Yes
______ No


If “yes,” attach a sheet fully describing each such matter.


6. Ethics and Offenses in Public Projects or Contracts


Has either the Bidder or any of its principals (regardless of place of employment)
ever been found to have violated any state or local ethics law, regulation,
ordinance, code, policy or standard, or to have committed any other offense
arising out of the submission of Bids or bids or the performance of work on public
works projects or contracts?


   ______ Yes
   ______ No


If “yes,” attach a sheet fully describing each such matter.


BID SECURITY


The Bidder has included herein the required certified check or Bid (bid) bond in the amount of 5%
of the Bid amount.


NOTE: THIS DOCUMENT, IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED A VALID BID, MUSTBE SIGNED BY A PRINCIPAL
OFFICER OR OWNER OF THE BUSINESS ENTITY THAT IS SUBMITTING THE BID. SUCH SIGNATURE
CONSTITUTES THE BIDDER'S REPRESENTATIONS THAT IT HAS READ, UNDERSTOOD AND FULLY
ACCEPTED EACH AND EVERY PROVISION OF EACH DOCUMENT COMPROMISING THE ITB, UNLESS
AN EXCEPTION IS DESCRIBED ABOVE.  BIDDER AGREES THAT IT WILL SIGN CONTRACT PROVIDED BY
THE TOWN, WITHOUT MODIFICATIONS OR ALTERATIONS, WITHIN FIVE (5) DAYS OF AWARD.


BY ___________________________ TITLE:_____________________________
(PRINT NAME)


______________________________ DATE:_____________________________
(SIGNATURE)


END OF BID FORM
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LEGAL STATUS DISCLOSURE FORM


Please fully complete the applicable section below, attaching a separate sheet if you need additional
space.


For purposes of this disclosure, “permanent place of business” means an office continuously
maintained, occupied and used by the Bidder’s regular employees regularly in attendance to carry
on the Bidder’s business in the Bidder’s own name.  An office maintained, occupied and used by a
Bidder only for the duration of a contract will not be considered a permanent place of business.  An
office maintained, occupied and used by a person affiliated with a Bidder will not be considered a
permanent place of business of the Bidder.


IF A SOLELY OWNED BUSINESS:


Bidder’s Full Legal Name


Street Address


Mailing Address (if different from Street Address)


Owner’s Full Legal Name


Number of years engaged in business under sole proprietor or trade name


Does the Bidder have a “permanent place of business” in Connecticut, as defined above?


________ Yes ________ No


If yes, please state the full street address (not a post office box) of that “permanent place of
business.”


IF A CORPORATION:


Bidder’s Full Legal Name


Street Address


Mailing Address (if different from Street Address)


Owner’s Full Legal Name


Number of years engaged in business
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Names of Current Officers


_____________________ ______________________ _____________________
President Secretary Chief Financial Officer


Does the Bidder have a “permanent place of business” in Connecticut, as defined above?


________ Yes ________ No


If yes, please state the full street address (not a post office box) of that “permanent place of
business.”


IF A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY:


Bidder’s Full Legal Name


Street Address


Mailing Address (if different from Street Address)


Owner’s Full Legal Name


Number of years engaged in business


Names of Current Manager(s) and Member(s)


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


Does the Bidder have a “permanent place of business” in Connecticut, as defined above?


________ Yes ________ No
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If yes, please state the full street address (not a post office box) of that “permanent place of
business.”


IF A PARTNERSHIP:


Bidder’s Full Legal Name


Street Address


Mailing Address (if different from Street Address)


Owner’s Full Legal Name


Number of years engaged in business


Names of Current Partners


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


_______________________________ _______________________________
Name & Title (if any) Residential Address (street only)


Does the Bidder have a “permanent place of business” in Connecticut, as defined above?


________ Yes ________ No


If yes, please state the full street address (not a post office box) of that “permanent place of
business.”


________________________________________________________


*************************************************************************


Sign on the next page
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_____________________________________________
Bidder’s Full Legal Name


_____________________________________________
(print)
Name and Title of Bidder’s Authorized Representative


_____________________________________________
(signature)
Bidder’s Representative, Duly Authorized


_____________________________________________
Date


END OF LEGAL STATUS DISCLOSURE FORM
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BIDDER’S CERTIFICATION
Concerning Equal Employment Opportunities


And Affirmative Action Policy


I/we, the Bidder, certify that:


1)  I/we are in compliance with the equal opportunity clause as set forth in Connecticut state
law (Executive Order No. Three, http://www.cslib.org/exeorder3.htm) and will comply with
federal Executive Order 11246 (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/executive-order-
11246/ca-11246).


2)  I/we do not maintain segregated facilities.


3)  I/we have filed all required employer's information reports.


4)  I/we have developed and maintain written affirmative action programs.


5) I/we list job openings with federal and state employment services.


6)  I/we attempt to employ and advance in employment qualified handicapped individuals.


7)  I/we are in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act.


8) I/we (check one):


______ have an Affirmative Action Program, or


______ employ 10 people or fewer.


 9)     I/we have read and understand the ITB Documents and all addenda, and our Bid has been
made on the basis thereof.


_________________________________ ____________________________________
Legal Name of Bidder (signature)


Bidder’s Representative, Duly Authorized


____________________________________
Name of Bidder’s Authorized Representative


____________________________________
Title of Bidder’s Authorized Representative


____________________________________
Date
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BIDDER’S NON COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT


The undersigned Bidder, having fully informed himself/herself/itself regarding the accuracy of the
statements made herein, certifies that:


(1) the Bid is genuine; it is not a collusive or sham bid;


(2) the Bidder developed the Bid independently and submitted it without collusion with, and
without any agreement, understanding, communication or planned common course of
action with, any other person or entity designed to limit independent competition;


(3) the Bidder, its employees and agents have not communicated the contents of the Bid to any
person not an employee or agent of the Bidder and will not communicate the Bid to any such
person prior to the official opening of the Bid; and


(4) no elected or appointed official or other officer or employee of the Town of Cheshire is
directly or indirectly interested in the Bidder’s bid, or in the supplies, materials, equipment,
work or labor to which it relates, or in any of the profits thereof.


The undersigned Bidder further certifies that this affidavit is executed for the purpose of inducing
the Town of Cheshire to consider its Bid and make an award in accordance therewith.


_________________________________ _____________________________________
Legal Name of Bidder (signature)


Bidder’s Representative, Duly Authorized


_____________________________________
Name of Bidder’s Authorized Representative


_____________________________________
Title of Bidder’s Authorized Representative


_____________________________________
Date


Subscribed and sworn to before me this _______ day of _____________________, 20___.


_____________________________________
Notary Public
My Commission Expires:
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BIDDER’S STATEMENT OF REFERENCES


Provide at least three (3) references:


1. BUSINESS NAME________________________________________________________


ADDRESS_______________________________________________________________


CITY, STATE____________________________________________________________


TELEPHONE:____________________________________________________________


INDIVIDUAL CONTACT NAME AND POSITION _____________________________


_______________________________________________________________________


2. BUSINESS NAME________________________________________________________


ADDRESS_______________________________________________________________


CITY, STATE____________________________________________________________


TELEPHONE:____________________________________________________________


INDIVIDUAL CONTACT NAME AND POSITION _____________________________


_______________________________________________________________________


3. BUSINESS NAME________________________________________________________


ADDRESS_______________________________________________________________


CITY, STATE____________________________________________________________


TELEPHONE:____________________________________________________________


INDIVIDUAL CONTACT NAME AND POSITION _____________________________


_______________________________________________________________________


END OF STATEMENT OF REFERENCES
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CONTRACT (DRAFT)


(SEE ATTACHED)
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ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS: 
The author of this document 
has added information 
needed for its completion. 
The author may also have 
revised the text of the 
original AIA standard form. 
An Additions and Deletions 
Report that notes added 
information as well as 
revisions to the standard 
form text is available from 
the author and should be 
reviewed. 


This document has important 
legal consequences. 
Consultation with an 
attorney is encouraged with 
respect to its completion 
or modification. 


The parties should complete 
A101™–2017, Exhibit A, 
Insurance and Bonds, 
contemporaneously with this 
Agreement. AIA Document 
A201™–2017, General 
Conditions of the Contract 
for Construction, is 
adopted in this document by 
reference. Do not use with 
other general conditions 
unless this document is 
modified. 


ELECTRONIC COPYING of any 
portion of this AIA®  Document 
to another electronic file is 
prohibited and constitutes a 
violation of copyright laws 
as set forth in the footer of 
this document. 


AGREEMENT made as of the «  » day of «» in the year «» 
(In words, indicate day, month and year.) 
 
BETWEEN the Owner: 
(Name, legal status, address and other information) 
 
«  »« « Town of Cheshire    
»84 South Main Street 
Cheshire, CT 06410   » 
and the Contractor: 
(Name, legal status, address and other information) 
 
«  
«  for the following Project: 
(Name, location and detailed description) 
 
«  
 
The Architect: 
(Name, legal status, address and other information) 
 
«  » 
« The Owner and Contractor agree as follows.  
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TABLE OF ARTICLES 
 
1    THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
 
2    THE WORK OF THIS CONTRACT 
 
3    DATE OF COMMENCEMENT AND SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION 
 
4    CONTRACT SUM 
 
5    PAYMENTS 
 
6    DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
 
7    TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION 
 
8    MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
 
9    ENUMERATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
 
EXHIBIT A    INSURANCE AND BONDS 
 
ARTICLE 1   THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
The Contract Documents consist of this Agreement, Conditions of the Contract (General, Supplementary, and other 
Conditions), Drawings, Specifications, Addenda issued prior to execution of this Agreement, the Bidding 
Documents (including Owner’s Instructions to Bidders, Owner’s Invitation to Bid # and all Bidding Documents 
issued in conjunction therewith, including Addendum #1), Contractor’s Bid dated ________, other documents listed 
in this Agreement, and Modifications issued after execution of this Agreement, all of which form the Contract, and 
are as fully a part of the Contract as if attached to this Agreement or repeated herein. The Contract represents the 
entire and integrated agreement between the parties hereto and supersedes prior negotiations, representations, or 
agreements, either written or oral. An enumeration of the Contract Documents, other than a Modification, appears in 
Article 9. 
 
ARTICLE 2   THE WORK OF THIS CONTRACT 
The Contractor shall fully execute the Work described in the Contract Documents, except as specifically indicated in 
the Contract Documents to be the responsibility of others. 
 
ARTICLE 3   DATE OF COMMENCEMENT AND SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION 
§ 3.1 The date of commencement of the Work shall be: 
(Check one of the following boxes.) 
 
[ «  » ]    The date of this Agreement. 
 
[ «X » ]    A date set forth in a notice to proceed issued by the Owner or Architect. Contractor shall coordinate the 
scheduling and performance of the Work with the Owner.  
 
[ «  » ]    Established as follows: 


(Insert a date or a means to determine the date of commencement of the Work.) 
 
«  » 
 
If a date of commencement of the Work is not selected, then the date of commencement shall be the date of this 
Agreement. 
 
§ 3.2 The Contract Time shall be measured from the date of commencement of the Work. 
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§ 3.3 Substantial Completion 
§ 3.3.1 Subject to adjustments of the Contract Time as provided in the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall 
achieve Substantial Completion of the entire Work: 
(Check one of the following boxes and complete the necessary information.) 
 
[ «  » ]    Not later than «ten» ( «10» ) months from the date of commencement of the Work. 
 
[ «X » ]    By the following date: «_________________________________  » 
 
TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE WITH REGARD TO THE TIMELY PERFORMANCE OF THE AGREEMENT, 
ACHIEVEMENT OF ALL MILESTONES, SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION AND FINAL COMPLETION OF 
THE PROJECT BY THE CONTRACTOR. If, in the sole opinion of the Owner, the Contractor is not adhering to 
the Project schedule and/or is not supplying sufficient labor and/or equipment to complete the Work by the 
Substantial Completion date contained herein, upon forty-eight (48) hours written notice, the Town shall have the 
right to direct the Contractor to increase its labor and/or equipment to meet established project schedules without 
additional compensation provided the Town is not responsible or in any way liable for the Contractor not adhering 
to the Project schedule.  Any and all such additional labor or supervision shall be at Contractor’s sole cost and 
expense and may include, but shall not be limited to, Town directing the Contractor to increase the workers on its 
crews, supply additional equipment, work overtime, work a second shift during a single day, work weekends, or any 
combination thereof, without any additional compensation being due to Contractor for such additional personnel. 
Any costs incurred or arising due to the Contractor’s failure to achieve timely Substantial Completion shall be borne 
solely by the Contractor.  
 
§ 3.3.1.1 Contractor expressly agrees, notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, that: (i) a 
COVID-19 pandemic exists worldwide as of the execution date of this Agreement; (ii) the existence of such 
pandemic, and its effects, now, and for the duration of Contractor's performance under the Agreement, shall not in 
and of itself be cause for Contractor to rely upon, invoke, or avail itself to, any rights or remedies under this 
Agreement, at law, or in equity, for a claim, or an adjustment to the price, schedule, quantities, specifications, or 
other material terms of this Agreement; (iii) the material terms of this Agreement, particularly terms relating to 
price, schedule, quantities, availability and specifications, take into consideration, and fully account for, the 
existence of such pandemic and its  
effects, as of the date of this Agreement; and (iv) such pandemic shall not render Contractor unable to fulfill any of 
its obligations under the Agreement, and Contractor shall not have any claim, action, or cause of action against the 
Owner in connection with such pandemic, including any claim for frustration of purpose change in circumstances, 
economic balance, or impossibility.  This provision shall survive the completion or earlier termination of this 
Agreement. 
 
 
§ 3.3.2 Subject to adjustments of the Contract Time as provided in the Contract Documents, if portions of the Work 
are to be completed prior to Substantial Completion of the entire Work, the Contractor shall achieve Substantial 
Completion of such portions by the following dates: 
 


Portion of Work Substantial Completion Date 
«  »   


 
§ 3.3.3 If the Contractor fails to achieve Substantial Completion as provided in this Section 3.3, liquidated damages, 
if any, shall be assessed as set forth in Section 4.5. 
 
ARTICLE 4   CONTRACT SUM 
§ 4.1 The Owner shall pay the Contractor the Contract Sum in current funds for the Contractor’s performance of the 
Contract. The Contract Sum shall be «_________________  » ($ «__________________  » ), subject to additions 
and deductions as provided in the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 4.2 Alternates 
§ 4.2.1 Alternates, if any, included in the Contract Sum: 
 


Item Price 
«None  »   
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§ 4.2.2 Subject to the conditions noted below, the following alternates may be accepted by the Owner following 
execution of this Agreement. Upon acceptance, the Owner shall issue a Modification to this Agreement. 
(Insert below each alternate and the conditions that must be met for the Owner to accept the alternate.) 
 


Item Price Conditions for Acceptance 
«N/A  »     


 
§ 4.3 Allowances, if any, included in the Contract Sum: 
(Identify each allowance.) 
 


Item Price 
«As indicated in the Bid Proposal »   


 
§ 4.4 Unit prices, if any: 
(Identify the item and state the unit price and quantity limitations, if any, to which the unit price will be applicable.) 
 


Item Units and Limitations Price per Unit ($0.00) 
«As indicated in the Bid Proposal »     


 
§ 4.5 Liquidated damages, if any: 
(Insert terms and conditions for liquidated damages, if any.) 
 
«See A201 as modified.  » 
 
§ 4.6 Other: 
(Insert provisions for bonus or other incentives, if any, that might result in a change to the Contract Sum.) 
 
«  » 
 
ARTICLE 5   PAYMENTS 
§ 5.1 Progress Payments 
§ 5.1.1 Based upon Applications for Payment submitted to the Architect by the Contractor and Certificates for 
Payment issued by the Architect, the Owner shall make progress payments on account of the Contract Sum to the 
Contractor as provided below and elsewhere in the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 5.1.2 The period covered by each Application for Payment shall be one calendar month ending on the last day of 
the month, or as follows: 
 
«  » 
 
§ 5.1.3 Provided that an Application for Payment is received by the Architect not later than the «25th  » day of a 
month, the Owner shall make payment of the amount certified to the Contractor not later than thirty (30) days after 
the Owner approves the Application for Payment. If an Application for Payment is received by the Architect after 
the application date fixed above, payment of the amount certified shall be made by the Owner not later than «thirty  
» ( «30  » ) days after the approves the Application for Payment certified by the Architect. 
(Federal, state or local laws may require payment within a certain period of time.) 
 
§ 5.1.4 Each Application for Payment shall be based on the most recent schedule of values submitted by the 
Contractor in accordance with the Contract Documents. The schedule of values shall allocate the entire Contract 
Sum among the various portions of the Work. The schedule of values shall be prepared in such form, and supported 
by such data to substantiate its accuracy, as the Architect may require. This schedule of values shall be used as a 
basis for reviewing the Contractor’s Applications for Payment. 
 
§ 5.1.5 Applications for Payment shall show the percentage of completion of each portion of the Work as of the end 
of the period covered by the Application for Payment. 
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§ 5.1.6 In accordance with AIA Document A201™–2017, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, and 
subject to other provisions of the Contract Documents, the amount of each progress payment shall be computed as 
follows: 
 
§ 5.1.6.1 The amount of each progress payment shall first include: 


.1    That portion of the Contract Sum properly allocable to completed Work; 


.2    That portion of the Contract Sum properly allocable to materials and equipment delivered and suitably 
stored at the site for subsequent incorporation in the completed construction, or, if approved in 
advance by the Owner, suitably stored off the site at a location agreed upon in writing; and 


.3    That portion of Construction Change Directives that the Architect determines, in the Architect’s 
professional judgment, to be reasonably justified. 


 
§ 5.1.6.2 The amount of each progress payment shall then be reduced by: 


.1    The aggregate of any amounts previously paid by the Owner; 


.2    The amount, if any, for Work that remains uncorrected and for which the Architect has previously 
withheld a Certificate for Payment as provided in Article 9 of AIA Document A201–2017; 


.3    Any amount for which the Contractor does not intend to pay a Subcontractor or material supplier, 
unless the Work has been performed by others the Contractor intends to pay; 


.4    For Work performed or defects discovered since the last payment application, any amount for which 
the Architect may withhold payment, or nullify a Certificate of Payment in whole or in part, as 
provided in Article 9 of AIA Document A201–2017; and 


.5    Retainage withheld pursuant to Section 5.1.7. 
 
§ 5.1.7 Retainage 
§ 5.1.7.1 For each progress payment made prior to Substantial Completion of the Work, the Owner may withhold the 
following amount, as retainage, from the payment otherwise due: 
(Insert a percentage or amount to be withheld as retainage from each Application for Payment. The amount of 
retainage may be limited by governing law.) 
 
« Five percent (5%) » 
 
§ 5.1.7.1.1 The following items are not subject to retainage: 
(Insert any items not subject to the withholding of retainage, such as general conditions, insurance, etc.) 
 
«N/A  » 
 
§ 5.1.7.2 Reduction or limitation of retainage, if any, shall be as follows: 
(If the retainage established in Section 5.1.7.1 is to be modified prior to Substantial Completion of the entire Work, 
including modifications for Substantial Completion of portions of the Work as provided in Section 3.3.2, insert 
provisions for such modifications.) 
 
«At the Owner’s sole discretion.  » 
 
§ 5.1.7.3 Except as set forth in this Section 5.1.7.3, upon Substantial Completion of the Work, the Contractor may 
submit an Application for Payment that includes the retainage withheld from prior Applications for Payment 
pursuant to this Section 5.1.7. The Application for Payment submitted at Substantial Completion shall not include 
retainage as follows: 
(Insert any other conditions for release of retainage upon Substantial Completion.) 
 
Owner shall be entitled to retain two hundred percent (200%) of the estimated cost to complete punchlist items to 
reach Final Completion. 
«  » 
 
§ 5.1.8 If final completion of the Work is materially delayed through no fault of the Contractor, the Owner shall pay 
the Contractor any additional amounts in accordance with Article 9 of AIA Document A201–2017. 
 
§ 5.1.9 Except with the Owner’s prior approval, the Contractor shall not make advance payments to suppliers for 
materials or equipment which have not been delivered and stored at the site. 
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§ 5.2 Final Payment 
§ 5.2.1 Final payment, constituting the entire unpaid balance of the Contract Sum, shall be made by the Owner to the 
Contractor when 


.1    the Contractor has fully performed the Contract except for the Contractor’s responsibility to correct 
Work as provided in Article 12 of AIA Document A201–2017, and to satisfy other requirements, if 
any, which extend beyond final payment; and 


.2    a final Certificate for Payment has been issued by the Architect and all conditions precedent to final 
payment have been satisfied. 


 
§ 5.2.2 The Owner’s final payment to the Contractor shall be made no later than 30 days after the issuance of the 
Architect’s final Certificate for Payment, or as follows: 
 
«  » 
 
§ 5.3 Intentionally Deleted. 
 
ARTICLE 6   DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
§ 6.1 Initial Decision Maker 
The Architect will serve as the Initial Decision Maker pursuant to Article 15 of AIA Document A201–2017, unless 
the parties appoint below another individual, not a party to this Agreement, to serve as the Initial Decision Maker. 
(If the parties mutually agree, insert the name, address and other contact information of the Initial Decision Maker, 
if other than the Architect.) 
 
«  » 
«  » 
«  » 
«  » 
 
§ 6.2 Binding Dispute Resolution 
For any Claim subject to, but not resolved by, mediation pursuant to Article 15 of AIA Document A201–2017, the 
method of binding dispute resolution shall be as follows: 
(Check the appropriate box.) 
 
[ «  » ]    Arbitration pursuant to Section 15.4 of AIA Document A201–2017 
 
[ «  » ]    Litigation in a court of competent jurisdiction 
 
[ «X » ]    Other (Specify) 
 
«Litigation in Connecticut Superior Court in and for the Judicial District of New Haven unless the Owner, in its sole 
discretion, elects to arbitrate a dispute..  » 
 
If the Owner and Contractor do not select a method of binding dispute resolution, or do not subsequently agree in 
writing to a binding dispute resolution method other than litigation, Claims will be resolved by litigation in a court 
of competent jurisdiction. 
 
ARTICLE 7   TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION 
§ 7.1 The Contract may be terminated by the Owner or the Contractor as provided in Article 14 of AIA Document 
A201–2017. 
 
§ 7.1.1 Intentionally Deleted.  
 
§ 7.2 The Work may be suspended by the Owner as provided in Article 14 of AIA Document A201–2017. 
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ARTICLE 8   MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
§ 8.1 Where reference is made in this Agreement to a provision of AIA Document A201–2017 or another Contract 
Document, the reference refers to that provision as amended or supplemented by other provisions of the Contract 
Documents. 
 
§ 8.2 The Owner’s representative: 
(Name, address, email address, and other information) 
 
«To be named by the Owner in writing within ten (10) days of the execution of this Agreement.  » 
«  » 
«  » 
«  » 
«  » 
«  » 
 
§ 8.3 The Contractor’s representative: 
(Name, address, email address, and other information) 
 
« To be named by the Contractor in writing within ten (10) days of the execution of this Agreement  » 
«  » 
«  » 
«  » 
«  » 
«  » 
 
§ 8.4 Neither the Owner’s nor the Contractor’s representative shall be changed without ten days’ prior notice to the 
other party. 
 
§ 8.5 Insurance and Bonds 
§ 8.5.1 The Owner and the Contractor shall purchase and maintain insurance as set forth in AIA Document A101™–
2017, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor where the basis of payment is a Stipulated Sum, 
Exhibit A, Insurance and Bonds, and elsewhere in the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 8.5.2 The Contractor shall provide bonds as set forth in AIA Document A101™–2017 Exhibit A, and elsewhere in 
the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 8.6 Notice in electronic format, pursuant to Article 1 of AIA Document A201–2017, may be given in accordance 
with AIA Document E203™–2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital Data Exhibit, if completed, or as 
otherwise set forth below: 
(If other than in accordance with AIA Document E203–2013, insert requirements for delivering notice in electronic 
format such as name, title, and email address of the recipient and whether and how the system will be required to 
generate a read receipt for the transmission.) 
 
«  » 
 
§ 8.7 Other provisions: 
 
«  » 
 
ARTICLE 9   ENUMERATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
§ 9.1 This Agreement is comprised of the following documents: 


.1    AIA Document A101™–2017, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor 


.2    AIA Document A101™–2017, Exhibit A, Insurance and Bonds  


.3    AIA Document A201™–2017, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, as modified 


.4    AIA Document E203™–2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital Data Exhibit, dated as 
indicated below: 
(Insert the date of the E203-2013 incorporated into this Agreement.) 
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«  » 
 
.5    Drawings 
 


Number Title Date 
«See List of Drawings  »     


 
.6    Specifications 
 


Section Title Date Pages 
«See Table of Contents  »       


 
.7    Addenda, if any: 
 


Number Date Pages 
« »    


 
Portions of Addenda relating to bidding or proposal requirements are not part of the Contract 
Documents unless the bidding or proposal requirements are also enumerated in this Article 9. 


 
.8    Other Exhibits: 


(Check all boxes that apply and include appropriate information identifying the exhibit where 
required.) 


 
[ «  » ]    AIA Document E204™–2017, Sustainable Projects Exhibit, dated as indicated below: 
(Insert the date of the E204-2017 incorporated into this Agreement.) 


 
   «  » 


 
[ «  » ]    The Sustainability Plan: 


 
Title Date Pages 
«  »     


 
[ » ]    Supplementary and other Conditions of the Contract: 


 
Document Title Date Pages 
«  »       


 
.9    Other documents, if any, listed below: 


(List here any additional documents that are intended to form part of the Contract Documents. AIA 
Document A201™–2017 provides that the advertisement or invitation to bid, Instructions to Bidders, 
sample forms, the Contractor’s bid or proposal, portions of Addenda relating to bidding or proposal 
requirements, and other information furnished by the Owner in anticipation of receiving bids or 
proposals, are not part of the Contract Documents unless enumerated in this Agreement. Any such 
documents should be listed here only if intended to be part of the Contract Documents.) 


 
« Town of Cheshire, Invitation to Bid 
Instructions to Bidders, AIA A701, and Supplemental Instructions to Bidders 
State of CT, Prevailing Wage Rates 
Contractor’s Bid Proposal 


 
 
This Agreement entered into as of the day and year first written above. 
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«  »   «  » 
OWNER (Signature)   CONTRACTOR (Signature) 


«  »«  »   «                                                       »«  » 
(Printed name and title)   (Printed name and title) 


 







 AIA
®


 Document A201TM – 2017 
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ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS: 
The author of this document 
has added information 
needed for its completion. 
The author may also have 
revised the text of the 
original AIA standard form. 
An Additions and Deletions 
Report that notes added 
information as well as 
revisions to the standard 
form text is available from 
the author and should be 
reviewed. 


This document has important 
legal consequences. 
Consultation with an 
attorney is encouraged with 
respect to its completion 
or modification. 


For guidance in modifying 
this document to include 
supplementary conditions, 
see AIA Document A503™, 
Guide for Supplementary 
Conditions. 


ELECTRONIC COPYING of any 
portion of this AIA®  Document 
to another electronic file is 
prohibited and constitutes a 
violation of copyright laws 
as set forth in the footer of 
this document. 


for the following PROJECT: 
(Name and location or address) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE OWNER: 
(Name, legal status and address) 
 
«Town of Cheshire   
84 South Main Street 
Cheshire, CT 06410 
 
THE ARCHITECT: 
(Name, legal status and address) 
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7.3.4.4, 9.6.7, 9.10.3, 11.1.2, 11.1.3, 11.5 
Building Information Models Use and Reliance 
1.8 
Building Permit 
3.7.1 
Capitalization 
1.3 
Certificate of Substantial Completion 
9.8.3, 9.8.4, 9.8.5 
Certificates for Payment 
4.2.1, 4.2.5, 4.2.9, 9.3.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6.1, 9.6.6, 9.7, 
9.10.1, 9.10.3, 14.1.1.3, 14.2.4, 15.1.4 
Certificates of Inspection, Testing or Approval 
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13.4.4 
Certificates of Insurance 
9.10.2 
Change Orders 
1.1.1, 3.4.2, 3.7.4, 3.8.2.3, 3.11, 3.12.8, 4.2.8, 5.2.3, 
7.1.2, 7.1.3, 7.2, 7.3.2, 7.3.7, 7.3.9, 7.3.10, 8.3.1, 
9.3.1.1, 9.10.3, 10.3.2, 11.2, 11.5, 12.1.2 
Change Orders, Definition of 
7.2.1 
CHANGES IN THE WORK 
2.2.2, 3.11, 4.2.8, 7, 7.2.1, 7.3.1, 7.4, 8.3.1, 9.3.1.1, 
11.5 
Claims, Definition of 
15.1.1 
Claims, Notice of 
1.6.2, 15.1.3 
CLAIMS AND DISPUTES 
3.2.4, 6.1.1, 6.3, 7.3.9, 9.3.3, 9.10.4, 10.3.3, 15, 15.4 
Claims and Timely Assertion of Claims 
15.4.1 
Claims for Additional Cost 
3.2.4, 3.3.1, 3.7.4, 7.3.9, 9.5.2, 10.2.5, 10.3.2, 15.1.5 
Claims for Additional Time 
3.2.4, 3.3.1, 3.7.4, 6.1.1, 8.3.2, 9.5.2, 10.3.2, 15.1.6 
Concealed or Unknown Conditions, Claims for 
3.7.4 
Claims for Damages 
3.2.4, 3.18, 8.3.3, 9.5.1, 9.6.7, 10.2.5, 10.3.3, 11.3, 
11.3.2, 14.2.4, 15.1.7 
Claims Subject to Arbitration 
15.4.1 
Cleaning Up 
3.15, 6.3 
Commencement of the Work, Conditions Relating to 
2.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.4.1, 3.7.1, 3.10.1, 3.12.6, 5.2.1, 5.2.3, 
6.2.2, 8.1.2, 8.2.2, 8.3.1, 11.1, 11.2, 15.1.5 
Commencement of the Work, Definition of 
8.1.2 
Communications 
3.9.1, 4.2.4 
Completion, Conditions Relating to 
3.4.1, 3.11, 3.15, 4.2.2, 4.2.9, 8.2, 9.4.2, 9.8, 9.9.1, 
9.10, 12.2, 14.1.2, 15.1.2 
COMPLETION, PAYMENTS AND 
9 
Completion, Substantial 
3.10.1, 4.2.9, 8.1.1, 8.1.3, 8.2.3, 9.4.2, 9.8, 9.9.1, 
9.10.3, 12.2, 15.1.2 
Compliance with Laws 
2.3.2, 3.2.3, 3.6, 3.7, 3.12.10, 3.13, 9.6.4, 10.2.2, 
13.1, 13.3, 13.4.1, 13.4.2, 13.5, 14.1.1, 14.2.1.3, 
15.2.8, 15.4.2, 15.4.3 
Concealed or Unknown Conditions 
3.7.4, 4.2.8, 8.3.1, 10.3 
Conditions of the Contract 
1.1.1, 6.1.1, 6.1.4 
Consent, Written 


3.4.2, 3.14.2, 4.1.2, 9.8.5, 9.9.1, 9.10.2, 9.10.3, 13.2, 
15.4.4.2 
Consolidation or Joinder 
15.4.4 
CONSTRUCTION BY OWNER OR BY 
SEPARATE CONTRACTORS 
1.1.4, 6 
Construction Change Directive, Definition of 
7.3.1 
Construction Change Directives 
1.1.1, 3.4.2, 3.11, 3.12.8, 4.2.8, 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.3, 
7.3, 9.3.1.1 
Construction Schedules, Contractor’s 
3.10, 3.11, 3.12.1, 3.12.2, 6.1.3, 15.1.6.2 
Contingent Assignment of Subcontracts 
5.4, 14.2.2.2 
Continuing Contract Performance 
15.1.4 
Contract, Definition of 
1.1.2 
CONTRACT, TERMINATION OR 
SUSPENSION OF THE 
5.4.1.1, 5.4.2, 11.5, 14 
Contract Administration 
3.1.3, 4, 9.4, 9.5 
Contract Award and Execution, Conditions Relating 
to 
3.7.1, 3.10, 5.2, 6.1 
Contract Documents, Copies Furnished and Use of 
1.5.2, 2.3.6, 5.3 
Contract Documents, Definition of 
1.1.1 
Contract Sum 
2.2.2, 2.2.4, 3.7.4, 3.7.5, 3.8, 3.10.2, 5.2.3, 7.3, 7.4, 
9.1, 9.2, 9.4.2, 9.5.1.4, 9.6.7, 9.7, 10.3.2, 11.5, 12.1.2, 
12.3, 14.2.4, 14.3.2, 15.1.4.2, 15.1.5, 15.2.5 
Contract Sum, Definition of 
9.1 
Contract Time 
1.1.4, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 3.7.4, 3.7.5, 3.10.2, 5.2.3, 6.1.5, 
7.2.1.3, 7.3.1, 7.3.5, 7.3.6, 7, 7, 7.3.10, 7.4, 8.1.1, 
8.2.1, 8.2.3, 8.3.1, 9.5.1, 9.7, 10.3.2, 12.1.1, 12.1.2, 
14.3.2, 15.1.4.2, 15.1.6.1, 15.2.5 
Contract Time, Definition of 
8.1.1 
CONTRACTOR 
3 
Contractor, Definition of 
3.1, 6.1.2 
Contractor’s Construction and Submittal 
Schedules 
3.10, 3.12.1, 3.12.2, 4.2.3, 6.1.3, 15.1.6.2 
Contractor’s Employees 
2.2.4, 3.3.2, 3.4.3, 3.8.1, 3.9, 3.18.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.6, 
10.2, 10.3, 11.3, 14.1, 14.2.1.1 
Contractor’s Liability Insurance 
11.1 
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Contractor’s Relationship with Separate Contractors 
and Owner’s Forces 
3.12.5, 3.14.2, 4.2.4, 6, 11.3, 12.2.4 
Contractor’s Relationship with Subcontractors 
1.2.2, 2.2.4, 3.3.2, 3.18.1, 3.18.2, 4.2.4, 5, 9.6.2, 
9.6.7, 9.10.2, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4 
Contractor’s Relationship with the Architect 
1.1.2, 1.5, 2.3.3, 3.1.3, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.3.1, 3.4.2, 
3.5.1, 3.7.4, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.16, 3.18, 4.2, 5.2, 
6.2.2, 7, 8.3.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9, 10.2.6, 
10.3, 11.3, 12, 13.4, 15.1.3, 15.2.1 
Contractor’s Representations 
3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.5, 3.12.6, 6.2.2, 8.2.1, 9.3.3, 9.8.2 
Contractor’s Responsibility for Those Performing the 
Work 
3.3.2, 3.18, 5.3, 6.1.3, 6.2, 9.5.1, 10.2.8 
Contractor’s Review of Contract Documents 
3.2 
Contractor’s Right to Stop the Work 
2.2.2, 9.7 
Contractor’s Right to Terminate the Contract 
14.1 
Contractor’s Submittals 
3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 4.2.7, 5.2.1, 5.2.3, 9.2, 9.3, 9.8.2, 
9.8.3, 9.9.1, 9.10.2, 9.10.3 
Contractor’s Superintendent 
3.9, 10.2.6 
Contractor’s Supervision and Construction 
Procedures 
1.2.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.12.10, 4.2.2, 4.2.7, 6.1.3, 6.2.4, 
7.1.3, 7.3.4, 7.3.6, 8.2, 10, 12, 14, 15.1.4 
Coordination and Correlation 
1.2, 3.2.1, 3.3.1, 3.10, 3.12.6, 6.1.3, 6.2.1 
Copies Furnished of Drawings and Specifications 
1.5, 2.3.6, 3.11 
Copyrights 
1.5, 3.17 
Correction of Work 
2.5, 3.7.3, 9.4.2, 9.8.2, 9.8.3, 9.9.1, 12.1.2, 12.2, 12.3, 
15.1.3.1, 15.1.3.2, 15.2.1 
Correlation and Intent of the Contract Documents 
1.2 
Cost, Definition of 
7.3.4 
Costs 
2.5, 3.2.4, 3.7.3, 3.8.2, 3.15.2, 5.4.2, 6.1.1, 6.2.3, 
7.3.3.3, 7.3.4, 7.3.8, 7.3.9, 9.10.2, 10.3.2, 10.3.6, 
11.2, 12.1.2, 12.2.1, 12.2.4, 13.4, 14 
Cutting and Patching 
3.14, 6.2.5  
Damage to Construction of Owner or Separate 
Contractors 
3.14.2, 6.2.4, 10.2.1.2, 10.2.5, 10.4, 12.2.4 
Damage to the Work 
3.14.2, 9.9.1, 10.2.1.2, 10.2.5, 10.4, 12.2.4 
Damages, Claims for 
3.2.4, 3.18, 6.1.1, 8.3.3, 9.5.1, 9.6.7, 10.3.3, 11.3.2, 
11.3, 14.2.4, 15.1.7 


Damages for Delay 
6.2.3, 8.3.3, 9.5.1.6, 9.7, 10.3.2, 14.3.2 
Date of Commencement of the Work, Definition of 
8.1.2 
Date of Substantial Completion, Definition of 
8.1.3 
Day, Definition of 
8.1.4 
Decisions of the Architect 
3.7.4, 4.2.6, 4.2.7, 4.2.11, 4.2.12, 4.2.13, 6.3, 7.3.4, 
7.3.9, 8.1.3, 8.3.1, 9.2, 9.4, 9.5.1, 9.8.4, 9.9.1, 13.4.2, 
14.2.2, 14.2.4, 15.1, 15.2 
Decisions to Withhold Certification 
9.4.1, 9.5, 9.7, 14.1.1.3 
Defective or Nonconforming Work, Acceptance, 
Rejection and Correction of 
2.5, 3.5, 4.2.6, 6.2.3, 9.5.1, 9.5.3, 9.6.6, 9.8.2, 9.9.3, 
9.10.4, 12.2.1 
Definitions 
1.1, 2.1.1, 3.1.1, 3.5, 3.12.1, 3.12.2, 3.12.3, 4.1.1, 5.1, 
6.1.2, 7.2.1, 7.3.1, 8.1, 9.1, 9.8.1, 15.1.1 
Delays and Extensions of Time 
3.2, 3.7.4, 5.2.3, 7.2.1, 7.3.1, 7.4, 8.3, 9.5.1, 9.7, 
10.3.2, 10.4, 14.3.2, 15.1.6, 15.2.5 
Digital Data Use and Transmission 
1.7 
Disputes 
6.3, 7.3.9, 15.1, 15.2 
Documents and Samples at the Site 
3.11 
Drawings, Definition of 
1.1.5 
Drawings and Specifications, Use and Ownership of 
3.11 
Effective Date of Insurance 
8.2.2 
Emergencies 
10.4, 14.1.1.2, 15.1.5 
Employees, Contractor’s 
3.3.2, 3.4.3, 3.8.1, 3.9, 3.18.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.6, 10.2, 
10.3.3, 11.3, 14.1, 14.2.1.1 
Equipment, Labor, or Materials 
1.1.3, 1.1.6, 3.4, 3.5, 3.8.2, 3.8.3, 3.12, 3.13, 3.15.1, 
4.2.6, 4.2.7, 5.2.1, 6.2.1, 7.3.4, 9.3.2, 9.3.3, 9.5.1.3, 
9.10.2, 10.2.1, 10.2.4, 14.2.1.1, 14.2.1.2 
Execution and Progress of the Work 
1.1.3, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 2.3.4, 2.3.6, 3.1, 3.3.1, 3.4.1, 3.7.1, 
3.10.1, 3.12, 3.14, 4.2, 6.2.2, 7.1.3, 7.3.6, 8.2, 9.5.1, 
9.9.1, 10.2, 10.3, 12.1, 12.2, 14.2, 14.3.1, 15.1.4 
Extensions of Time 
3.2.4, 3.7.4, 5.2.3, 7.2.1, 7.3, 7.4, 9.5.1, 9.7, 10.3.2, 
10.4, 14.3, 15.1.6, 15.2.5 
Failure of Payment 
9.5.1.3, 9.7, 9.10.2, 13.5, 14.1.1.3, 14.2.1.2 
Faulty Work 
(See Defective or Nonconforming Work) 
Final Completion and Final Payment 
4.2.1, 4.2.9, 9.8.2, 9.10, 12.3, 14.2.4, 14.4.3 
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Financial Arrangements, Owner’s 
2.2.1, 13.2.2, 14.1.1.4 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
1 
Governing Law 
13.1 
Guarantees (See Warranty) 
Hazardous Materials and Substances 
10.2.4, 10.3 
Identification of Subcontractors and Suppliers 
5.2.1 
Indemnification 
3.17, 3.18, 9.6.8, 9.10.2, 10.3.3, 11.3 
Information and Services Required of the Owner 
2.1.2, 2.2, 2.3, 3.2.2, 3.12.10.1, 6.1.3, 6.1.4, 6.2.5, 
9.6.1, 9.9.2, 9.10.3, 10.3.3, 11.2, 13.4.1, 13.4.2, 
14.1.1.4, 14.1.4, 15.1.4 
Initial Decision 
15.2 
Initial Decision Maker, Definition of 
1.1.8 
Initial Decision Maker, Decisions 
14.2.4, 15.1.4.2, 15.2.1, 15.2.2, 15.2.3, 15.2.4, 15.2.5 
Initial Decision Maker, Extent of Authority 
14.2.4, 15.1.4.2, 15.2.1, 15.2.2, 15.2.3, 15.2.4, 15.2.5 
Injury or Damage to Person or Property 
10.2.8, 10.4 
Inspections 
3.1.3, 3.3.3, 3.7.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.6, 4.2.9, 9.4.2, 9.8.3, 
9.9.2, 9.10.1, 12.2.1, 13.4 
Instructions to Bidders 
1.1.1 
Instructions to the Contractor 
3.2.4, 3.3.1, 3.8.1, 5.2.1, 7, 8.2.2, 12, 13.4.2 
Instruments of Service, Definition of 
1.1.7 
Insurance 
6.1.1, 7.3.4, 8.2.2, 9.3.2, 9.8.4, 9.9.1, 9.10.2, 10.2.5, 
11 
Insurance, Notice of Cancellation or Expiration 
11.1.4, 11.2.3 
Insurance, Contractor’s Liability 
11.1 
Insurance, Effective Date of 
8.2.2, 14.4.2 
Insurance, Owner’s Liability 
11.2 
Insurance, Property 
10.2.5, 11.2, 11.4, 11.5 
Insurance, Stored Materials 
9.3.2 
INSURANCE AND BONDS 
11 
Insurance Companies, Consent to Partial Occupancy 
9.9.1 
Insured loss, Adjustment and Settlement of 
11.5 
Intent of the Contract Documents 


1.2.1, 4.2.7, 4.2.12, 4.2.13 
Interest 
13.5 
Interpretation 
1.1.8, 1.2.3, 1.4, 4.1.1, 5.1, 6.1.2, 15.1.1 
Interpretations, Written 
4.2.11, 4.2.12 
Judgment on Final Award 
15.4.2 
Labor and Materials, Equipment 
1.1.3, 1.1.6, 3.4, 3.5, 3.8.2, 3.8.3, 3.12, 3.13, 3.15.1, 
5.2.1, 6.2.1, 7.3.4, 9.3.2, 9.3.3, 9.5.1.3, 9.10.2, 10.2.1, 
10.2.4, 14.2.1.1, 14.2.1.2 
Labor Disputes 
8.3.1 
Laws and Regulations 
1.5, 2.3.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.6, 3.7, 3.12.10, 3.13, 9.6.4, 
9.9.1, 10.2.2, 13.1, 13.3.1, 13.4.2, 13.5, 14, 15.2.8, 
15.4 
Liens 
2.1.2, 9.3.1, 9.3.3, 9.6.8, 9.10.2, 9.10.4, 15.2.8 
Limitations, Statutes of 
12.2.5, 15.1.2, 15.4.1.1 
Limitations of Liability 
3.2.2, 3.5, 3.12.10, 3.12.10.1, 3.17, 3.18.1, 4.2.6, 
4.2.7, 6.2.2, 9.4.2, 9.6.4, 9.6.7, 9.6.8, 10.2.5, 10.3.3, 
11.3, 12.2.5, 13.3.1 
Limitations of Time 
2.1.2, 2.2, 2.5, 3.2.2, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12.5, 3.15.1, 4.2.7, 
5.2, 5.3, 5.4.1, 6.2.4, 7.3, 7.4, 8.2, 9.2, 9.3.1, 9.3.3, 
9.4.1, 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9, 9.10, 12.2, 13.4, 14, 15, 
15.1.2, 15.1.3, 15.1.5 
Materials, Hazardous 
10.2.4, 10.3 
Materials, Labor, Equipment and 
1.1.3, 1.1.6, 3.4.1, 3.5, 3.8.2, 3.8.3, 3.12, 3.13, 3.15.1, 
5.2.1, 6.2.1, 7.3.4, 9.3.2, 9.3.3, 9.5.1.3, 9.10.2, 
10.2.1.2, 10.2.4, 14.2.1.1, 14.2.1.2 
Means, Methods, Techniques, Sequences and 
Procedures of Construction 
3.3.1, 3.12.10, 4.2.2, 4.2.7, 9.4.2 
Mechanic’s Lien 
2.1.2, 9.3.1, 9.3.3, 9.6.8, 9.10.2, 9.10.4, 15.2.8 
Mediation 
8.3.1, 15.1.3.2, 15.2.1, 15.2.5, 15.2.6, 15.3, 15.4.1, 
15.4.1.1 
Minor Changes in the Work 
1.1.1, 3.4.2, 3.12.8, 4.2.8, 7.1, 7.4 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
13 
Modifications, Definition of 
1.1.1 
Modifications to the Contract 
1.1.1, 1.1.2, 2.5, 3.11, 4.1.2, 4.2.1, 5.2.3, 7, 8.3.1, 9.7, 
10.3.2 
Mutual Responsibility 
6.2 
Nonconforming Work, Acceptance of 
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9.6.6, 9.9.3, 12.3 
Nonconforming Work, Rejection and Correction of 
2.4, 2.5, 3.5, 4.2.6, 6.2.4, 9.5.1, 9.8.2, 9.9.3, 9.10.4, 
12.2 
Notice 
1.6, 1.6.1, 1.6.2, 2.1.2, 2.2.2., 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.5, 3.2.4, 
3.3.1, 3.7.4, 3.7.5, 3.9.2, 3.12.9, 3.12.10, 5.2.1, 7.4, 
8.2.2 9.6.8, 9.7, 9.10.1, 10.2.8, 10.3.2, 11.5, 12.2.2.1, 
13.4.1, 13.4.2, 14.1, 14.2.2, 14.4.2, 15.1.3, 15.1.5, 
15.1.6, 15.4.1 
Notice of Cancellation or Expiration of Insurance 
11.1.4, 11.2.3 
Notice of Claims 
1.6.2, 2.1.2, 3.7.4, 9.6.8, 10.2.8, 15.1.3, 15.1.5, 
15.1.6, 15.2.8, 15.3.2, 15.4.1 
Notice of Testing and Inspections 
13.4.1, 13.4.2 
Observations, Contractor’s 
3.2, 3.7.4 
Occupancy 
2.3.1, 9.6.6, 9.8 
Orders, Written 
1.1.1, 2.4, 3.9.2, 7, 8.2.2, 11.5, 12.1, 12.2.2.1, 13.4.2, 
14.3.1 
OWNER 
2 
Owner, Definition of 
2.1.1 
Owner, Evidence of Financial Arrangements 
2.2, 13.2.2, 14.1.1.4 
Owner, Information and Services Required of the 
2.1.2, 2.2, 2.3, 3.2.2, 3.12.10, 6.1.3, 6.1.4, 6.2.5, 
9.3.2, 9.6.1, 9.6.4, 9.9.2, 9.10.3, 10.3.3, 11.2, 13.4.1, 
13.4.2, 14.1.1.4, 14.1.4, 15.1.4 
Owner’s Authority 
1.5, 2.1.1, 2.3.32.4, 2.5, 3.4.2, 3.8.1, 3.12.10, 3.14.2, 
4.1.2, 4.2.4, 4.2.9, 5.2.1, 5.2.4, 5.4.1, 6.1, 6.3, 7.2.1, 
7.3.1, 8.2.2, 8.3.1, 9.3.2, 9.5.1, 9.6.4, 9.9.1, 9.10.2, 
10.3.2, 11.4, 11.5, 12.2.2, 12.3, 13.2.2, 14.3, 14.4, 
15.2.7 
Owner’s Insurance 
11.2 
Owner’s Relationship with Subcontractors 
1.1.2, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 9.6.4, 9.10.2, 14.2.2 
Owner’s Right to Carry Out the Work 
2.5, 14.2.2 
Owner’s Right to Clean Up 
6.3 
Owner’s Right to Perform Construction and to 
Award Separate Contracts 
6.1 
Owner’s Right to Stop the Work 
2.4 
Owner’s Right to Suspend the Work 
14.3 
Owner’s Right to Terminate the Contract 
14.2, 14.4 
Ownership and Use of Drawings, Specifications 


and Other Instruments of Service 
1.1.1, 1.1.6, 1.1.7, 1.5, 2.3.6, 3.2.2, 3.11, 3.17, 4.2.12, 
5.3 
Partial Occupancy or Use 
9.6.6, 9.9 
Patching, Cutting and 
3.14, 6.2.5 
Patents 
3.17 
Payment, Applications for 
4.2.5, 7.3.9, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6.3, 9.7, 9.8.5, 9.10.1, 
14.2.3, 14.2.4, 14.4.3 
Payment, Certificates for 
4.2.5, 4.2.9, 9.3.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6.1, 9.6.6, 9.7, 9.10.1, 
9.10.3, 14.1.1.3, 14.2.4 
Payment, Failure of 
9.5.1.3, 9.7, 9.10.2, 13.5, 14.1.1.3, 14.2.1.2 
Payment, Final 
4.2.1, 4.2.9, 9.10, 12.3, 14.2.4, 14.4.3 
Payment Bond, Performance Bond and 
7.3.4.4, 9.6.7, 9.10.3, 11.1.2 
Payments, Progress 
9.3, 9.6, 9.8.5, 9.10.3, 14.2.3, 15.1.4 
PAYMENTS AND COMPLETION 
9 
Payments to Subcontractors 
5.4.2, 9.5.1.3, 9.6.2, 9.6.3, 9.6.4, 9.6.7, 14.2.1.2 
PCB 
10.3.1 
Performance Bond and Payment Bond 
7.3.4.4, 9.6.7, 9.10.3, 11.1.2 
Permits, Fees, Notices and Compliance with Laws 
2.3.1, 3.7, 3.13, 7.3.4.4, 10.2.2 
PERSONS AND PROPERTY, PROTECTION 
OF 
10 
Polychlorinated Biphenyl 
10.3.1 
Product Data, Definition of 
3.12.2 
Product Data and Samples, Shop Drawings 
3.11, 3.12, 4.2.7 
Progress and Completion 
4.2.2, 8.2, 9.8, 9.9.1, 14.1.4, 15.1.4 
Progress Payments 
9.3, 9.6, 9.8.5, 9.10.3, 14.2.3, 15.1.4 
Project, Definition of 
1.1.4 
Project Representatives 
4.2.10 
Property Insurance 
10.2.5, 11.2 
Proposal Requirements 
1.1.1 
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY 
10 
Regulations and Laws 
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1.5, 2.3.2, 3.2.3, 3.6, 3.7, 3.12.10, 3.13, 9.6.4, 9.9.1, 
10.2.2, 13.1, 13.3, 13.4.1, 13.4.2, 13.5, 14, 15.2.8, 
15.4 
Rejection of Work 
4.2.6, 12.2.1 
Releases and Waivers of Liens 
9.3.1, 9.10.2 
Representations 
3.2.1, 3.5, 3.12.6, 8.2.1, 9.3.3, 9.4.2, 9.5.1, 9.10.1 
Representatives 
2.1.1, 3.1.1, 3.9, 4.1.1, 4.2.10, 13.2.1 
Responsibility for Those Performing the Work 
3.3.2, 3.18, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 5.3, 6.1.3, 6.2, 6.3, 9.5.1, 10 
Retainage 
9.3.1, 9.6.2, 9.8.5, 9.9.1, 9.10.2, 9.10.3 
Review of Contract Documents and Field 
Conditions by Contractor 
3.2, 3.12.7, 6.1.3 
Review of Contractor’s Submittals by Owner and 
Architect 
3.10.1, 3.10.2, 3.11, 3.12, 4.2, 5.2, 6.1.3, 9.2, 9.8.2 
Review of Shop Drawings, Product Data and 
Samples by Contractor 
3.12 
Rights and Remedies 
1.1.2, 2.4, 2.5, 3.5, 3.7.4, 3.15.2, 4.2.6, 5.3, 5.4, 6.1, 
6.3, 7.3.1, 8.3, 9.5.1, 9.7, 10.2.5, 10.3, 12.2.1, 12.2.2, 
12.2.4, 13.3, 14, 15.4 
Royalties, Patents and Copyrights 
3.17 
Rules and Notices for Arbitration 
15.4.1 
Safety of Persons and Property 
10.2, 10.4 
Safety Precautions and Programs 
3.3.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.7, 5.3, 10.1, 10.2, 10.4 
Samples, Definition of 
3.12.3 
Samples, Shop Drawings, Product Data and 
3.11, 3.12, 4.2.7 
Samples at the Site, Documents and 
3.11 
Schedule of Values 
9.2, 9.3.1 
Schedules, Construction 
3.10, 3.12.1, 3.12.2, 6.1.3, 15.1.6.2 
Separate Contracts and Contractors 
1.1.4, 3.12.5, 3.14.2, 4.2.4, 4.2.7, 6, 8.3.1, 12.1.2 
Separate Contractors, Definition of 
6.1.1 
Shop Drawings, Definition of 
3.12.1 
Shop Drawings, Product Data and Samples 
3.11, 3.12, 4.2.7 
Site, Use of 
3.13, 6.1.1, 6.2.1 
Site Inspections 
3.2.2, 3.3.3, 3.7.1, 3.7.4, 4.2, 9.9.2, 9.4.2, 9.10.1, 13.4 


Site Visits, Architect’s 
3.7.4, 4.2.2, 4.2.9, 9.4.2, 9.5.1, 9.9.2, 9.10.1, 13.4 
Special Inspections and Testing 
4.2.6, 12.2.1, 13.4 
Specifications, Definition of 
1.1.6 
Specifications 
1.1.1, 1.1.6, 1.2.2, 1.5, 3.12.10, 3.17, 4.2.14 
Statute of Limitations 
15.1.2, 15.4.1.1 
Stopping the Work 
2.2.2, 2.4, 9.7, 10.3, 14.1 
Stored Materials 
6.2.1, 9.3.2, 10.2.1.2, 10.2.4 
Subcontractor, Definition of 
5.1.1 
SUBCONTRACTORS 
5 
Subcontractors, Work by 
1.2.2, 3.3.2, 3.12.1, 3.18, 4.2.3, 5.2.3, 5.3, 5.4, 
9.3.1.2, 9.6.7 
Subcontractual Relations 
5.3, 5.4, 9.3.1.2, 9.6, 9.10, 10.2.1, 14.1, 14.2.1 
Submittals 
3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 4.2.7, 5.2.1, 5.2.3, 7.3.4, 9.2, 9.3, 
9.8, 9.9.1, 9.10.2, 9.10.3 
Submittal Schedule 
3.10.2, 3.12.5, 4.2.7 
Subrogation, Waivers of 
6.1.1, 11.3 
Substances, Hazardous 
10.3 
Substantial Completion 
4.2.9, 8.1.1, 8.1.3, 8.2.3, 9.4.2, 9.8, 9.9.1, 9.10.3, 
12.2, 15.1.2 
Substantial Completion, Definition of 
9.8.1 
Substitution of Subcontractors 
5.2.3, 5.2.4 
Substitution of Architect 
2.3.3 
Substitutions of Materials 
3.4.2, 3.5, 7.3.8 
Sub-subcontractor, Definition of 
5.1.2 
Subsurface Conditions 
3.7.4 
Successors and Assigns 
13.2 
Superintendent 
3.9, 10.2.6 
Supervision and Construction Procedures 
1.2.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.12.10, 4.2.2, 4.2.7, 6.1.3, 6.2.4, 
7.1.3, 7.3.4, 8.2, 8.3.1, 9.4.2, 10, 12, 14, 15.1.4 
Suppliers 
1.5, 3.12.1, 4.2.4, 4.2.6, 5.2.1, 9.3, 9.4.2, 9.5.4, 9.6, 
9.10.5, 14.2.1 
Surety 
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5.4.1.2, 9.6.8, 9.8.5, 9.10.2, 9.10.3, 11.1.2, 14.2.2, 
15.2.7 
Surety, Consent of 
9.8.5, 9.10.2, 9.10.3 
Surveys 
1.1.7, 2.3.4 
Suspension by the Owner for Convenience 
14.3 
Suspension of the Work 
3.7.5, 5.4.2, 14.3 
Suspension or Termination of the Contract 
5.4.1.1, 14 
Taxes 
3.6, 3.8.2.1, 7.3.4.4 
Termination by the Contractor 
14.1, 15.1.7 
Termination by the Owner for Cause 
5.4.1.1, 14.2, 15.1.7 
Termination by the Owner for Convenience 
14.4 
Termination of the Architect 
2.3.3 
Termination of the Contractor Employment 
14.2.2 
 
TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OF THE 
CONTRACT 
14 
Tests and Inspections 
3.1.3, 3.3.3, 3.7.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.6, 4.2.9, 9.4.2, 9.8.3, 
9.9.2, 9.10.1, 10.3.2, 12.2.1, 13.4 
TIME 
8 
Time, Delays and Extensions of 
3.2.4, 3.7.4, 5.2.3, 7.2.1, 7.3.1, 7.4, 8.3, 9.5.1, 9.7, 
10.3.2, 10.4, 14.3.2, 15.1.6, 15.2.5 
Time Limits 
2.1.2, 2.2, 2.5, 3.2.2, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12.5, 3.15.1, 4.2, 
5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 6.2.4, 7.3, 7.4, 8.2, 9.2, 9.3.1, 9.3.3, 
9.4.1, 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9, 9.10, 12.2, 13.4, 14, 
15.1.2, 15.1.3, 15.4 
Time Limits on Claims 
3.7.4, 10.2.8, 15.1.2, 15.1.3 


Title to Work 
9.3.2, 9.3.3 
UNCOVERING AND CORRECTION OF 
WORK 
12 
Uncovering of Work 
12.1 
Unforeseen Conditions, Concealed or Unknown 
3.7.4, 8.3.1, 10.3 
Unit Prices 
7.3.3.2, 9.1.2 
Use of Documents 
1.1.1, 1.5, 2.3.6, 3.12.6, 5.3 
Use of Site 
3.13, 6.1.1, 6.2.1 
Values, Schedule of 
9.2, 9.3.1 
Waiver of Claims by the Architect 
13.3.2 
Waiver of Claims by the Contractor 
9.10.5, 13.3.2, 15.1.7 
Waiver of Claims by the Owner 
9.9.3, 9.10.3, 9.10.4, 12.2.2.1, 13.3.2, 14.2.4, 15.1.7 
Waiver of Consequential Damages 
14.2.4, 15.1.7 
Waiver of Liens 
9.3, 9.10.2, 9.10.4 
Waivers of Subrogation 
6.1.1, 11.3 
Warranty 
3.5, 4.2.9, 9.3.3, 9.8.4, 9.9.1, 9.10.2, 9.10.4, 12.2.2, 
15.1.2 
Weather Delays 
8.3, 15.1.6.2 
Work, Definition of 
1.1.3 
Written Consent 
1.5.2, 3.4.2, 3.7.4, 3.12.8, 3.14.2, 4.1.2, 9.3.2, 9.10.3, 
13.2, 13.3.2, 15.4.4.2 
Written Interpretations 
4.2.11, 4.2.12 
Written Orders 
1.1.1, 2.4, 3.9, 7, 8.2.2, 12.1, 12.2, 13.4.2, 14.3.1
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ARTICLE 1   GENERAL PROVISIONS 
§ 1.1 Basic Definitions 
§ 1.1.1 The Contract Documents 
The Contract Documents are enumerated in the Agreement between the Owner and Contractor (hereinafter the 
Agreement) and consist of the Agreement, Conditions of the Contract (General, Supplementary and other 
Conditions), Drawings, Specifications, Addenda issued prior to execution of the Contract, the Bidding Documents 
(including the Owner’s Invitation to Bid #__________ and Instructions to Bidders), Contractor’s Proposal, other 
documents listed in the Agreement, and Modifications issued after execution of the Contract. A Modification is (1) a 
written amendment to the Contract signed by both parties, (2) a Change Order, (3) a Construction Change Directive, 
or (4) a written order for a minor change in the Work issued by the Architect. Unless specifically enumerated in the 
Agreement, the Contract Documents do not include  sample forms, other information furnished by the Owner in 
anticipation of receiving bids or proposals,  or portions of Addenda relating to bidding or proposal requirements. 
 
§ 1.1.2 The Contract 
The Contract Documents form the Contract for Construction. The Contract represents the entire and integrated 
agreement between the parties hereto and supersedes prior negotiations, representations, or agreements, either 
written or oral. The Contract may be amended or modified only by a Modification. The Contract Documents shall 
not be construed to create a contractual relationship of any kind (1) between the Contractor and the Architect or the 
Architect’s consultants, (2) between the Owner and a Subcontractor or a Sub-subcontractor, (3) between the Owner 
and the Architect or the Architect’s consultants, or (4) between any persons or entities other than the Owner and the 
Contractor. The Architect shall, however, be entitled to performance and enforcement of obligations under the 
Contract intended to facilitate performance of the Architect’s duties. Subcontractors are not intended thirty-party 
beneficiaries to the Contract and shall have no direct cause of action against the Owner. 
 
In the event of conflicts or discrepancies among the Contract Documents, interpretations will be based on the following 
priorities: 


.1 Modifications, with those of later date having precedence over those of earlier date. 


.2 The Agreement, including any amendment to the Agreement included in the bid package. 


.3 Addenda to the Specifications and Drawings, with those of later date having precedence over those of earlier 
date. 


.4 The General Conditions of the Contract for Construction. 


.5 Specifications and Drawings. 


Further, stated dimensions shall take precedence over scaled dimensions; large-scale detail drawings shall take 
precedence over small-scale drawings; schedules shall take precedence over other data on the drawings. 


In the case of an inconsistency between Drawings and Specifications or within either Document in describing the 
Work, the better quality, greater quantity, or more costly work shall be provided in accordance with the Architect’s 
interpretation. 
 
 
§ 1.1.3 The Work 
The term “Work” means the construction and services required by the Contract Documents, whether performed on 
or off the site of the Project and whether completed or partially completed, and includes all other labor, materials, 
equipment, and services provided or to be provided by the Contractor, its Subcontractors, Sub-Subcontractors, 
material suppliers or any other entity for whom the Contractor is responsible 
 to fulfill the Contractor’s obligations. The Work may constitute the whole or a part of the Project. 
 
§ 1.1.4 The Project 
The Project is the total construction of which the Work performed under the Contract Documents may be the whole 
or a part and which may include construction by the Owner and by Separate Contractors. 
 
§ 1.1.5 The Drawings 
The Drawings are the graphic and pictorial portions of the Contract Documents showing the design, location and 
dimensions of the Work, generally including plans, elevations, sections, details, schedules, and diagrams. 
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§ 1.1.6 The Specifications 
The Specifications are that portion of the Contract Documents consisting of the written requirements for materials, 
equipment, systems, standards and workmanship for the Work, and performance of related services. 
 
§ 1.1.7 Instruments of Service 
Instruments of Service are representations, in any medium of expression now known or later developed, of the 
tangible and intangible creative work performed by the Architect and the Architect’s consultants under their 
respective professional services agreements. Instruments of Service may include, without limitation, studies, 
surveys, models, sketches, drawings, specifications, and other similar materials. 
 
§ 1.1.8 Contractor’s Standard of Care 
The Contractor shall be responsible for the performance of the Work as an independent contractor and in a good and 
workmanlike manner (i) consistent with the Contract Documents; (ii) consistent with the instructions, guidance and 
direction of the Owner and Architect; (iii) consistent with the highest prevailing applicable professional or industry 
standards; (iv) consistent with sound practices; (v) as expeditiously as is consistent with such professional skill and 
care and the orderly progress of the Work and with the Contract Documents and the instructions, guidance and direction of 
the Owner and Architect;  (vi) in a manner that will not exceed the Contract Sum as set forth in the Agreement, and 
(vii) in strict compliance with applicable laws (the standards of this Section 1.1.8 shall be referred to herein as the 
"Contractor's Standard of Care"). The Contractor shall exercise the Contractor's Standard of Care in performing all 
aspects of the Work.  All references in the Contract Documents to the knowledge, inference, reliance, awareness, 
determination, belief, observation, recognition or discovery of the Contractor or reference to any similar term shall 
include the constructive knowledge, inference, reliance, awareness, determination, belief, observation and 
recognition attributed to the Contractor ("constructive knowledge"). Such constructive knowledge shall include the 
knowledge, inference, reliance, awareness, determination, belief, observation and recognition the Contractor would 
have obtained upon the exercise of the Contractor's Standard of Care. 
 
 
 
§ 1.1.9 Initial Decision Maker 
The Initial Decision Maker is the person identified in the Agreement to render initial decisions on Claims in 
accordance with Section 15.2. The Initial Decision Maker shall not show partiality to the Owner or Contractor and 
shall not be liable for results of interpretations or decisions rendered in good faith. 
 
§ 1.2 Correlation and Intent of the Contract Documents 
§ 1.2.1 The intent of the Contract Documents is to include all items necessary for the proper execution and 
completion of the Work by the Contractor. The Contract Documents are complementary, and what is required by 
one shall be as binding as if required by all; performance by the Contractor shall be required only to the extent 
consistent with the Contract Documents and reasonably inferable from them as being necessary to produce the 
indicated results. 
 


.1 Before ordering materials or doing any Work, the Contractor and each Subcontractor shall verify 
measurements at the Project site and shall be responsible for the correctness of such measurements.  No extra 
charge or compensation will be allowed on account of minor differences between actual dimensions and the 
dimensions indicated on the Drawings.  Any difference which may be found shall be submitted to the Architect 
for resolution before proceeding with the Work. 
 
.2 If a minor change in the Work is found necessary due to actual field conditions, the Contractor shall submit 
detailed drawings of such departure for the approval by the Architect before making the change. 


 
§ 1.2.1.2  The Architect may, as he deems desirable, issue additional drawings or instructions indicating in greater 
detail the construction or design of the various parts of the Work reasonably inferable from the Contract Documents; 
such drawings or instructions may be effected by notice to the Contractor  without modification of the contract Time 
or contract Sum.   If the Contractor claims additional cost or delay on account of such additional drawings or 
instructions, he shall give notice as provided in Subparagraph15.1. 
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§ 1.2.1.1 The invalidity of any provision of the Contract Documents shall not invalidate the Contract or its remaining 
provisions. If it is determined that any provision of the Contract Documents violates any law, or is otherwise invalid 
or unenforceable, then that provision shall be revised to the extent necessary to make that provision legal and 
enforceable. In such case the Contract Documents shall be construed, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to give 
effect to the parties’ intentions and purposes in executing the Contract. 
 
§ 1.2.2 Organization of the Specifications into divisions, sections and articles, and arrangement of Drawings shall not 
control the Contractor in dividing the Work among Subcontractors or in establishing the extent of Work to be 
performed by any trade. 
 
§ 1.2.3 Unless otherwise stated in the Contract Documents, words that have well-known technical or construction 
industry meanings are used in the Contract Documents in accordance with such recognized meanings. 
 
§ 1.2.4  The Contractor and all Subcontractors shall refer to all of the Drawings, including those showing primarily the 
Work of the mechanical, electrical and other specialized trades, and to all of the sections of the Specifications, and 
shall perform all Work reasonably inferable there from as being necessary to produce the indicated results. 
 
 
§ 1.3 Capitalization 
Terms capitalized in these General Conditions include those that are (1) specifically defined, (2) the titles of 
numbered articles, or (3) the titles of other documents published by the American Institute of Architects. 
 
§ 1.4 Interpretation 
In the interest of brevity the Contract Documents frequently omit modifying words such as “all” and “any” and 
articles such as “the” and “an,” but the fact that a modifier or an article is absent from one statement and appears in 
another is not intended to affect the interpretation of either statement. 
 
§ 1.5 Ownership and Use of Drawings, Specifications, and Other Instruments of Service 
§ 1.5.1 The  Instruments of Service, including the Drawings and Specifications, are and shall be the property of the 
Owner . The Contractor, Subcontractors, Sub-subcontractors, and suppliers shall not own or claim a copyright in the 
Instruments of Service. Submittal or distribution to meet official regulatory requirements or for other purposes in 
connection with the Project is not to be construed as publication in derogation of the  reserved rights of the Owner. 
 
§ 1.5.2 The Contractor, Subcontractors, Sub-subcontractors, and suppliers are authorized to use and reproduce the 
Instruments of Service provided to them, subject to any protocols established pursuant to Sections 1.7 and 1.8, solely 
and exclusively for execution of the Work. All copies made under this authorization shall bear the copyright notice, 
if any, shown on the Instruments of Service. The Contractor, Subcontractors, Sub-subcontractors, and suppliers may 
not use the Instruments of Service for any purpose outside the scope of the Work without the specific written 
consent of the Owner 
 
. 
§ 1.5.3  Prior to execution of the Agreement, the Contractor evaluated and satisfied itself as to the condition and 
limitations under which the Work is to be performed, including, without limitation, (i) the location, condition, 
layout, and nature of the Project site and surrounding areas, (ii) generally prevailing climatic conditions, (iii) 
anticipated labor supply and costs, (iv) availability and cost of materials, tools, and equipment, and (v) other similar 
issues.  The Owner assumes no responsibility or liability for the physical condition or safety of the Project site or 
any improvements located on the Project site.  The Contractor shall be solely responsible for providing a safe place 
for the performance of the Work.  The Owner shall not be required to make any adjustment in either the Contract 
Sum or the Contract Time in connection with any failure by the Contractor or any Subcontractor to have complied 
with the requirements of this Subparagraph 1.5.3. 
 
§ 1.6 Notice 
§ 1.6.1 Except as otherwise provided in Section 1.6.2, where the Contract Documents require one party to notify or 
give notice to the other party, such notice shall be provided in writing to the designated representative of the party to 
whom the notice is addressed and shall be deemed to have been duly served if delivered in person, by mail, by 
courier, or by electronic transmission if a method for electronic transmission is set forth in the Agreement. 
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§ 1.6.2 Notice of Claims as provided in Section 15.1.3 shall be provided in writing and shall be deemed to have been 
duly served only if delivered to the designated representative of the party to whom the notice is addressed by 
certified or registered mail, or by courier providing proof of delivery. 
 
§ 1.7 Digital Data Use and Transmission 
The parties shall agree upon protocols governing the transmission and use of Instruments of Service or any other 
information or documentation in digital form. The parties will use AIA Document E203™–2013, Building 
Information Modeling and Digital Data Exhibit, to establish the protocols for the development, use, transmission, 
and exchange of digital data. 
 
§ 1.8 Building Information Models Use and Reliance 
Any use of, or reliance on, all or a portion of a building information model without agreement to protocols 
governing the use of, and reliance on, the information contained in the model and without having those protocols set 
forth in AIA Document E203™–2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital Data Exhibit, and the requisite 
AIA Document G202™–2013, Project Building Information Modeling Protocol Form, shall be at the using or 
relying party’s sole risk and without liability to the other party and its contractors or consultants, the authors of, or 
contributors to, the building information model, and each of their agents and employees. 
 
§ 1.9 Any information obtained by the Contractor from the Owner or Architect may not be used, published, distributed, 
sold or divulged by the Contractor or its Subcontractor or Sub-subcontractors for such party's own  purposes or for the 
benefit of any person, firm, corporation or other entity other than the Owner, without the prior written consent of the 
Owner. Any information obtained by the Contractor of its Subcontractors or Sub-Subcontractors that is designated by the 
Owner in accordance with applicable law as confidential shall not be disclosed to any other parties without the prior written 
consent of the Owner. 
 
 
ARTICLE 2   OWNER 
§ 2.1 General 
§ 2.1.1 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
§ 2.1.2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
§ 2.2 Evidence of the Owner’s Financial Arrangements 
§ 2.2.1  
  
 
 
INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
 
§ 2.3 Information and Services Required of the Owner 
§ 2.3.1 Except for permits and fees that are the responsibility of the Contractor under the Contract Documents, 
including those required under Section 3.7.1, the Owner shall secure and pay for necessary approvals, easements, 
assessments and charges required for construction, use or occupancy of permanent structures or for permanent 
changes in existing facilities.  The Owner has agreed to waive the  fees of all required building permits related to the 
completion of this project 
 
§ 2.3.2 The Owner shall retain an architect lawfully licensed to practice architecture, or an entity lawfully practicing 
architecture, in the jurisdiction where the Project is located. That person or entity is identified as the Architect in the 
Agreement and is referred to throughout the Contract Documents as if singular in number. 
 
§ 2.3.3 If the employment of the Architect terminates, the Owner shall employ a successor to whom the Contractor 
has no reasonable objection and whose status under the Contract Documents shall be that of the Architect. 
 
§ 2.3.4 The Owner shall furnish surveys describing physical characteristics, legal limitations and utility locations for 
the site of the Project, and a legal description of the site.  
§ 2.3.5 The Owner shall furnish information or services required of the Owner by the Contract Documents with 
reasonable promptness. The Owner shall also furnish any other information or services under the Owner’s control 
and relevant to the Contractor’s performance of the Work with reasonable promptness after receiving the 
Contractor’s written request for such information or services. 
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§ 2.3.6 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, the Owner shall furnish to the Contractor one copy of 
the Contract Documents for purposes of making reproductions pursuant to Section 1.5.2. 
 
§ 2.4 Owner’s Right to Stop the Work 
If the Contractor fails to correct Work that is not in accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents as 
required by Section 12.2 or fails to carry out Work in accordance with the Contract Documents, the Owner may 
issue a written order to the Contractor to stop the Work, or any portion thereof,  however, the right of the Owner to 
stop the Work shall not give rise to a duty on the part of the Owner to exercise this right for the benefit of the 
Contractor or any other person or entity, except to the extent required by Section 6.1.3. 
 
§ 2.5 Owner’s Right to Carry Out the Work 
If the Contractor defaults or neglects to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents and fails 
within a seven-day period after receipt of notice from the Owner to commence and continue correction of such 
default or neglect with diligence and promptness, the Owner may, without prejudice to other remedies the Owner 
may have, correct such default or neglect. The Architect may, pursuant to Section 9.5.1, withhold or nullify a 
Certificate for Payment in whole or in part, to the extent reasonably necessary to reimburse the Owner for the 
reasonable cost of correcting such deficiencies, including Owner’s expenses and compensation for the Architect’s 
additional services made necessary by such default, neglect, or failure. If current and future payments are not 
sufficient to cover such amounts, the Contractor shall pay the difference to the Owner. If the Contractor disagrees 
with the actions of the Owner or the Architect, or the amounts claimed as costs to the Owner, the Contractor may 
file a Claim pursuant to Article 15.  The Owner’s right to stop the Work is in addition to and not in restriction or 
derogation of any and all remedies available to the Owner. The Owner shall have full access to and the right to 
inspect all portions of the Work for quality, progress, and conformance ot the Contract Documents. Any testing or 
inspections (including commissioning) performed by or on behalf of the Owner shall in no way relieve or replace 
the obligations of the Contractor in its fulfillment of its obligations hereunder. Any commissioning activities are at 
the sole discretion of the Owner and shall not be a requirement of the Agreement.  
 
§ 2.6  In no event shall the Owner have control over, charge or any responsibility for construction means, methods, 
techniques, sequences, or procedures or for safety precautions and programs in connection with the Work, 
notwithstanding any of the rights and authority granted the Owner in the Contract Documents. 
 
ARTICLE 3   CONTRACTOR 
§ 3.1 General 
§ 3.1.1 The Contractor is the person or entity identified as such in the Agreement and is referred to throughout the 
Contract Documents as if singular in number. The Contractor shall be lawfully licensed, if required in the 
jurisdiction where the Project is located. The Contractor shall designate in writing a representative who shall have 
express authority to bind the Contractor with respect to all matters under this Contract. The term “Contractor” means 
the Contractor or the Contractor’s authorized representative. 
 
§ 3.1.2 The Contractor shall perform the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 3.1.3 The Contractor shall not be relieved of its obligations to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract 
Documents either by activities or duties of the Architect in the Architect’s administration of the Contract, or by tests, 
inspections or approvals required or performed by persons or entities other than the Contractor. 
 
§ 3.1.4 The Contractor shall comply with the Conditions and all local, state, and federal laws, rules and regulations 
applicable to the Contractor, including without limitation those relating to equal opportunity, labor, wage (including 
prevailing wage laws) and employment. 
 
 
§ 3.2 Review of Contract Documents and Field Conditions by Contractor 
§ 3.2.1 Execution of the Contract by the Contractor is a representation that the Contractor has visited the site, 
become generally familiar with local conditions under which the Work is to be performed, conducted its own due 
diligence, and correlated personal observations with requirements of the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 3.2.2 Because the Contract Documents are complementary and extensive , the Contractor shall, before starting each 
portion of the Work, carefully study and compare the various Contract Documents relative to that portion of the 
Work, as well as the information furnished by the Owner pursuant to Section 2.3.4, shall take field measurements of 
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any existing conditions related to that portion of the Work, and shall observe any conditions at the site affecting it. 
These obligations are for the purpose of facilitating coordination and construction by the Contractor and are not for 
the purpose of discovering errors, omissions, or inconsistencies in the Contract Documents; however, the Contractor 
shall promptly report to the Architect any errors, inconsistencies or omissions discovered by or made known to the 
Contractor as a request for information in such form as the Architect may require. It is recognized that the 
Contractor’s review is made in the Contractor’s capacity as a contractor and not as a licensed design professional, 
unless otherwise specifically provided in the Contract Documents.  . The exactness of grades, elevations, 
dimensions, or locations given on any Drawings issued by the Architect, or surveys furnished by the Owner, is not 
guaranteed by the Architect or the Owner.  The Contractor shall, therefore, satisfy itself as to the accuracy of all 
grades, elevations, dimensions, and locations.  Any errors due to the Contractor’s failure to so verify all such grades, 
elevations, dimensions, or locations shall be promptly rectified by the Contractor without any additional cost to the 
Owner. 
 
 
§ 3.2.3   Owner assumes no contractual liability or responsibility for the physical condition or safety of the Project 
site or of any improvement thereon.  Except as set forth in Section 10.3, the Contractor shall be solely responsible 
for providing a safe place for the performance of the Work. 
§ 3.2.4 If the Contractor believes that additional cost or time is involved because of clarifications or instructions the 
Architect issues in response to the Contractor’s notices or requests for information pursuant to Sections 3.2.2 or 
3.2.3, the Contractor shall submit Claims as provided in Article 15. If the Contractor fails to perform the obligations 
of Sections 3.2.2 or 3.2.3, the Contractor shall pay such costs and damages to the Owner, subject to Section 15.1.7, 
as would have been avoided if the Contractor had performed such obligations. If the Contractor performs those 
obligations, the Contractor shall not be liable to the Owner or Architect for damages resulting from errors, 
inconsistencies, or omissions in the Contract Documents, for differences between field measurements or conditions 
and the Contract Documents, or for nonconformities of the Contract Documents to applicable laws, statutes, 
ordinances, codes, rules and regulations, and lawful orders of public authorities. .  If the Contractor or a 
Subcontractor fails to submit a Claim in accordance with the requirements of Article 15, the Contractor or 
Subcontractor knowingly and irrevocably waives any Claim for additional compensation or time. 
 
§ 3.2.5  The Contractor shall give the Architect timely notice of any additional Drawings, Specifications, or 
instructions required to define the Work in greater detail, or to permit the proper progress of the Work. 
 
§ 3.2.6  The Contractor shall not proceed with any Work not clearly and consistently defined in detail in the Contract 
Documents, but shall request additional drawings or instructions from the Architect as provided in subparagraph 
3.2.5.  If the Contractor proceeds with such Work without obtaining further Drawings, Specifications or instructions, 
the Contractor shall correct Work incorrectly done at the Contractor’s own expense. 
 
§ 3.2.7  Except as to any reported errors, inconsistencies or omissions, and as  to any concealed or unknown 
conditions as defined in Paragraph 3.7.4. by executing the Agreement, the Contractor represents the following: 
 


1. The Contract Documents are sufficiently complete and detailed for the  Contractor to (1) perform the Work 
required to produce the results intended by the Contract Documents and (2) comply with all the 
requirements of the Contract Documents. 


 
2. The Work required by the Contract Documents, including, without limitation, all construction details, 


construction means, methods, procedures and techniques necessary to perform the Work, use of materials, 
selection of equipment and requirements of product manufacturers are consistent with:  (1) good and sound 
practices within the construction industry; (2) generally prevailing and accepted industry standards 
applicable to the Work; and (3) requirements of any warranties applicable to the Work. 


 
 
§ 3.3 Supervision and Construction Procedures 
§ 3.3.1 The Contractor shall supervise and direct the Work, using the Contractor’s best skill and attention. The 
Contractor shall be solely responsible for, and have control over, construction means, methods, techniques, 
sequences, and procedures, and for coordinating all portions of the Work under the Contract. If the Contract 
Documents give specific instructions concerning construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, or 
procedures, the Contractor shall evaluate the jobsite safety thereof and shall be solely responsible for the jobsite 
safety of such means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures. If the Contractor determines that such means, 
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methods, techniques, sequences or procedures may not be safe, the Contractor shall give timely notice to the Owner 
and Architect, and shall propose alternative means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures. The Architect 
shall evaluate the proposed alternative solely for conformance with the design intent for the completed construction. 
Unless the Architect objects to the Contractor’s proposed alternative, the Contractor shall perform the Work using 
its alternative means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures.  
 
§ 3.3.2 The Contractor shall be responsible to the Owner for acts and omissions of the Contractor’s employees, 
Subcontractors and their agents and employees, and other persons or entities performing portions of the Work for, or 
on behalf of, the Contractor or any of its Subcontractors. 
 
§ 3.3.3 The Contractor shall be responsible for inspection of portions of Work already performed to determine that 
such portions are in proper condition to receive subsequent Work. 
 
§ 3.3.4 The Contractor shall schedule and perform the Work so as not to unreasonably interfere with any other 
related or unrelated work being performed by the Owner in or about the Project premises or with the Owner's 
continued use and operation of the Project premises as a fully operational ________________. The Contractor shall 
protect and prevent damage to all unfinished phases of the Work.  
 
§ 3.4 Labor and Materials 
§ 3.4.1 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall provide and pay for labor, 
materials, equipment, tools, construction equipment and machinery, water, heat, utilities, transportation, and other 
facilities and services necessary for proper execution and completion of the Work, whether temporary or permanent 
and whether or not incorporated or to be incorporated in the Work. 
 
§ 3.4.2 Except in the case of minor changes in the Work approved by the Architect in accordance with Section 3.12.8 
or ordered by the Architect in accordance with Section 7.4, the Contractor may make substitutions only with the 
consent of the Owner, after evaluation by the Architect and in accordance with a Change Order or Construction 
Change Directive. 
 
§ 3.4.2.1  Approval by the Owner or Architect of any such substitution shall not relieve the Contractor requesting the 
substitution of responsibility for any additional costs incurred by other trades for changes made necessary to 
accommodate the substituted item. 
 
§ 3.4.2.2  By making requests for substitutions based on subparagraph 3.4.2 above, the Contractor:  


.1 represents that the Contractor has personally investigated the proposed substitute product and  
determined that it is equal or superior in all respects  to that specified;  


.2 represents that the Contractor will provide the same warranty for the substitution that the 
Contractor would for that specified;  


.3 certifies that the cost data presented is complete and includes all related costs under this Contract 
except the Architect’s redesign costs, and waives all claims for additional costs related to 
substitution which subsequently become apparent; and  


.4 shall coordinate the installation of the accepted substitution, making such changes as may be 
required for the Work to be complete in all respects. 


 
 
§ 3.4.3 The Contractor shall enforce strict discipline and good order among the Contractor’s employees and other 
persons carrying out the Work. The Contractor shall not permit employment of unfit persons or persons not properly 
skilled in tasks assigned to them. 
 
§ 3.4.4 The Contractor shall be responsible for determining that all materials furnished for the Work meet all 
requirements of the Contract Documents.  The Architect may require the Contractor to produce reasonable evidence 
that a material meets such requirements, such as certified reports of past tests by qualified testing laboratories, 
reports of studies by qualified experts, or other evidence which, in the opinion of the Architect, would lead to a 
reasonable certainty that any material used, or proposed to be used, in the Work meets the requirements of the 
Contract Documents.  All such data shall be furnished at the Contractor’s expense.  
 
§ 3.4.5 In all cases in which a manufacturer’s name, trade name or other proprietary designation is used in 
connection with materials or articles to be furnished under this Contract, the Contractor shall furnish the product of 
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the named manufacturer(s) without substitution. 
 
§ 3.4.6 The Contractor shall only employ or use labor in connection with the Work capable of working harmoniously 
with all trades, crafts, and any other individuals associated with the Project.  The Contractor shall also use best 
efforts to minimize the likelihood of any strike, work stoppage, or other labor disturbance. 
 
 
§ 3.5 Warranty 
§ 3.5.1 The Contractor warrants to the Owner and Architect that materials and equipment furnished under the 
Contract will be of good quality and new unless the Contract Documents require or permit otherwise. The 
Contractor further warrants that the Work will conform to the requirements of the Contract Documents and will be 
free from defects, except for those inherent in the quality of the Work the Contract Documents require or permit. 
Work, materials, or equipment not conforming to these requirements may be considered defective. The Contractor’s 
warranty excludes remedy for damage or defect caused by abuse, alterations to the Work not executed by the 
Contractor, improper or insufficient maintenance, improper operation, or normal wear and tear and normal usage. If 
required by the Architect, the Contractor shall furnish satisfactory evidence as to the kind and quality of materials 
and equipment. 
 
§ 3.5.2 All material, equipment, or other special warranties required by the Contract Documents shall be issued in the 
name of the Owner, or shall be transferable to the Owner, and shall commence in accordance with Section 9.8.4. 
 
 
§ 3.5.2 Contractor agrees to assign to the Owner as a condition precedent to Substantial Completion of the Work any 
and all manufacturer’s warranties relating to materials and equipment installed in the Work and further agrees to 
perform the Work in such manner so as to preserve any and all such manufacturer’s warranties.   
 
§ 3.5.3 The warranty provided in this Paragraph 3.5 shall be in addition to and not in limitation of any other warranty 
or guaranty required by the Contract Documents or otherwise prescribed by law. 
 
§ 3.5.4 The Contractor shall procure and deliver to the Architect, no later than thirty (30) calendar days after the 
Date of Substantial Completion, all warranties required by the Contract Documents.  
 
§3.5.5 The Warranty shall include the repair and/or replacement of all damaged materials resulting from the 
defective materials and/or workmanship. This shall include but not be limited to furniture, fixtures, equipment, 
finishes or any other affected materials or property.  
 
 
§ 3.6 Taxes 
 The Owner is a tax-exempt entity. The Contractor shall be familiar with the current regulations of the Connecticut 
Department of Revenue Services and the sales or use tax on materials or supplies exempted by such regulations shall 
not be included as part of the bid or the Contract Sum. A sales tax certificate is available upon written request. 
 
§ 3.7 Permits, Fees, Notices and Compliance with Laws 
§ 3.7.1 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall secure the building permit as well 
as for other permits, licenses, and inspections by government agencies necessary for proper execution and 
completion of the Work, including, without limitation, all building permits, subsidiary trade permits, and occupancy 
permits.  All inspection fees as may be imposed by any municipal agency are waived by the Owner. 
 
§ 3.7.1.1 The "Agencies" are the Department of Public Works for the Town of Cheshire (the "Department"), and all 
other governmental authorities having regulatory or administrative jurisdiction over the Work and/or Project and all 
representatives or designees of the Department or such other governmental authorities. The term "Agencies shall 
also include an individuals or entities designated by the Owner  to monitor or oversee compliance of the Project's 
design with the requirements of  governmental authorities having jurisdiction over the Project. 
 
§ 3.7.1.2 The term "Agencies" shall also include an individual or entity not described in Section 3.7.1.1 from whom the 
Owner intends to request certification of the Project's design, to the extent included in the Contract Documents. 
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§ 3.7.2 The Contractor shall comply with and give notices required by applicable laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, 
rules and regulations, and lawful orders of public authorities applicable to performance of the Work.  The Contractor 
shall procure and obtain all bonds required of the Owner or the Contractor by the municipality in which the Project 
is located or any public or private body with jurisdiction over the Project.  In connection with such bonds, the 
Contractor shall prepare all applications, supply all necessary backup material, and furnish the surety with any 
required personal undertakings.  The Owner will pay the price of all such bond premiums. 
 
§ 3.7.3    
If the Contractor performs Work which it knows or should know is contrary to applicable laws, statutes, ordinances, 
codes, rules and regulations, or lawful orders of public authorities, the Contractor shall bear  responsibility for such 
Work and shall bear the costs attributable to correction. 
 
§ 3.7.4 Concealed or Unknown Conditions 
If the Contractor encounters conditions at the site that are (1) subsurface or otherwise concealed physical conditions 
that differ materially from those indicated in the Contract Documents or (2) unknown physical conditions of an 
unusual nature that differ materially from those ordinarily found to exist and generally recognized as inherent in 
construction activities of the character provided for in the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall promptly 
provide written notice to the Owner and the Architect before conditions are disturbed and in no event later than 14 
days after first observance of the conditions. The Architect will promptly investigate such conditions and, if the 
Architect determines that they differ materially and cause an increase or decrease in the Contractor’s cost of, or time 
required for, performance of any part of the Work, will recommend that an equitable adjustment be made in the 
Contract Sum or Contract Time, or both. If the Architect determines that the conditions at the site are not materially 
different from those indicated in the Contract Documents and that no change in the terms of the Contract is justified, 
the Architect shall promptly notify the Owner and Contractor, stating the reasons. If either party disputes the 
Architect’s determination or recommendation, that party may submit a Claim as provided in Article 15. 
 
§ 3.7.5 If, in the course of the Work, the Contractor encounters human remains or recognizes the existence of burial 
markers, archaeological sites or wetlands not indicated in the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall immediately 
suspend any operations that would affect them and shall notify the Owner and Architect. Upon receipt of such 
notice, the Owner shall promptly take any action necessary to obtain governmental authorization required to resume 
the operations. The Contractor shall continue to suspend such operations until otherwise instructed by the Owner but 
shall continue with all other operations that do not affect those remains or features. Requests for adjustments in the 
Contract Sum and Contract Time arising from the existence of such remains or features may be made as provided in 
Article 15. 
 
§ 3.7.6  If any governmental body having jurisdiction over the Work requires licenses or registrations for the 
performance of the Work or any part thereof, the Contractor shall hold such valid licenses or registrations as may be 
required by law to prosecute the Work to completion.  If any part of the Work for which such a license or 
registration is required is to be performed by Subcontractors of any tier, the Contractor shall ensure that such 
Subcontractors hold such valid licenses or registrations as may be required by law to prosecute said Work to 
completion. 
 
 
§ 3.8 Allowances 
§ 3.8.1 The Contractor shall include in the Contract Sum all allowances stated in the Contract Documents. Items 
covered by allowances shall be supplied for such amounts and by such persons or entities as the Owner may direct, 
but the Contractor shall not be required to employ persons or entities to whom the Contractor has reasonable 
objection. 
 
§ 3.8.2 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, 


.1    allowances shall cover the cost to the Contractor of materials and equipment delivered at the site and 
all required taxes, less applicable trade discounts; 


.2    Contractor’s costs for unloading and handling at the site, labor, installation costs, overhead, profit, and 
other expenses contemplated for stated allowance amounts shall be included in the Contract Sum but 
not in the allowances; and 


.3    whenever costs are more than or less than allowances, the Contract Sum shall be adjusted accordingly 
by Change Order. The amount of the Change Order shall reflect (1) the difference between actual 
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costs and the allowances under Section 3.8.2.1 and (2) changes in Contractor’s costs under Section 
3.8.2.2. 


 
§ 3.8.3 Materials and equipment under an allowance shall be selected by the Owner with reasonable promptness. 
 
§ 3.9 Superintendent 
§ 3.9.1 The Contractor shall employ a competent superintendent and necessary assistants who shall be in attendance 
at the Project site during performance of the Work. The superintendent shall represent the Contractor, and 
communications given to the superintendent shall be as binding as if given to the Contractor. 
 
§ 3.9.2 The Contractor, as soon as practicable after award of the Contract, shall notify the Owner and Architect of the 
name and qualifications of a proposed superintendent. Within 14 days of receipt of the information, the Architect 
may notify the Contractor, stating whether the Owner or the Architect (1) has reasonable objection to the proposed 
superintendent or (2) requires additional time for review. Failure of the Owner or Architect to provide notice within 
the 14-day period shall constitute notice of no reasonable objection. 
 
§ 3.9.3 The Contractor shall not employ a proposed superintendent to whom the Owner or Architect has made 
reasonable objection. The Contractor shall not change the superintendent without the Owner’s consent, which shall 
not unreasonably be withheld or delayed. 
 
§ 3.9.4  The Contractor shall coordinate and supervise the Work performed by Subcontractors to the end that the 
Work is carried out without conflict between trades and so that no trade, at any time, causes delay to the general 
progress of the Work.  The Contractor and all Subcontractors shall at all times afford each trade, any separate 
contractor, or the Owner, every reasonable opportunity for the installation of Work and the storage of materials. 
 
§ 3.9.5  Contractor shall at all times enforce strict discipline and good order among its employees (and those of its 
Subcontractors) and shall not employ on the Work any unfit person or anyone not skilled in the task assigned to 
them.  All labor shall be performed by workmen skilled in their respective trades and workmanship shall be of good 
quality in accordance with the standards of construction set forth in the Contract Documents. 
 
 
§ 3.10 Contractor’s Construction and Submittal Schedules 
§ 3.10.1 The Contractor, promptly after being awarded the Contract, shall submit for the Owner’s and Architect’s 
information and approval a Contractor’s construction schedule for the Work. The schedule shall contain detail 
appropriate for the Project, including (1) the date of commencement of the Work, interim schedule milestone dates, 
and the date of Substantial Completion; (2) an apportionment of the Work by construction activity; and (3) the time 
required for completion of each portion of the Work. The schedule shall provide for the orderly progression of the 
Work to completion and shall not exceed time limits current under the Contract Documents. The schedule shall be 
revised at appropriate intervals as required by the conditions of the Work and Project. The schedule shall set forth 
milestone dates agreed to by the parties and the failure of the Contractor to achieve a milestone shall constitute a 
material default hereunder. Failure to meet a milestone date shall entitle but not require the Owner to supplement the 
Contractor’s forces, at the sole cost and expense of the Contractor, and the Contractor shall be solely responsible for 
coordinating its efforts with and supervising the work of any supplemental manpower. 
 
§ 3.10.2 The Contractor, promptly after being awarded the Contract and thereafter as necessary to maintain a current 
submittal schedule, shall submit a submittal schedule for the Architect’s approval. The Architect’s approval shall not 
be unreasonably delayed or withheld. The submittal schedule shall (1) be coordinated with the Contractor’s 
construction schedule, and (2) allow the Architect reasonable time to review submittals. If the Contractor fails to 
submit a submittal schedule, or fails to provide submittals in accordance with the approved submittal schedule, the 
Contractor shall not be entitled to any increase in Contract Sum or extension of Contract Time based on the time 
required for review of submittals. 
 
§ 3.10.3 The Contractor shall perform the Work in general accordance with the most recent schedules submitted to 
the Owner and Architect. 
 
§ 3.10.4  The construction schedule shall be in a detailed precedence-style critical path management (“CPM”) format 
satisfactory to the Owner and the Architect that shall also (i) provide a graphic representation of all activities and 
events that will occur during performance of the Work; (ii) identify each phase of construction and occupancy; and 
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(iii) set forth dates that are critical in ensuring the timely and orderly completion of the Work in accordance with the 
requirements of the Contract Documents (hereinafter referred to as “Milestone Dates”).  Upon review and 
acceptance by the Owner and the Architect of the Milestone Dates, the construction schedule shall be deemed part of 
the Contract Documents.  If not accepted, the construction schedule shall be promptly revised by the Contractor in 
accordance with the recommendations of the Owner and the Architect and resubmitted for acceptance.  The 
Contractor shall monitor the progress of the Work for conformance with the requirements of the construction 
schedule and shall promptly advise the Owner of any delays or potential delays.  The accepted construction schedule 
shall be updated to reflect actual conditions, as set forth in Subparagraph 3.10.1 or if requested by either the Owner 
or the Architect.  In the event any progress report indicates any delays, the Contractor shall propose an affirmative 
plan to correct the delay, including overtime and/or additional labor, if necessary.  In no event shall any progress 
report constitute an adjustment in the Contract Time, any Milestone Date, or the Contract Sum unless any such 
adjustment is agreed to by the Owner and authorized pursuant to Change Order. 
 
§ 3.10.5  In the event the Owner determines that the performance of the Work, as of a Milestone Date, has not 
progressed or reached the level of completion required by the Contract Documents, the Owner shall have the right to 
order the Contractor to take corrective measures necessary to expedite the progress of construction, including, 
without limitation, (i) working additional shifts or overtime, (ii) supplying additional manpower, equipment, and 
facilities, and (iii) other similar measures (hereinafter referred to collectively as “Extraordinary Measures”).  Such 
Extraordinary Measures shall continue until the progress of the Work complies with the stage of completion 
required by the Contract Documents.  The Owner’s right to require Extraordinary Measures is solely for the purpose 
of ensuring the Contractor’s compliance with the construction schedule. 
 


1. The Contractor shall not be entitled to an adjustment in the Contract Sum in connection with Extraordinary 
Measures required by the Owner under or pursuant to this Subparagraph 3.10.5.   


 
2. The Owner may exercise the rights furnished the Owner under or pursuant to this Subparagraph 3.10.5 as 


frequently as the Owner deems necessary to ensure that the Contractor’s performance of the Work will 
comply with the completion date set forth in the Contract Documents. 


 
§ 3.10.6  The Owner shall have the right to direct a postponement or rescheduling of any date or time for the 
performance of any part of the Work that may interfere with the operation of the Owner’s premises or any invitees 
thereof.  The Contractor shall, upon the Owner’s request, reschedule any portion of the Work affecting operation of 
the premises during hours when the premises are in operation.  Any postponement or rescheduling under 
Subparagraph 3.10.5. may be grounds for an extension of the Contract Time if permitted under Subparagraph 8.3.1. 
 
§ 3.10.7 The Contractor shall schedule and conduct construction and progress meetings, on a frequency required to 
effect coordination, to discuss such matters as procedures, progress, problems, and scheduling.  The Contractor shall 
prepare and distribute minutes within three working days of such meetings.  
 
§ 3.10.8 The Contractor shall record the progress of the Project, including information on each Subcontractor and 
each Subcontractor’s Work, as well as the entire Project, showing percentages of completion and the number and 
amounts of Change Orders.  The Contractor will keep a daily log containing a record of weather, Subcontractors’ 
Work on the site, number of workers, Work accomplished, problems encountered and other similar relevant data as 
the Owner may require.  Upon request, Contractor shall make the logs available to the Owner and the Architect. 
 
 
 
§ 3.11 Documents and Samples at the Site 
The Contractor shall make available, at the Project site, the Contract Documents, including Change Orders, 
Construction Change Directives, and other Modifications, in good order and marked currently to indicate field 
changes and selections made during construction, and the approved Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, and 
similar required submittals. These shall be in electronic form or paper copy, available to the Architect and Owner, 
and delivered to the Architect for submittal to the Owner upon completion of the Work as a record of the Work as 
constructed. 
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§ 3.12 Shop Drawings, Product Data and Samples 
§ 3.12.1 Shop Drawings are drawings, diagrams, schedules, and other data specially prepared for the Work by the 
Contractor or a Subcontractor, Sub-subcontractor, manufacturer, supplier, or distributor to illustrate some portion of 
the Work. 
 
§ 3.12.2 Product Data are illustrations, standard schedules, performance charts, instructions, brochures, diagrams, 
and other information furnished by the Contractor to illustrate materials or equipment for some portion of the Work. 
 
§ 3.12.3 Samples are physical examples that illustrate materials, equipment, or workmanship, and establish standards 
by which the Work will be judged. 
 
§ 3.12.4 Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, and similar submittals are not Contract Documents. Their purpose 
is to demonstrate how the Contractor proposes to conform to the information given and the design concept expressed 
in the Contract Documents for those portions of the Work for which the Contract Documents require submittals. 
Review by the Architect is subject to the limitations of Section 4.2.7. Informational submittals upon which the 
Architect is not expected to take responsive action may be so identified in the Contract Documents. Submittals that 
are not required by the Contract Documents may be returned by the Architect without action.  The Contractor’s 
approval shall be noted on the submitted item or in its transmittal letter, together with written notice of any deviation 
in the submitted item from the requirements of the Work and of the Contract Documents.  In collaboration with the 
Architect, Contractor shall establish and implement procedures for expediting the processing and approval of Shop 
Drawings, Product Date, Samples, and other submittals.  
 
 
§ 3.12.5 The Contractor shall review for compliance with the Contract Documents, approve, and submit to the 
Architect, Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, and similar submittals required by the Contract Documents, in 
accordance with the submittal schedule approved by the Architect or, in the absence of an approved submittal 
schedule, with reasonable promptness and in such sequence as to cause no delay in the Work or in the activities of 
the Owner or of Separate Contractors. Each Shop Drawing, Product Data, Sample, and similar submittals shall have 
a cover sheet identifying the project name and address, contractor information, drawing and/or specification 
reference, submission date and contents of the submittal.  Ample space shall be provided on this cover sheet to allow 
for the Contractor’s and Architect’s review stamps.  The Contractor’s approval shall be noted on the submitted items 
or in its transmittal letter, together with written notice of any deviation in the submitted item from the requirements 
of the Work and of the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 3.12.6 By submitting and approving Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, and similar submittals, the Contractor 
represents to the Owner and Architect that the Contractor has (1) reviewed and approved them, (2) determined and 
verified materials, field measurements and field construction criteria related thereto, or will do so, and (3) checked 
and coordinated the information contained within such submittals with the requirements of the Work and of the 
Contract Documents.  The Contractor shall indicate approval on the submittals as evidence of such review and 
coordinate submittals made to the Architect without such indications of approval may be returned to the Contractor 
for resubmission. The accuracy of all such information is the responsibility of the Contractor.  In approving Shop 
Drawings, Product Data, Samples, and similar submittals, the Architect shall be entitled to rely upon the 
Contractor’s representation that such information is accurate and in compliance with the Contract. 
 
 
§ 3.12.7 The Contractor shall perform no portion of the Work for which the Contract Documents require submittal 
and review of Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, or similar submittals, until the respective submittal has been 
approved by the Architect.  If the Contractor procures, performs, or installs portions of the Work without required 
approvals, the Contractor does so at its own risk and such Work may be removed or replaced with approved Work at 
no cost to the Owner. 
 
§ 3.12.8 The Work shall be in accordance with approved submittals except that the Contractor shall not be relieved of 
responsibility for deviations from the requirements of the Contract Documents by the Architect’s approval of Shop 
Drawings, Product Data, Samples, or similar submittals, unless the Contractor has specifically notified the Architect 
of such deviation at the time of submittal and (1) the Architect has given written approval to the specific deviation as 
a minor change in the Work, or (2) a Change Order or Construction Change Directive has been issued authorizing 
the deviation. Any submittals forwarded to the Architect for review that include a deviation from the requirements 
of the Contract Documents or is not the specific make, model or manufacturer that was listed in the Contract 
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Documents shall have a completed Substitution Request Form attached to the submittal.  This Substitution Request 
Form shall be provided by the Owner.  Unless such deviation is identified by utilizing the Substitution Request 
Form, the Contractor shall not be relieved of the responsibility for the specific requirements of the Contract 
Documents even though the subject submittal was approved by the Architect.   The Contractor shall not be relieved 
of responsibility for the Contractor’s subcontractor’s or vendor’s errors or omissions in Shop Drawings, Product 
Data, Samples, or similar submittals, by the Architect’s approval thereof. 
 
§ 3.12.9 The Contractor shall direct specific attention, in writing or on resubmitted Shop Drawings, Product Data, 
Samples, or similar submittals, to revisions other than those requested by the Architect on previous submittals. In the 
absence of such notice, the Architect’s approval of a resubmission shall not apply to such revisions. 
 
§ 3.12.10 The Contractor shall not be required to provide professional services that constitute the practice of 
architecture or engineering unless such services are specifically required by the Contract Documents for a portion of 
the Work or unless the Contractor needs to provide such services in order to carry out the Contractor’s 
responsibilities for construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures. The Contractor shall not be 
required to provide professional services in violation of applicable law. 
 
§ 3.12.10.1 If professional design services or certifications by a design professional related to systems, materials, or 
equipment are specifically required of the Contractor by the Contract Documents, the Owner and the Architect will 
specify all performance and design criteria that such services must satisfy. The Contractor shall cause such services 
or certifications to be provided by a properly licensed design professional who shall have and maintain reasonable 
limits of insurance, whose signature and seal shall appear on all drawings, calculations, specifications, certifications, 
Shop Drawings, and other submittals prepared by such professional.  Shop Drawings, and other submittals related to 
the Work, designed or certified by such professional, if prepared by others, shall bear such professional’s written 
approval when submitted to the Architect. The Owner shall be entitled to rely upon the adequacy and accuracy of 
the services, certifications, and approvals performed or provided by such design professionals. Pursuant to this 
Section 3.12.10, the Architect will review and approve or take other appropriate action on submittals only for the 
limited purpose of checking for conformance with information given and the design concept expressed in the 
Contract Documents. 
 
§ 3.12.10.2 If the Contract Documents require the Contractor’s design professional to certify that the Work has been 
performed in accordance with the design criteria, the Contractor shall furnish such certifications to the Architect at 
the time and in the form specified by the Architect. 
 
§ 3.12.10.3 Services provided by the Architect to evaluate Contractor product substitution requests or to review shop 
drawings or other project submittals which are required to be submitted more than three (3) times shall be paid for 
by the Contractor to the Owner. 
 
 
§ 3.13 Use of Site 
§ 3.13.1  The Contractor shall confine operations at the site to areas permitted by applicable laws, statutes, 
ordinances, codes, rules and regulations, lawful orders of public authorities, and the Contract Documents and shall 
not unreasonably encumber the site with materials or equipment. 
 
§ 3.13.2  Only materials and equipment that are to be used directly in the Work shall be brought to and stored on the 
Project site by the Contractor.  After equipment is no longer required for the Work, it shall be promptly removed 
from the Project site.  Protection of construction materials and equipment stored at the Project site from weather, 
theft, damage, and all other adversity is solely the responsibility of the Contractor.  The Contractor shall ensure that 
the Work, at all times, is performed in a manner that affords reasonable access, both vehicular and pedestrian, to the 
site of the Work and all adjacent areas.  The Work shall be performed, to the fullest extent reasonably possible, in 
such a manner that occupied areas adjacent to the site of the Work shall at all time remain free from all debris and 
building materials. 
 
§ 3.13.3  Other than those reasonably required for safety purposes, the Contractor and any entity for whom the 
Contractor is responsible shall not erect any sign on the Project site without the prior written consent of the Owner, 
which may be withheld in the sole discretion of the Owner. 
 
§ 3.13.4  Without limitation of any other provision of the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall use best efforts to 
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minimize any interference with the occupancy or beneficial use of any areas and buildings adjacent to the site of the 
Work.  Without prior written approval of the Owner, the Contractor shall not permit any workers to use any existing 
facilities at the Project site, including, without limitation, lavatories, toilets, entrances, and parking areas other than 
those designated by the Owner. 
 
 
§ 3.14 Cutting and Patching 
§ 3.14.1 The Contractor shall be responsible for cutting, fitting, or patching required to complete the Work or to 
make its parts fit together properly. All areas requiring cutting, fitting, or patching shall be restored to the condition 
existing prior to the cutting, fitting, or patching, unless otherwise required by the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 3.14.2 The Contractor shall not damage or endanger a portion of the Work or fully or partially completed 
construction of the Owner or Separate Contractors by cutting, patching, or otherwise altering such construction, or 
by excavation. The Contractor shall not cut or otherwise alter construction by the Owner or a Separate Contractor 
except with written consent of the Owner and of the Separate Contractor. Consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. The Contractor shall not unreasonably withhold, from the Owner or a Separate Contractor, its consent to 
cutting or otherwise altering the Work. 
 
§ 3.15 Cleaning Up 
§ 3.15.1 The Contractor shall keep the premises and surrounding area free from accumulation of waste materials and 
rubbish caused by operations under the Contract. At completion of the Work, the Contractor shall remove waste 
materials, rubbish, the Contractor’s tools, construction equipment, machinery, and surplus materials from and about 
the Project and shall clean and/or remove all stains, spots, work, blemishes, foreign matter and dirt from other 
surfaces not part of the Work but where such conditions resulted from the Contractor’s operations.   
 
§ 3.15.2 If the Contractor fails to clean up as provided in the Contract Documents, the Owner may do so and the 
Owner shall be entitled to reimbursement from the Contractor for the full cost of such cleanup. 
 
§ 3.16 Access to Work 
The Contractor shall provide the Owner and Architect with access to the Work in preparation and progress wherever 
located. 
 
§ 3.17 Royalties, Patents and Copyrights 
The Contractor shall pay all royalties and license fees. The Contractor shall defend suits or claims for infringement 
of copyrights and patent rights and shall hold the Owner and Architect harmless from loss on account thereof, but 
shall not be responsible for defense or loss when a particular design, process, or product of a particular manufacturer 
or manufacturers is required by the Contract Documents, or where the copyright violations are contained in 
Drawings, Specifications, or other documents prepared by the Owner or Architect. However, if an infringement of a 
copyright or patent is discovered by, or made known to, the Contractor, the Contractor shall be responsible for the 
loss unless the information is promptly furnished to the Architect. 
 
§ 3.18 Indemnification 
§ 3.18.1 To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Owner, 
Architect, Architect’s consultants, and agents and employees of any of them from and against claims, damages, 
losses, and expenses, including but not limited to attorneys’ fees, arising out of or resulting from performance of the 
Work, provided that such claim, damage, loss, or expense is attributable to bodily injury, sickness, disease or death, 
or to injury to or destruction of tangible property (other than the Work itself), but only to the extent caused by the 
negligent acts or omissions of the Contractor, a Subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by them, or 
anyone for whose acts they may be liable, regardless of whether or not such claim, damage, loss, or expense is 
caused in part by a party indemnified hereunder. Such obligation shall not be construed to negate, abridge, or reduce 
other rights or obligations of indemnity that would otherwise exist as to a party or person described in this Section 
3.18. 
 
§ 3.18.2  The Contractor’s  indemnity obligations under this Paragraph 3.18 shall also specifically include, without 
limitation, all fines, penalties, damages, liability, costs, expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable 
attorneys’ fees), and punitive damages (if any) arising out of, or in connection with, any (i) violation of or failure to 
comply with any law, statute, ordinance, rule, regulation, code, or requirement of a public authority that bears upon 
the performance of the Work by the Contractor, a Subcontractor, or any person or entity for whom either is 
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responsible, (ii) means, methods, procedures, techniques, or sequences of execution or performance of the Work, 
and  (iii) failure to secure and pay for permits, fees, approvals, licenses, and inspections as required under the 
Contract Documents, or any violation of any permit or other approval of a public authority applicable to the Work, 
by the Contractor, a Subcontractor, or any person or entity for whom either is responsible. 
 
§ 3.18.3  The Contractor acknowledges that the subject property upon which the Project is being performed is not 
lienable because it is municipal government property used for governmental purposes. The Contractor shall 
indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Owner and the Architect against any and all mechanic’s liens placed on the 
premises or on Owner’s interest in the premises by any Subcontractor of any tier or material supplier.  In the event 
that a Subcontractor of any tier or material supplier places a mechanic’s lien on the premises, the Contractor shall, 
with thirty (30) days of the filing of any mechanic’s lien, substitute a bond for such lien or cause the lien to be 
discharged.  If the Contractor shall fail to do so, the Owner may, at its option and at the expense of the Contractor, 
bond such lien or cause the lien to be discharged, and the Contractor will reimburse the Owner for all costs and 
expenses incurred, including but not limited to attorneys’ fees and court costs. 
 
§ 3.18.4  The Contractor shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Owner and the Architect from and against 
any additional costs or expenses incurred by Owner, including attorneys' fees and court costs, as a result of any 
claim or cause of action by any Subcontractor or supplier of any tier asserted directly against the Owner to recover 
payment for labor or materials supplied to the Project, unless such claim or cause of action arises from the failure of 
the Owner to make payments in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 3.18.5  The Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless the Owner, its agents and employees from and against 
any costs and expenses, including attorneys’ fees and court costs, incurred in enforcing any of the Contractor’s 
defense, indemnity, and hold harmless obligations under this Contract. 
 
§ 3.18.6  The Contractor, for itself, its insurers and all subcontractors and their insurers, shall waive governmental 
immunity as a defense and shall not use the defense of governmental immunity in the adjustment of claims or in the 
defense of any suit, action or claim brought against the Owner.  Nothing herein shall limit the Owner from utilizing 
the defense of governmental immunity. 
 
§ 3.19 MEETINGS 
The Contractor shall send a qualified representative to periodic progress meetings held at such time and at such place as the 
Architect or the Owner shall designate in accordance with the Contract Documents and to such other meetings as are 
necessary to comply with the Contract Documents. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 4   ARCHITECT 
§ 4.1 General 
§ 4.1.1 The Architect is the person or entity retained by the Owner pursuant to Section 2.3.2 and identified as such in 
the Agreement. 
 
§ 4.1.2 Duties, responsibilities, and limitations of authority of the Architect as set forth in the Contract Documents 
shall not be restricted, modified, or extended without written consent of the Owner, Contractor, and Architect. 
Consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
 
§ 4.2 Administration of the Contract 
§ 4.2.1 The Architect will provide administration of the Contract as described in the Contract Documents and will be 
an Owner’s representative during construction, (i) until the final payment is due, (ii) from time to time during the 
one year period described in Section 12.2, and (iii) while review or certification of the Project from any of the 
Agencies is pending.. The Architect will have authority to act on behalf of the Owner only to the extent specified in 
the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 4.2.2 The Architect will visit the site at intervals appropriate to the stage of construction, or as otherwise agreed 
with the Owner, to become generally familiar with the progress and quality of the portion of the Work completed, 
and to determine in general if the Work observed is being performed in a manner indicating that the Work, when 
fully completed, will be in accordance with the Contract Documents. However, the Architect will not be required to 
make exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections to check the quality or quantity of the Work. The Architect will 
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not have control over, charge of, or responsibility for the construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or 
procedures, or for the safety precautions and programs in connection with the Work, since these are solely the 
Contractor’s rights and responsibilities under the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 4.2.3 On the basis of the site visits, the Architect will keep the Owner reasonably informed about the progress and 
quality of the portion of the Work completed, and promptly report to the Owner (1) known deviations from the 
Contract Documents, (2) known deviations from the most recent construction schedule submitted by the Contractor, 
and (3) defects and deficiencies observed in the Work. The Architect will not be responsible for the Contractor’s 
failure to perform the Work in accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents. The Architect will not 
have control over or charge of, and will not be responsible for acts or omissions of, the Contractor, Subcontractors, 
or their agents or employees, or any other persons or entities performing portions of the Work. 
 
§ 4.2.4 Communications  
The Owner and Contractor shall include the Architect in all communications that relate to or affect the Architect’s 
services or professional responsibilities. The Owner shall promptly notify the Architect of the substance of any 
direct communications between the Owner and the Contractor otherwise relating to the Project. Communications by 
and with the Architect’s consultants shall be through the Architect. Communications by and with Subcontractors and 
suppliers shall be through the Contractor. Communications by and with Separate Contractors shall be through the 
Owner. The Contract Documents may specify other communication protocols. 
 
§ 4.2.5 Based on the Architect’s evaluations of the Contractor’s Applications for Payment, the Architect will review 
and certify the amounts due the Contractor and will issue Certificates for Payment in such amounts. 
 
§ 4.2.6 The Architect has authority to reject Work that does not conform to the Contract Documents. Whenever the 
Architect considers it necessary or advisable, the Architect will have authority to require inspection or testing of the 
Work in accordance with Sections 13.4.2 through 13.4.4, whether or not the Work is fabricated, installed or 
completed.  
 
§ 4.2.7 The Architect will review and approve, or take other appropriate action upon, the Contractor’s submittals 
such as Shop Drawings, Product Data, and Samples, but only for the limited purpose of assuring conformity with 
information given and the design concept expressed in the Contract Documents. The Architect’s action will be taken 
in accordance with the submittal schedule approved by the Architect or, in the absence of an approved submittal 
schedule, with reasonable promptness while allowing sufficient time in the Architect’s professional judgment to 
permit adequate review. Review of such submittals is not conducted for the purpose of determining the accuracy and 
completeness of other details such as dimensions and quantities, or for substantiating instructions for installation or 
performance of equipment or systems, all of which remain the responsibility of the Contractor as required by the 
Contract Documents. The Architect’s review of the Contractor’s submittals shall not relieve the Contractor of the 
obligations under Sections 3.3, 3.5, and 3.12. The Architect’s review shall not constitute approval of safety 
precautions or of any construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures. The Architect’s approval 
of a specific item shall not indicate approval of an assembly of which the item is a component. 
 
§ 4.2.8 The Architect will prepare Change Orders and Construction Change Directives, and may order minor changes 
in the Work as provided in Section 7.4. The Architect will investigate and make determinations and 
recommendations regarding concealed and unknown conditions as provided in Section 3.7.4. 
 
§ 4.2.9 The Architect will conduct inspections to determine the date or dates of Substantial Completion and the date 
of final completion; issue Certificates of Substantial Completion pursuant to Section 9.8; receive and forward to the 
Owner, for the Owner’s review and records, written warranties and related documents required by the Contract 
Documents and assembled by the Contractor pursuant to Section 9.10; and issue a final Certificate for Payment 
pursuant to Section 9.10. 
 
§ 4.2.10 The Architect will provide one or more Project representatives to assist in carrying out the Architect’s 
responsibilities at the site. The Owner shall notify the Contractor of any change in the duties, responsibilities and 
limitations of authority of the Project representatives. 
 
§ 4.2.11 The Architect will interpret and decide matters concerning performance under, and requirements of, the 
Contract Documents on written request of either the Owner or Contractor. The Architect’s response to such requests 
will be made in writing within any time limits agreed upon or otherwise with reasonable promptness. 
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§ 4.2.12 Interpretations and decisions of the Architect will be consistent with the intent of, and reasonably inferable 
from, the Contract Documents and will be in writing or in the form of drawings. When making such interpretations 
and decisions, the Architect will endeavor to secure faithful performance by both Owner and Contractor, will not 
show partiality to either, and will not be liable for results of these interpretations or decisions rendered in good faith 
which were necessitated by a reason other than an act or omission of the Architect. 
 
§ 4.2.13 The Architect’s decisions on matters relating to aesthetic effect will be final if consistent with the intent 
expressed in the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 4.2.14 The Architect will review and respond to requests for information about the Contract Documents. The 
Architect’s response to such requests will be made in writing within any time limits agreed upon or otherwise with 
reasonable promptness.  Requests for information shall include, at a minimum, a detailed written statement that 
indicates the specific element of the Contract Documents in need of clarification and the nature of the clarification 
requested.  If appropriate, the Architect will prepare and issue supplemental Drawings and Specifications in 
response to the requests for information. 
 
§ 4.2.15 Each Subcontract executed by the Contractor shall include language that instructs the Subcontractor that the 
Subcontractor is to submit written information requests regarding Contract Document interpretation only to the 
Contractor and not the Architect.  The Contractor shall timely review each such information request and only as 
necessary, submit to the Architect any information request that in the Contractor's professional judgment is not 
clearly and unambiguously answered in the Contract Documents. 
 
 
ARTICLE 5   SUBCONTRACTORS 
§ 5.1 Definitions 
§ 5.1.1 A Subcontractor is a person or entity who has a direct contract with the Contractor to perform a portion of the 
Work at the site. The term “Subcontractor” is referred to throughout the Contract Documents as if singular in 
number and means a Subcontractor or an authorized representative of the Subcontractor. The term “Subcontractor” 
does not include a Separate Contractor or the subcontractors of a Separate Contractor. 
 
§ 5.1.2 A Sub-subcontractor is a person or entity who has a direct or indirect contract with a Subcontractor to 
perform a portion of the Work at the site. The term “Sub-subcontractor” is referred to throughout the Contract 
Documents as if singular in number and means a Sub-subcontractor or an authorized representative of the Sub-
subcontractor. 
 
§ 5.2 Award of Subcontracts and Other Contracts for Portions of the Work 
§ 5.2.1 Unless otherwise stated in the Contract Documents, the Contractor, as soon as practicable after award of the 
Contract, shall notify the Owner and Architect of the persons or entities proposed for each principal portion of the 
Work, including those who are to furnish materials or equipment fabricated to a special design. Within 14 days of 
receipt of the information, the Owner or Architect may notify the Contractor whether the Owner or the Architect (1) 
has reasonable objection to any such proposed person or entity or (2) either requires additional time for review. 
Failure of the Architect to provide notice within the 14-day period shall constitute notice of no reasonable objection. 
 
§ 5.2.1.1 To facilitate and expedite the investigations of such proposed persons or entities, the Contractor shall 
submit a statement in writing in sufficient detail to establish that each has the capacity to carry out the portion of the Work 
such person or entity is proposing to provide. All such submittals shall include a list of principal personnel of any such 
entity, and an analysis of the financial condition, construction plant, equipment and facilities of any such person or entity.  The 
Contractor shall terminate, at no cost to Owner, any contract with a person or entity to whom the Owner has a reasonable 
objection if such proposed and rejected subcontractor or such terminated. 
 
 
§ 5.2.2 The Contractor shall not contract with a proposed person or entity to whom the Owner or Architect has made 
reasonable and timely objection. The Contractor shall not be required to contract with anyone to whom the 
Contractor has made reasonable objection. 
 
§ 5.2.3 If the Owner or Architect has reasonable objection to a person or entity proposed by the Contractor, the 
Contractor shall propose another to whom the Owner or Architect has no reasonable objection. If the proposed but 
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rejected Subcontractor was reasonably capable of performing the Work, the Contract Sum and Contract Time shall 
be increased or decreased by the difference, if any, occasioned by such change, and an appropriate Change Order 
shall be issued before commencement of the substitute Subcontractor’s Work. However, no increase in the Contract 
Sum or Contract Time shall be allowed for such change unless the Contractor has acted promptly and responsively 
in submitting names as required. 
 
§ 5.2.4 If the Contractor proposes  to substitute a Subcontractor, person, or entity for one previously selected,the 
parties shall follow the procedures outlined in Section 5.2.1. 
 
§ 5.3 Subcontractual Relations 
 
§ 5.3.1  Any part of the Work performed for the Contractor by a Subcontractor shall be pursuant to a written 
Subcontract between the Contractor and Subcontractor, which shall be prepared on a form of Subcontract reasonably 
satisfactory to the Owner in all respects.  The Owner shall be a third party beneficiary of all contracts between the 
Contractor and Subcontractor and all such contracts shall require that the Owner be a third party beneficiary of all 
contracts between Subcontractors and Sub-Subcontractors. Copies of all Subcontractor bids or proposals shall, upon 
request of Owner, be submitted to the Owner and Architect. 
 
§ 5.3.2 By appropriate agreement, written where legally required for validity, the Contractor shall require each 
Subcontractor, to the extent of the Work to be performed by the Subcontractor, to be bound to the Contractor by terms of 
the Contract Documents, and to assume toward the Contractor all the obligations and responsibilities, including the 
responsibility for safety of the Subcontractor's Work, which the Contractor, by these Documents, assumes toward the 
Owner and Architect. Each subcontract agreement shall preserve and protect the rights of the Owner and Architect under the 
Contract Documents with respect to the Work to be performed by the Subcontractor so that subcontracting thereof will not 
prejudice such rights, and shall allow to the Subcontractor, unless specifically provided otherwise in the subcontract 
agreement, the benefit of all rights, remedies and remedies against the Contractor that the Contractor, by the Contract 
Documents, has against the Owner. Where appropriate, the Contractor shall require each Subcontractor to enter into 
similar agreements with Sub-subcontractors.  The Contractor shall make available to each proposed Subcontractor, prior 
to the execution of the subcontract agreement, copies of the Contract Documents to which the Subcontractor will be bound, 
and, upon written request of the Subcontractor, identify to the Subcontractor terms and conditions of the proposed subcontract 
agreement that may be at variance with the Contract Documents. Subcontractors will similarly make copies of applicable 
portions of such documents available to their respective proposed Sub-subcontractors.  
 
§ 5.3.3 The Contractor shall be fully responsible for coordinating and expediting the work of all Subcontractors, and 
shall employ the necessary and qualified personnel to produce the required quality of labor and materials and to prevent 
delays in the progress of the Project. The Contractor shall afford each trade with all reasonable opportunities for the 
installation of its work and for the storage and handling of its materials.  The Contractors shall include in the Contractor's 
bid, any work, in connection with the mechanical trades, to be done by other trades under the Contractor's direct control.  
 
§ 5.3.4 Within thirty (30) calendar days after payment to Contractor by the Owner, the Contractor shall pay 
any amounts due any Subcontractor, whether for labor performed or materials furnished when such labor or material 
has been included in requisition submitted by such Contractor and paid by Owner. The Contractor shall promptly give 
notice to the Owner of any claim or demand by a Subcontractor claiming that any amount is due to such Subcontractor or 
claiming any default by the Contractor in any of the Contractor's obligations to such Subcontractor. 
 
§ 5.3.5 The Contractor shall include in each of the subcontracts a provision requiring each Subcontractor to pay amounts 
due to any Sub-Subcontractors, whether for labor performed or materials furnished, within thirty (30) days after such 
Subcontractor receives a payment from the Contractor which encompasses labor or materials furnished by such Sub-
subcontractor and a provision requiring each Subcontractor to promptly any claim or demand by a Sub-subcontractor 
claiming that any amount is due to such Sub-Subcontractor or claiming any default by such Subcontractor in any of its 
obligations to such Sub-subcontractor which notice the Contractor shall promptly relay to the Owner. 
 
 
§ 5.4 Contingent Assignment of Subcontracts 
§ 5.4.1 Each subcontract agreement for a portion of the Work is assigned by the Contractor to the Owner, provided 
that 
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.1    assignment is effective only after termination of the Contract by the Owner for cause pursuant to 
Section 14.2 and only for those subcontract agreements that the Owner accepts by notifying the 
Subcontractor and Contractor; and 


.2    assignment is subject to the prior rights of the surety, if any, obligated under bond relating to the 
Contract. 


 
When the Owner accepts the assignment of a subcontract agreement, the Owner assumes the Contractor’s rights and 
obligations under the subcontract but does not accept and shall not be liable for Contractor’s obligations prior to the 
effective date of the assignment.  The Contractor agrees to execute any and all other documents required to affect 
this assignment. 
 
 
 
§ 5.4.2 Upon such assignment, if the Work has been suspended for more than 30 days, the Subcontractor’s 
compensation shall be equitably adjusted for increases in direct costs resulting from the suspension, provided, 
however, that no such adjustment will be made to the compensation of a Subcontractor who is compensated as a 
proportion of the total project cost or a Subcontractor who is in default of its subcontract at the time of assignment. 
. 
 
§ 5.4.3 Upon assignment to the Owner under this Section 5.4, the Owner may further assign the subcontract to a 
successor contractor or other entity.  
ARTICLE 6   CONSTRUCTION BY OWNER OR BY SEPARATE CONTRACTORS 
§ 6.1 Owner’s Right to Perform Construction and to Award Separate Contracts 
§ 6.1.1 The term “Separate Contractor(s)” shall mean other contractors retained by the Owner under separate 
agreements.. The Owner reserves the right to perform construction or operations related to the Project with the 
Owner’s own forces, to supplement the Contractor’s forces and to award separate contracts in connection with other 
portions of the Project or other construction or operations on the site.  If the Contractor claims that delay or is 
involved because of such action by the Owner, the Contractor shall make such Claim as is permitted in Articles 8 
and 15. 
 
§ 6.1.2 When separate contracts are awarded for different portions of the Project or other construction or operations 
on the site, the term “Contractor” in the Contract Documents in each case shall mean the Contractor who executes 
each separate Owner-Contractor Agreement. 
 
§ 6.1.3 The Owner shall provide for coordination of the activities of the Owner’s own forces and of each Separate 
Contractor with the Work of the Contractor, who shall cooperate with them. The Contractor shall participate with 
any Separate Contractors and the Owner in reviewing their construction schedules. The Contractor shall make any 
revisions to its construction schedule deemed necessary after a joint review and mutual agreement. The construction 
schedules shall then constitute the schedules to be used by the Contractor, Separate Contractors, and the Owner until 
subsequently revised. 
 
§ 6.1.4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
§ 6.2 Mutual Responsibility 
§ 6.2.1 The Contractor shall afford the Owner and Separate Contractors reasonable opportunity for introduction and 
storage of their materials and equipment and performance of their activities, and shall connect and coordinate the 
Contractor’s construction and operations with theirs as required by the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 6.2.2 If part of the Contractor’s Work depends for proper execution or results upon construction or operations by 
the Owner or a Separate Contractor, the Contractor shall, prior to proceeding with that portion of the Work, 
promptly notify the Architect of apparent discrepancies or defects in the construction or operations by the Owner or 
Separate Contractor that would render it unsuitable for proper execution and results of the Contractor’s Work. 
Failure of the Contractor to notify the Architect of apparent discrepancies or defects prior to proceeding with the 
Work shall constitute an acknowledgment that the Owner’s or Separate Contractor’s completed or partially 
completed construction is fit and proper to receive the Contractor’s Work. The Contractor shall not be responsible 
for discrepancies or defects in the construction or operations by the Owner or Separate Contractor that are not 
apparent. 
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§ 6.2.3 The Contractor shall reimburse the Owner for costs the Owner incurs that are payable to a Separate 
Contractor because of the Contractor’s delays, improperly timed activities or defective construction. The Owner 
shall be responsible to the Contractor for costs the Contractor incurs because of a Separate Contractor’s delays, 
improperly timed activities, damage to the Work or defective construction. 
 
§ 6.2.4 The Contractor shall promptly remedy damage that the Contractor wrongfully causes to completed or 
partially completed construction or to property of the Owner or Separate Contractor as provided in Section 10.2.5.If 
such separate contractor sues or initiates an arbitration proceeding against the Owner on account of any damage 
alleged to have been caused by the Contractor, the Owner shall notify the Contractor, who shall defend such 
proceedings at the Contractor’s expense, and if any judgment or award against the Owner arises therefrom, the 
Contractor shall pay or satisfy it and shall reimburse the Owner for all attorneys’ fees and court or arbitration costs 
which the Owner has incurred. 
 
 
§ 6.2.5 The Owner and each Separate Contractor shall have the same responsibilities for cutting and patching as are 
described for the Contractor in Section 3.14. 
 
§ 6.3 Owner’s Right to Clean Up 
If a dispute arises among the Contractor, Separate Contractors, and the Owner as to the responsibility under their 
respective contracts for maintaining the premises and surrounding area free from waste materials and rubbish, the 
Owner may clean up and the Architect will allocate the cost among those responsible. 
 
ARTICLE 7   CHANGES IN THE WORK 
§ 7.1 General 
§ 7.1.1 Changes in the Work may be accomplished after execution of the Contract, and without invalidating the 
Contract, by Change Order, Construction Change Directive or order for a minor change in the Work, subject to the 
limitations stated in this Article 7 and elsewhere in the Contract Documents. The decision as to whether the  Change  
Work is executed via a Change Order, Construction Change Directive, or a minor change in the Work is the decision 
of the Owner. 
 
§ 7.1.2 A Change Order shall be based upon agreement among the Owner, Contractor, and Architect. A Construction 
Change Directive requires agreement by the Owner and Architect and may or may not be agreed to by the 
Contractor. An order for a minor change in the Work may be issued by the Architect alone.  
 
 
§ 7.1.3 Changes in the Work shall be performed under applicable provisions of the Contract Documents. The 
Contractor shall proceed promptly with changes in the Work, unless otherwise provided in the Change Order, 
Construction Change Directive, or order for a minor change in the Work. 
§ 7.1.4 Except as permitted in Paragraph 7.3, a change in the Contract Sum or the Contract Time shall be 
accomplished only by a written Change Order executed before the Work is performed.  Accordingly, no course of 
conduct or dealings between the parties, nor express or implied acceptance of alterations or additions to the Work, 
and no claim that Owner has been unjustly enriched by any alteration of or addition to the Work, whether or not 
there is, in fact, any unjust enrichment to the Work, shall be the basis of any claim to an increase in any amounts due 
under the Contract Documents or a change in any time period provided for in the Contract Documents. 
 
 
§ 7.2 Change Orders 
§ 7.2.1 A Change Order is a written instrument prepared by the Architect and signed by the Owner, Contractor, and 
Architect stating their agreement upon all of the following: 


.1    The change in the Work; 


.2    The amount of the adjustment, if any, in the Contract Sum; and 


.3    The extent of the adjustment, if any, in the Contract Time. 
 
§ 7.2.2 Agreement on any Change Order shall constitute a final settlement of all matters relating to the change in the 
Work that is the subject of the Change Order, including, but not limited to, all direct and indirect costs associated 
with such change and any and all adjustments to the Contract Sum and the Contract Time. 
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§7.2.3 Proposed changes in the Work requested during the construction phase shall be priced by the Contractor and 
submitted to the Architect and Owner for review, in such form as the Architect and Owner may require, within ten 
(10) calendar days following the Contractor’s receipt of the request.  The Contractor shall promptly revise and 
resubmit such proposal if the Architect and Owner determine that it is not in compliance with the requirements of 
this Article, or that contains errors of fact or mathematical errors.  If required by the Architect or Owner, in order to 
establish the exact cost of new Work added or previously required Work omitted, the Contractor shall obtain and 
furnish to the Architect and Owner bona fide proposals from recognized suppliers for furnishing and material 
included in such Work.  Such proposals shall be furnished at the Contractor’s expense. 
 
§ 7.2.4 The Contractor’s proposal for a change in the Work (Change Order Proposal) shall be itemized completely 
and shall include: Specific number of calendar days for additional time (if applicable); all material costs and 
quantities accompanied by the original manufacturer invoices; labor wages; unit prices; subcontractor costs; mark 
ups; equipment costs, profit, overhead, general conditions, fees, bond costs and approved daily time sheet tickets for 
work performed under the utilization of labor rates.  The Architect’s and Owner’s refusal to approve a Change Order 
or Change Order Proposal due to the Contractor’s lack of itemized backup information shall not be used to 
substantiate a claim for additional time.  
 
§ 7.2.5 If the method utilized to execute the Change in the Work is based on labor rates, unit prices and material 
costs, then actual daily time sheets / tickets, approved by the Superintendent and the Owner, must accompany the 
Change Order, Construction Change Directive, or minor change in the Work.  Not including the actual daily time 
sheets / tickets, approved by the Superintendent and the Owner, with the Change Order, Construction Change 
Directive, or minor change in the Work may be cause for their rejection. 
 
§ 7.2.6 The amount of credit to be allowed by the Contractor to the Owner for a deletion or change which results in a 
net decrease in the Contract Sum shall be actual net cost as confirmed by the Architect.  When both addition and 
credits covering related Work or substitutions are involved in a change, the allowance for overhead and profit shall 
be figured on the basis of net increase, if any, with respect to that change. 
 
 
§ 7.3 Construction Change Directives 
§ 7.3.1 A Construction Change Directive is a written order prepared by the Architect and signed by the Owner and 
Architect, directing a change in the Work prior to agreement on adjustment, if any, in the Contract Sum or Contract 
Time, or both. The Owner may by Construction Change Directive, without invalidating the Contract, order changes 
in the Work within the general scope of the Contract consisting of additions, deletions, or other revisions, the 
Contract Sum and Contract Time being adjusted accordingly. The Owner may also by Construction Change 
Directive order work to be performed that has been interpreted by the Owner and Architect to be part of the Work 
but is disputed by the Contractor through submission of a Claim. 
 
§ 7.3.2 A Construction Change Directive shall be used in the absence of total agreement on the terms of a Change 
Order or work interpreted by the Owner or Architect to be part of the Contract. 
 
§ 7.3.3 If the Construction Change Directive provides for an adjustment to the Contract Sum, the adjustment shall be 
based on one of the following methods: 


.1    Mutual acceptance of a lump sum properly itemized and supported by sufficient substantiating data to 
permit evaluation; 


.2    Unit prices and rates stated in the Contract Documents or subsequently agreed upon; 


.3    Cost to be determined in a manner agreed upon by the parties and a mutually acceptable fixed or 
percentage fee; or 


.4    As provided in Section 7.3.4. 
 
§ 7.3.4 If the Contractor does not respond promptly or disagrees with the method for adjustment in the Contract Sum, 
the Architect shall determine the adjustment on the basis of reasonable expenditures and savings of those performing 
the Work attributable to the change, including, in case of an increase in the Contract Sum, an amount for overhead 
and profit as set forth in the Agreement, or if no such amount is set forth in the Agreement, a reasonable amount. In 
such case, and also under Section 7.3.3.3, the Contractor shall keep and present, in such form as the Architect may 
prescribe, an itemized accounting together with appropriate supporting data. Unless otherwise provided in the 
Contract Documents, costs for the purposes of this Section 7.3.4 shall be limited to the following: 
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.1    Costs of labor, including applicable payroll taxes, fringe benefits required by agreement or custom, 
workers’ compensation insurance, and other employee costs approved by the Architect; 


.2    Costs of materials, supplies, and equipment, including cost of transportation, whether incorporated or 
consumed; 


.3    Rental costs of machinery and equipment, exclusive of hand tools, whether rented from the Contractor 
or others; 


.4    Costs of premiums for all bonds and insurance, permit fees, and sales, use, or similar taxes, directly 
related to the change; and 


.5    Costs of supervision and field office personnel directly attributable to the change. 
 
§ 7.3.5 If the Contractor disagrees with the adjustment in the Contract Time, the Contractor may make a Claim in 
accordance with applicable provisions of Article 15. 
 
§ 7.3.6 Upon receipt of a Construction Change Directive, the Contractor shall promptly proceed with the change in 
the Work involved and advise the Architect, in writing, of the Contractor’s agreement or disagreement with the 
method, if any, provided in the Construction Change Directive for determining the proposed adjustment in the 
Contract Sum or Contract Time.  
 
 
§ 7.3.7 A Construction Change Directive signed by the Contractor indicates the Contractor’s agreement therewith, 
including adjustment in Contract Sum and Contract Time or the method for determining them. Such agreement shall 
be effective immediately and shall be recorded as a Change Order. 
 
§ 7.3.8 The amount of credit to be allowed by the Contractor to the Owner for a deletion or change that results in a 
net decrease in the Contract Sum shall be actual net cost as confirmed by the Architect. When both additions and 
credits covering related Work or substitutions are involved in a change, the allowance for overhead and profit shall 
be figured on the basis of net increase, if any, with respect to that change. 
 
§ 7.3.9 Pending final determination of the total cost of a Construction Change Directive to the Owner, the Contractor 
may request payment for Work completed under the Construction Change Directive in Applications for Payment. 
The Architect will make an interim determination for purposes of monthly certification for payment for those costs 
and certify for payment the amount that the Architect determines, in the Architect’s professional judgment, to be 
necessary for the Contractor to proceed with the Work. The Architect’s interim determination of cost shall adjust the 
Contract Sum on the same basis as a Change Order, subject to the right of either party to disagree and assert a Claim 
in accordance with Article 15. 
 
§ 7.3.10 When the Owner and Contractor agree with a determination made by the Architect concerning the 
adjustments in the Contract Sum and Contract Time, or otherwise reach agreement upon the adjustments, such 
agreement shall be effective immediately and the Architect will prepare a Change Order. Change Orders may be 
issued for all or any part of a Construction Change Directive. 
 
§ 7.4 Minor Changes in the Work 
The Architect may order minor changes in the Work that are consistent with the intent of the Contract Documents 
and do not involve an adjustment in the Contract Sum or an extension of the Contract Time. The Architect’s order 
for minor changes shall be in writing. If the Contractor believes that the proposed minor change in the Work will 
affect the Contract Sum or Contract Time, the Contractor shall notify the Architect and shall not proceed to 
implement the change in the Work. If the Contractor performs the Work set forth in the Architect’s order for a minor 
change without prior notice to the Architect that such change will affect the Contract Sum or Contract Time, the 
Contractor waives any adjustment to the Contract Sum or extension of the Contract Time. 
 
ARTICLE 8   TIME 
§ 8.1 Definitions 
§ 8.1.1 Unless otherwise provided, Contract Time is the period of time, including authorized adjustments, allotted in 
the Contract Documents for Substantial Completion of the Work. 
 
§ 8.1.2 The date of commencement of the Work is the date established in the Agreement.. TIME IS OF THE 
ESSENCE of all Milestone Dates, the Substantial Completion date and the Final Completion date in the accepted 
Construction Schedule, as such Schedule may be revised and approved by the Owner. 
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§ 8.1.3 The date of Substantial Completion is the date certified by the Architect in accordance with Section 9.8. 
 
§ 8.1.4 The term “day” as used in the Contract Documents shall mean calendar day unless otherwise specifically 
defined. 
 
§ 8.2 Progress and Completion 
§ 8.2.1 Time limits stated in the Contract Documents are of the essence of the Contract. By executing the Agreement, 
the Contractor confirms that the Contract Time is a reasonable period for performing the Work. 
 
§ 8.2.2 The Contractor shall not commence the Work prior to receiving written notice to commence from the Owner 
or prior to the effective date of insurance required to be furnished by the Contractor and Owner. 
 
§ 8.2.3 The Contractor shall proceed expeditiously with adequate forces and shall achieve Substantial Completion 
within the Contract Time. 
 
§ 8.2.4 The Contractor shall proceed expeditiously in accordance with the construction schedule with adequate forces 
and shall achieve Substantial Completion within the Contract Time. The Contractor shall at all times ensure that each 
Subcontractor is providing and maintaining sufficient skilled workmen. materials and equipment to achieve 
Substantial Completion within the Contract Time. Absent Change Orders signed by the Owner or a delay for which 
the Contractor is entitled to an extension of time by § 8.3.1, the Contractor shall not make any claims for additional 
payment of straight time. overtime or premium time in undertaking to achieve Substantial Completion of the Work in 
accordance with the construction schedule. The burden of lost time and costs related to any Subcontractor’s 
nonperformance shall not be charged to Owner. 
 
 
§ 8.3 Delays and Extensions of Time 
§ 8.3.1 If the Contractor is delayed at any time in the commencement or progress of the Work by (1) an act or neglect 
of the Owner or Architect, of an employee of either, or of a Separate Contractor; (2) by changes ordered in the 
Work; (3) by labor disputes, fire, unusual delay in deliveries, unavoidable casualties, adverse weather conditions 
documented in accordance with Section 15.1.6.2, or other causes beyond the Contractor’s control; (4) by delay 
authorized by the Owner pending mediation and binding dispute resolution; or (5) by other causes that the 
Contractor asserts, and the Architect determines, justify delay, then the Contract Time shall be extended for such 
reasonable time as the Architect may determine.  Nothing in this Section 8.3.1 shall absolve the Architect of liability for 
delays due to the negligence of the Architect or its employees or consultants, or failure to comply with the agreement 
between the Owner and the Architect or the Contract Documents by the Architect or by the Architect's employees or 
consultants. Under no circumstances shall Owner be responsible or liable for any delay damages, including any 
Eichleay or other type of extended overhead or lost profit claims or damages, idle equipment costs, lost productivity 
or labor inefficiency costs, acceleration damages, suspension damages, consequential damages, incidental damages, 
or lost opportunity costs.  Contractor acknowledges that it is aware of and considered this provision when submitting 
and pricing its Proposal and Contractor accepts the risk of delays. 
 
 
§ 8.3.2 Claims relating to time shall be made in accordance with applicable provisions of Article 15. Extensions of 
time shall be Contractor’s sole remedy in the event of delays. 
 
§ 8.3.3  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Contract Documents, an extension of the Contract Time, to 
the extent permitted under Subparagraph 8.3.1, shall be the sole and exclusive remedy of the Contractor for any 
delay, hindrance, disruption, interference or obstruction to the Work (collectively referred to in this Subparagraph 
8.3.3 as “Delays”).  Except as provided in Section 6.2.6 of the Contract, in no event shall the Contractor be entitled 
to any compensation or recovery of any damages in connection with any Delay, including, without limitation, 
consequential damages, loss of efficiency or productivity costs, acceleration costs, lost opportunity costs, impact 
damages, extended overhead costs, or other similar remuneration.   
 
§8.3.4  TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE in the completion of the Work by the Contractor. 
§ 8.3.5 No extension of time, or increase in the Contract Sum, shall be granted because of seasonal variations in temperature, 
humidity or precipitation, which conditions, excepting force majeure, shall be wholly at the risk of the Contractor. 
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§ 8.3.6 The Contractor shall not be entitled to an adjustment of the Contract Time on account of delays: (i) that it could have 
avoided or mitigated using its best professional efforts; (ii) that do not impact the critical path; (iii) for which there is 
available float in the chain of activities affected by the delay; (iv) that were caused by or could have been reasonably 
anticipated by. the Contractor or those for whom it is responsible; or (v) that could have been mitigated or avoided by the 
Contractor's timely notice to the Owner as required hereunder. 
 
 
ARTICLE 9   PAYMENTS AND COMPLETION 
§ 9.1 Contract Sum 
§ 9.1.1 The Contract Sum is stated in the Agreement and, including authorized adjustments, is the total amount 
payable by the Owner to the Contractor for performance of the Work under the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 9.1.2 If unit prices are stated in the Contract Documents or subsequently agreed upon, and if quantities originally 
contemplated are materially changed so that application of such unit prices to the actual quantities causes substantial 
inequity to the Owner or Contractor, the applicable unit prices shall be equitably adjusted. 
 
§ 9.2 Schedule of Values 
The Contractor shall submit a schedule of values to the Architect within thirty (30) days of the first of the Contract 
Award or Preconstruction Meeting, allocating the entire Contract Sum to the various portions of the Work. The 
schedule of values shall be prepared in the form, and supported by the data to substantiate its accuracy, required by 
the Architect. This schedule, unless objected to by the Architect, shall be used as a basis for reviewing the 
Contractor’s Applications for Payment. The description of the Work shall be sufficiently broken down to indicate 
labor and material costs associated with each area of Work.  Any breakdown that fails to include sufficient detail, is 
unbalanced, or exhibits “front-loading” of the value of the Work, will be rejected.  The Schedule of Values shall be 
revised if later determined by the Owner or Architect to be inaccurate.   Any changes to the schedule of values shall 
be submitted to the Architect and supported by such data to substantiate its accuracy as the Architect may require, 
and unless objected to by the Architect, shall be used as a basis for reviewing the Contractor’s subsequent 
Applications for Payment. 
 
§ 9.3 Applications for Payment 
§ 9.3.1 At least ten days before the date established for each progress payment, the Contractor shall submit to the 
Architect an itemized Application for Payment prepared in accordance with the schedule of values, if required under 
Section 9.2, for completed portions of the Work. The application shall be notarized and supported by all data 
substantiating the Contractor’s right to payment that the Owner or Architect require, such as copies of requisitions, 
and releases and waivers of liens from Subcontractors and suppliers, and shall reflect retainage if provided for in the 
Contract Documents. 
 
§ 9.3.1.1 As provided in Section 7.3.9, such applications may include requests for payment on account of changes in 
the Work that have been properly authorized by Construction Change Directives, or by interim determinations of the 
Architect, but not yet included in Change Orders. 
 
§ 9.3.1.2 Applications for Payment shall not include requests for payment for portions of the Work for which the 
Contractor does not intend to pay a Subcontractor or supplier, unless such Work has been performed by others 
whom the Contractor intends to pay. 
 
§ 9.3.1.3 Each application for payment shall be accompanied by the following, all in form and substance satisfactory 
to the Owner: (i) a duly executed Contractor’s partial lien waiver; (ii) duly executed partial lien wavers from all 
Subcontractors and, when reasonably required, from material suppliers and lower tier Subcontractors establishing 
payment or satisfaction of payment of all amounts requested by the Contractor on behalf of such entities or persons 
in any previous Application for Payment; and (iii) all information and materials required to comply with the 
requirements of the Contract Documents or reasonably requested by the Owner or the Architect. 
 
 
§ 9.3.2 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, payments shall be made on account of materials and 
equipment delivered and suitably stored at the site for subsequent incorporation in the Work. If approved in advance 
by the Owner, payment may similarly be made for materials and equipment suitably stored off the site at a location 
agreed upon in writing. Payment for materials and equipment stored on or off the site shall be conditioned upon 
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compliance by the Contractor with procedures satisfactory to the Owner to establish the Owner’s title to such 
materials and equipment or otherwise protect the Owner’s interest, and shall include the costs of applicable 
insurance, storage, and transportation to the site, for such materials and equipment stored off the site. 
 
§ 9.3.3 The Contractor warrants that title to all Work covered by an Application for Payment will pass to the Owner 
no later than the time of payment. The Contractor further warrants that upon submittal of an Application for 
Payment all Work for which Certificates for Payment have been previously issued and payments received from the 
Owner shall be free and clear of liens, claims, security interests, or encumbrances, in favor of the Contractor, 
Subcontractors, suppliers, or other persons or entities that provided labor, materials, and equipment relating to the 
Work. 
 
§ 9.4 Certificates for Payment 
§ 9.4.1 The Architect will, within seven days after receipt of the Contractor’s Application for Payment, either (1) 
issue to the Owner a Certificate for Payment in the full amount of the Application for Payment, with a copy to the 
Contractor; or (2) issue to the Owner a Certificate for Payment for such amount as the Architect determines is 
properly due, and notify the Contractor and Owner of the Architect’s reasons for withholding certification in part as 
provided in Section 9.5.1; or (3) withhold certification of the entire Application for Payment, and notify the 
Contractor and Owner of the Architect’s reason for withholding certification in whole as provided in Section 9.5.1. 
 
§ 9.4.2 The issuance of a Certificate for Payment will constitute a representation by the Architect solely to the 
Owner, based on the Architect’s evaluation of the Work as provided in the Contract Documents and/or the data in 
the Application for Payment, that, to the best of the Architect’s knowledge, information, and belief, the Work has 
progressed to the point indicated, the quality of the Work is in accordance with the Contract Documents, and that the 
Contractor is entitled to payment in the amount certified. The foregoing representations are subject to an evaluation 
of the Work for conformance with the Contract Documents upon Substantial Completion, to results of subsequent 
tests and inspections, to correction of minor deviations from the Contract Documents prior to completion, and to 
specific qualifications expressed by the Architect. However, the issuance of a Certificate for Payment will not be a 
representation that the Architect has (1) made exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections to check the quality or 
quantity of the Work; (2) reviewed construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures;  or (3) made 
examination to ascertain how or for what purpose the Contractor has used money previously paid on account of the 
Contract Sum.  Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, issuance of a Certificate for Payment by the 
Architect is a recommendation only; payment to the Contractor of amounts certified in a Certificate for Payment is 
subject to the Owner's approval. 
 
 
§ 9.5 Decisions to Withhold Certification 
§ 9.5.1 The Architect may withhold a Certificate for Payment in whole or in part, to the extent reasonably necessary 
to protect the Owner, if in the Architect’s opinion the representations to the Owner required by Section 9.4.2 cannot 
be made. If the Architect is unable to certify payment in the amount of the Application, the Architect will notify the 
Contractor and Owner as provided in Section 9.4.1. If the Contractor and Architect cannot agree on a revised 
amount, the Architect will promptly issue a Certificate for Payment for the amount for which the Architect is able to 
make such representations to the Owner. The Architect may also withhold a Certificate for Payment or, because of 
subsequently discovered evidence, may nullify the whole or a part of a Certificate for Payment previously issued, to 
such extent as may be necessary in the Architect’s opinion to protect the Owner from loss for which the Contractor 
is responsible, including loss resulting from acts and omissions described in Section 3.3.2, because of 


.1    defective Work not remedied; 


.2    third party claims filed or reasonable evidence indicating probable filing of such claims, unless security 
acceptable to the Owner is provided by the Contractor; 


.3    failure of the Contractor to make payments properly to Subcontractors or suppliers for labor, materials 
or equipment; 


.4    reasonable evidence that the Work cannot be completed for the unpaid balance of the Contract Sum; 


.5    damage to the Owner or a Separate Contractor; 


.6    reasonable evidence that the Work will not be completed within the Contract Time, and that the unpaid 
balance would not be adequate to cover actual or liquidated damages for the anticipated delay;  


.7    repeated failure to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents; or  


.8   failure to comply with or adhere to the requirements of the Contract Documents.  
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§ 9.5.2 When either party disputes the Architect’s decision regarding a Certificate for Payment under Section 9.5.1, 
in whole or in part, that party may submit a Claim in accordance with Article 15.  The Owner shall not be deemed to 
be in default by reason of withholding payment while any of the above grounds remain uncured, nor shall any 
interest accrue or be payable with respect to any payments so withheld. 
 
 
§ 9.5.3 When the reasons for withholding certification are removed, certification will be made for amounts 
previously withheld. 
 
§ 9.5.4 If the Architect withholds certification for payment under Section 9.5.1.3, the Owner may, at its sole option, 
issue joint checks to the Contractor and to any Subcontractor or supplier to whom the Contractor failed to make 
payment for Work properly performed or material or equipment suitably delivered. If the Owner makes payments by 
joint check, the Owner shall notify the Architect and the Contractor shall reflect such payment on its next 
Application for Payment. 
 
§ 9.6 Progress Payments 
§ 9.6.1 After the Architect has issued a Certificate for Payment, the Owner shall make payment in the manner and 
within the time provided in the Contract Documents, and shall so notify the Architect. 
 
§ 9.6.2 The Contractor shall pay each Subcontractor, no later than five (5) days after receipt of payment from the 
Owner, the amount to which the Subcontractor is entitled, reflecting percentages actually retained from payments to 
the Contractor on account of the Subcontractor’s portion of the Work. The Contractor shall, by appropriate 
agreement with each Subcontractor, require each Subcontractor to make payments to Sub-subcontractors in a similar 
manner.  Notwithstanding anything in this Subparagraph 9.6.2 to the contrary, the Owner may elect, in the Owner’s  
reasonable discretion, to make any payment requested by the Contractor on behalf of a Subcontractor or material 
supplier of any tier jointly payable to the Contractor and such Subcontractor or material supplier, or directly payable 
to such Subcontractor or material supplier.  The Contractor and such Subcontractor or material supplier shall be 
responsible for the allocation and disbursement of funds included as part of any such joint payment.  In no event 
shall any joint payment be construed to create any (i) contract between the Owner and a subcontractor or material 
supplier of any tier, (ii) obligations from the Owner to such subcontractor or material supplier, or (iii) rights in such 
subcontractor or material supplier against the Owner.  All such payments by the Owner shall be a pro tanto 
discharge of sums due the Contractor. 
 
 
§ 9.6.3 The Architect will, on request, furnish to a Subcontractor, if practicable, information regarding percentages of 
completion or amounts applied for by the Contractor and action taken thereon by the Architect and Owner on 
account of portions of the Work done by such Subcontractor. 
 
§ 9.6.4 The Owner has the right to request written evidence from the Contractor that the Contractor has properly paid 
Subcontractors and suppliers amounts paid by the Owner to the Contractor for subcontracted Work. The Owner may 
contact Subcontractors and suppliers to ascertain whether they have been properly paid. Neither the Owner nor 
Architect shall have an obligation to pay, or to see to the payment of money to, a Subcontractor or supplier, except 
as may otherwise be required by law. 
 
§ 9.6.5 The Contractor’s payments to suppliers shall be treated in a manner similar to that provided in Sections 9.6.2, 
9.6.3 and 9.6.4. 
 
§ 9.6.6 A Certificate for Payment, a progress payment,  or partial or entire use or occupancy of the Project by the 
Owner shall not constitute acceptance of Work not in accordance with the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 9.6.7 Unless the Contractor provides the Owner with a payment bond in the full penal sum of the Contract Sum, 
payments received by the Contractor for Work properly performed by Subcontractors or provided by suppliers shall 
be held by the Contractor for those Subcontractors or suppliers who performed Work or furnished materials, or both, 
under contract with the Contractor for which payment was made by the Owner. Nothing contained herein shall 
require money to be placed in a separate account and not commingled with money of the Contractor, create any 
fiduciary liability or tort liability on the part of the Contractor for breach of trust, or entitle any person or entity to an 
award of punitive damages against the Contractor for breach of the requirements of this provision. 
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§ 9.6.8 Provided the Owner has fulfilled its payment obligations under the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall 
defend and indemnify the Owner from all loss, liability, damage or expense, including reasonable attorney’s fees 
and litigation expenses, arising out of any lien claim or other claim for payment by any Subcontractor or supplier of 
any tier. Upon receipt of notice of a lien claim or other claim for payment, the Owner shall notify the Contractor. If 
approved by the applicable court, when required, the Contractor may substitute a surety bond for the property 
against which the lien or other claim for payment has been asserted. 
 
§ 9.7 Failure of Payment 
If the Architect does not issue a Certificate for Payment or provide the Contractor with a written explanation for the 
reason for withholding such Certificate for Payment, through no fault of the Contractor, within seven days after 
receipt of the properly submitted Application for Payment, or if the Owner does not pay the Contractor or provide 
the Contractor with a written explanation of the reason for withholding payment within seven days after the date 
established in the Contract Documents, the amount certified by the Architect or if the Owner does not so pay an 
amount awarded by binding dispute resolution, then the Contractor may, upon seven additional days’ notice to the 
Owner and Architect, stop the Work until payment of the amount owing or an explanation of the reason for 
withholding such payments has been received. The Contract Time shall be extended appropriately and the Contract 
Sum shall be increased by the amount of the Contractor’s reasonable costs of shutdown, delay and start-up, plus 
interest as provided for in the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 9.8 Substantial Completion 
§ 9.8.1 Substantial Completion is the stage in the progress of the Work when the Work or designated portion thereof 
is sufficiently complete in accordance with the Contract Documents so that the Owner can occupy or utilize the 
Work for its intended use.  As a condition precedent to Substantial Completion, the Contractor shall assemble and 
deliver to the Owner (1) all maintenance and operating manuals; (2)  marked sets of field record drawings and 
specifications reflecting as-built conditions;  (3) drawings reflecting the location of any concealed utilities, 
mechanical or electrical systems and components; (4) any special guaranties or warranties required by the Contract 
Documents; (5) all guaranties and warranties from Subcontractors, vendors, suppliers or manufacturers; (6) a list of 
the names, addresses and telephone numbers of all subcontractors and any other persons providing guarantees or 
warranties; (7) a permanent Certificate of Occupancy; (8) Operating permits for any mechanical equipment; and (9) 
any other permits, approvals, licenses, and other documents from any governmental authority having jurisdiction 
thereof necessary for the beneficial use and occupancy of the Project. 
 
§ 9.8.2 When the Contractor considers that the Work, or a portion thereof which the Owner agrees to accept 
separately, is substantially complete, the Contractor shall notify the Architect and the Owner in writing and shall 
prepare and submit to the Architect (1) a comprehensive list of items to be completed or corrected prior to final 
payment and (2) all Certificates of Occupancy and applicable permits required by the Contract Documents, endorsed 
by the Contractor and in a form reasonably acceptable to the Architect and Owner.  Promptly after receiving such 
notice, the Architect will conduct a preliminary review to determine whether or not the Documents are generally 
complete and correct.  If the Architect finds on the basis of this review that the Contractor’s notice and supporting 
documents are not generally complete or correct, the Architect will return them to the Contractor for revision and 
resubmittal, describing in general the additions or corrections required.  If the Architect finds on one preliminary 
review of the Contractor’s resubmittal that the resubmitted notice and supporting documents are still not generally 
complete and correct, the Contractor shall again correct and resubmit them, and shall, in addition, reimburse the 
Owner for the cost of any change in the Architect’s services resulting from such a second and any subsequent 
preliminary reviews. When the Architect finds on the basis of a preliminary review that the Contractor’s notice and 
supporting documents are substantially complete, the Architect will proceed as stated in Section 9.8.3 below . 
Failure to include an item on such list does not alter the responsibility of the Contractor to complete all Work in 
accordance with the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 9.8.3 Upon receipt of the Contractor’s list, the Architect will make an inspection to determine whether the Work or 
designated portion thereof is substantially complete. If the Architect’s inspection discloses any item, whether or not 
included on the Contractor’s list, which is not sufficiently complete in accordance with the Contract Documents so 
that the Owner can occupy or utilize the Work or designated portion thereof for its intended use, the Contractor 
shall, before issuance of the Certificate of Substantial Completion, complete or correct such item upon notification 
by the Architect. In such case, the Contractor shall then submit a request for another inspection by the Architect to 
determine Substantial Completion. 
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§ 9.8.4 When the Work or designated portion thereof is substantially complete, the Architect will prepare a 
Certificate of Substantial Completion that shall establish the date of Substantial Completion; establish 
responsibilities of the Owner and Contractor for security, maintenance, heat, utilities, damage to the Work and 
insurance; and fix the time within which the Contractor shall finish all items on the list accompanying the 
Certificate. Warranties required by the Contract Documents shall commence on the date of Substantial Completion 
of the Work or designated portion thereof unless otherwise provided in the Certificate of Substantial Completion. 
 
§ 9.8.5 The Certificate of Substantial Completion shall be submitted to the Owner and Contractor for their written 
acceptance of responsibilities assigned to them in the Certificate. Upon such acceptance, and consent of surety if 
any, the Owner shall make payment of retainage applying to the Work or designated portion thereof. Such payment 
shall be adjusted for Work that is incomplete or not in accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents.  
Owner shall be entitled to retain two hundred percent (200%) of the estimated cost of incomplete or unsatisfactory 
Work to reach Final Completion. 
 
 
§ 9.9 Partial Occupancy or Use 
§ 9.9.1 The Owner may occupy or use any completed or partially completed portion of the Work at any stage when 
such portion is designated by separate agreement with the Contractor, provided such occupancy or use is consented 
to by the insurer and authorized by public authorities having jurisdiction over the Project. Such partial occupancy or 
use may commence whether or not the portion is substantially complete, provided the Owner and Contractor have 
accepted in writing the responsibilities assigned to each of them for payments, retainage, if any, security, 
maintenance, heat, utilities, damage to the Work and insurance, and have agreed in writing concerning the period for 
correction of the Work and commencement of warranties required by the Contract Documents. When the Contractor 
considers a portion substantially complete, the Contractor shall prepare and submit a list to the Architect as provided 
under Section 9.8.2. Consent of the Contractor to partial occupancy or use shall not be unreasonably withheld. The 
stage of the progress of the Work shall be determined by written agreement between the Owner and Contractor or, if 
no agreement is reached, by decision of the Architect. 
 
§ 9.9.2 Immediately prior to such partial occupancy or use, the Owner, Contractor, and Architect shall jointly inspect 
the area to be occupied or portion of the Work to be used in order to determine and record the condition of the 
Work. 
 
§ 9.9.3 Unless otherwise agreed upon, partial occupancy or use of a portion or portions of the Work shall not 
constitute acceptance of Work not complying with the requirements of the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 9.10 Final Completion and Final Payment 
§ 9.10.1 Upon receipt of the Contractor’s notice that the Work is ready for final inspection and acceptance and upon 
receipt of a final Application for Payment, the Architect will promptly make such inspection. When the Architect 
finds the Work acceptable under the Contract Documents and the Contract fully performed, the Architect will 
promptly issue a final Certificate for Payment stating that to the best of the Architect’s knowledge, information and 
belief, and on the basis of the Architect’s on-site visits and inspections, the Work has been completed in accordance 
with the Contract Documents and that the entire balance found to be due the Contractor and noted in the final 
Certificate is due and payable. The Architect’s final Certificate for Payment will constitute a further representation 
that conditions listed in Section 9.10.2 as precedent to the Contractor’s being entitled to final payment have been 
fulfilled. 
 
§ 9.10.2   Neither final payment nor any remaining retained percentage shall become due until the Contractor submits 
to the Architect (1) an affidavit that payrolls, bills for materials and equipment, and other indebtedness connected 
with the Work for which the Owner or the Owner’s property might be responsible or encumbered (less amounts 
withheld by Owner) have been paid or otherwise satisfied, (2) a certificate evidencing that insurance required by the 
Contract Documents to remain in force after final payment is currently in effect and will not be canceled or allowed 
to expire until at least 30 days’ prior written notice has been given to the Owner, (3) a written statement that the 
Contractor knows of no substantial reason that the insurance will not be renewable to cover the period required by 
the Contract Documents, (4) consent of surety, if any, to final payment and (5), statements in a form satisfactory to 
the Owner that in consideration of all prior payments and of final payment, the Contractor and its Subcontractors 
release and forever discharge the Owner from all mechanic’s liens, claims, demands, obligations and liabilities of 
every kind arising out of or relating to the Contract or the Project other than those Claims specifically enumerated in 
the statement. If a Subcontractor refuses to furnish a release or waiver required by the Owner, the Contractor may 
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furnish a bond satisfactory to the Owner to indemnify the Owner against such lien. If such lien remains unsatisfied 
after payments are made, the Contractor shall refund to the Owner all money that the Owner may be compelled to 
pay in discharging such lien, including all costs and attorneys’ fees. 
§ 9.10.3 If, after Substantial Completion of the Work, final completion thereof is materially delayed through no fault 
of the Contractor or by issuance of Change Orders affecting final completion, and the Architect so confirms, the 
Owner shall, upon application by the Contractor and certification by the Architect, and without terminating the 
Contract, make payment of the balance due for that portion of the Work fully completed, corrected, and accepted. If 
the remaining balance for Work not fully completed or corrected is less than retainage stipulated in the Contract 
Documents, and if bonds have been furnished, the written consent of the surety to payment of the balance due for 
that portion of the Work fully completed and accepted shall be submitted by the Contractor to the Architect prior to 
certification of such payment. Such payment shall be made under terms and conditions governing final payment, 
except that it shall not constitute a waiver of Claims. 
 
§ 9.10.4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
 
§ 9.10.5 Acceptance of final payment by the Contractor, a Subcontractor, or a supplier, shall constitute a waiver of 
claims by that payee except those previously made in writing and identified by that payee as unsettled at the time of 
final Application for Payment. 
 
ARTICLE 10   PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY 
§ 10.1 Safety Precautions and Programs 
The Contractor shall be responsible for initiating, maintaining, and supervising all safety precautions and programs 
in connection with the performance of the Contract. 
 
§ 10.2 Safety of Persons and Property 
§ 10.2.1 The Contractor shall take reasonable precautions for safety of, and shall provide reasonable protection to 
prevent damage, injury, or loss to 


.1    employees on the Work and other persons who may be affected thereby; 


.2    the Work and materials and equipment to be incorporated therein, whether in storage on or off the site, 
under care, custody, or control of the Contractor, a Subcontractor, or a Sub-subcontractor; and 


.3    other property at the site or adjacent thereto, such as trees, shrubs, lawns, walks, pavements, roadways, 
structures, and utilities not designated for removal, relocation, or replacement in the course of 
construction. 


 
§ 10.2.2 The Contractor shall comply with, and give notices required by the Conditions and applicable laws, statutes, 
ordinances, codes, rules and regulations, and lawful orders of public authorities, bearing on safety of persons or 
property or their protection from damage, injury, or loss. Contractor acknowledges that public health, safety, and 
security are of the utmost importance in connection with its performance of the Work. Contractor shall, at all times, 
implement and maintain commercially reasonable safety, health, and security protocol with respect to its personnel 
on site, including implementing best practices as defined by the United States Centers for Disease Control and state 
and local public health agencies to avoid exposure to and protection against severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) aka COVID-19. Contractor shall also take such actions as are necessary to protect the 
health, safety and security of the occupants and users of the subject property in connection with the Work and the 
Project, including adherence to guidelines promulgated by the State of Connecticut.  » 
 
 
§ 10.2.3 The Contractor shall implement, erect, and maintain, as required by existing conditions and performance of 
the Contract, reasonable safeguards for safety and protection, including posting danger signs and other warnings 
against hazards; promulgating safety regulations; and notifying the owners and users of adjacent sites and utilities of 
the safeguards.  The Contractor shall also be responsible, at the Contractor’s sole cost and expense, for all measures 
necessary to protect any property adjacent to the Project and improvements thereon.  Any damage to such property 
or improvements shall be promptly repaired by the Contractor at its sole cost and expense. 
 
§ 10.2.4.1 When there are indications that the use of explosives or other hazardous material, equipment or unusual methods 
is necessary for execution of the Work, the Contractor shall give the Owner and Architect reasonable advance notice of 
the conditions.  
 
§ 10.2.4.2 The Contractor shall be solely responsible for the handling, storage and use of explosive or other hazardous 
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materials when their use is permitted. 
 
§ 10.2.4.3 The Contractor shall not bring explosives onto the site or use such in the Work without the prior written 
permission of the Architect and the Owner. For such use, the Contractor shall obtain necessary permits with copies to the 
Architect and the Owner. The Contractor shall furnish the Owner and Architect with certificates indicating proper and 
adequate insurance. 
 
 
§ 10.2.4 When use or storage of explosives or other hazardous materials or equipment, or unusual methods are 
necessary for execution of the Work, the Contractor shall exercise utmost care and carry on such activities under 
supervision of properly qualified personnel. 
 
§ 10.2.5 The Contractor shall promptly remedy damage and loss to property referred to in subparagraphs 10.2.1.2, 
10.2.1.3 and 10.2.1.4.  If the damage or loss is due in whole or in part to the Contractor’s failure to take the 
precautions required by this paragraph 10.2, the Contractor shall bear the cost.  The foregoing obligations of the 
Contractor are in addition to the Contractor’s obligations under Section 3.18.   
§ 10.2.6 The Contractor shall designate a responsible member of the Contractor’s organization at the site whose duty 
shall be the prevention of accidents. This person shall be the Contractor’s superintendent unless otherwise 
designated by the Contractor in writing to the Owner and Architect. 
 
§ 10.2.7 The Contractor shall not permit any part of the construction or site to be loaded so as to cause damage or 
create an unsafe condition. 
 
§ 10.2.8 The Contractor shall at all times provide protection against weather (snow, rain, wind, storms or heat) so as 
to maintain all Work, materials, apparatus and fixtures free from damage. At the end of the day's work, all new 
Work likely to be damaged shall be reasonably protected against such weather.  
 
§ 10.2.9 The Contractor shall provide adequate fire protection for all operations associated with the Work, and such 
protection must meet all applicable federal (including OSHA), State and municipal regulations. 
 
§ 10.2.10 The Contractor shall remove and replace with new work at the Contractor's own expense, any Work damaged 
by failure to provide protection.  
 
§ 10.2.11 The Contractor shall be responsible, to the extent not covered by insurance, for damage, loss, or liability due to 
theft or vandalism to the Work and stored materials when work is not in progress at night, on weekends or holidays.  
 
§ 10.2.12 No visitors shall be allowed on the work site without prior written permission from the Owner. 
 
§ 10.2.13 Cutting and welding to be performed in or immediately adjacent to existing spaces shall not be performed 
without written approval of the Owner for each instance.  
 
§ 10.2.14 All employees at the worksite shall have successfully completed a course in construction safety and health 
approved by the United States Occupational Safety and Health Administration that is at least 10 hours in duration at 
the time the employee begins work. The Contractor and all Subcontractors shall furnish documentation of 
successful completion of said course with the first certified payroll report for each employee. The Contractor shall 
indemnify and hold harmless the Owner from any and all fines. costs and expenses, including but not limited to 
reasonable attorney’s fees, incurred by Owner due to the Contractor's violation of such Acts. standards and/or 
regulations. Such indemnity shall not be construed to limit the indemnity required under Subparagraph 3.18.1. 
 
§ 10.2.15 The Contractor shall comply with the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Act and the 
Construction Safety Act of 1969, including all standards and regulations which have been promulgated by the 
governmental authorities which administer such Acts and said requirements, standards and regulations are 
incorporated herein by reference.  The Contractor shall be directly responsible for compliance therewith on the part 
of its agents, employees, subcontractors, and material suppliers and shall directly receive and be responsible for all 
citations, assessments, fines, or penalties which may be incurred by reason of its agents, employees, material suppliers 
or subcontractors, to so comply.  
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§ 10.2.16 The Contractor shall at all times protect excavations, trenches, buildings, and materials from rainwater, 
ground water, ice, snow, back-up or leakage of sewers, drains, or other piping, and from water of any other origin and 
shall remove promptly any accumulation of water.  The Contractor shall provide and operate all pumps, piping, and 
other equipment necessary to this end.  
 
§ 10.2.17 MOLD GROWTH. The Contractor shall establish and maintain a program and safeguards to prevent growth 
of mold. 
 
 
§10.2.18  Contractor and its Subcontractors shall not make news releases or publicize or issue advertising pertaining 
to the Work of this Agreement without first obtaining the written approval of the Owner. 
 
 
§ 10.2.19If either party suffers injury or damage to person or property because of an act or omission of the other party, or of 
others for whose acts such party is legally responsible, notice of the injury or damage, whether or not insured, shall be given to 
the other party within a reasonable time not exceeding 21 days after discovery. The notice shall provide sufficient detail to enable 
the other party to investigate the matter. 
 
§ 10.2.20  The Contractor shall promptly report in writing to the Owner and Architect all accidents arising out of or 
in connection with the Work that cause death, personal injury, or property damage, giving full details and statements 
of any witnesses.  In addition, if death, serious personal injuries, or serious damages are caused, the accident shall be 
reported immediately by telephone or messenger to the Owner and the Architect. 
 
§ 10.2.21 The Contractor shall provide and maintain in good operating condition suitable and adequate fire protection 
equipment and services and shall comply with all reasonable recommendations regarding fire protection made by the 
representatives of the fire insurance company carrying insurance on the Work or by the local fire chief or fire 
marshal.  The area within the site limits shall be kept orderly and clean, and all combustible rubbish shall be 
promptly removed from the site. 
 
§ 10.2.22 When all or a portion of the Work is suspended for any reason, the Contractor shall securely fasten down 
all coverings and protect the Work, as necessary, from injury by any cause. 
 
§ 10.2.23 The Contractor shall at all times protect excavations, trenches, buildings and materials, from rainwater, 
ground water, backup or leakage of sewers, drains and other piping, and shall remove promptly any accumulation of 
water.  The Contractor shall provide and operate all pumps, piping and other equipment necessary to this end. 
 
§ 10.2.24 The Contractor shall remove snow and ice which might result in damage or delay to the Work.  
 
§ 10.2.25 During the progress of the Work and at all times prior to the date of Substantial Completion or occupancy 
of the Work by the Owner, whichever is earlier, the Contractor shall provide temporary heat, ventilation, and 
enclosure, adequate to permit the Work to proceed in a timely fashion, and to prevent damage to completed Work or 
Work in progress, or to materials stored on the premises.  The permanent heating and ventilation systems may be 
used for these purposes when available and appropriate, but the fuel cost shall be paid by the Owner.  
 
 
§ 10.3 Hazardous Materials and Substances 
§ 10.3.1 The Contractor is responsible for compliance with any requirements included in the Contract Documents 
regarding hazardous materials or substances. If the Contractor encounters a hazardous material or substance not 
addressed in the Contract Documents the Contractor shall immediately report the condition to the Owner and the 
Architect in writing and take reasonable precautions to prevent foreseeable bodily injury or death to persons 
resulting from a material or substance, including but not limited to asbestos or polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB). If 
such reasonable precautions will be inadequate to prevent foreseeable bodily injury and death, the Contractor shall  
immediately stop Work in the affected area and notify the Owner and Architect of the condition. 
 
§ 10.3.2 Upon receipt of the Contractor’s notice, the Owner shall obtain the services of a licensed laboratory to verify 
the presence or absence of the material or substance reported by the Contractor and, in the event such material or 
substance is found to be present, to cause it to be rendered harmless. When the material or substance has been 
rendered harmless, any Work that has been stopped in the affected area shall resume. By Change Order, the Contract 
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Time shall be extended appropriately.  appropriately. Termination of the Contract by the Owner due to the discovery 
of Hazardous Materials on the Project site shall be Termination for Cause. The  term "rendered harmless" shall be 
interpreted to mean that levels of hazardous materials including, but not limited to asbestos and polychlorinated 
biphenyl, are less than any applicable exposure standards set forth in OSHA regulations. In no event, however, shall 
the Owner have any responsibility for any substance or material that is brought to the Project site by the Contractor, 
any Subcontractor or any materialman or supplier or any entity for whom any of them is responsible. The Contractor 
agrees not to use any fill or other materials to be incorporated into  the Work which are hazardous, toxic or 
comprised of any items that are hazardous or toxic except to the extent provided in Section 10.3.7. 
 


§ 10.3.3 The Contractor shall not be liable for pre-existing, environmental matters on, under or about the premises 
which constitute the Project, including without limitation, those relating to fines, orders, injunctions, penalties, 
damages, contribution, cost recovery compensation, losses or injuries resulting from the release or threatened 
release of hazardous materials, special wastes or other contaminates into the environment, the development or 
growth of mold within or on any structures, air quality levels, and to the generation, use, storage, transportation 
or illegal disposal of solid wastes, hazardous materials, special wastes or other contaminates. This disclaimer of 
liability shall apply to all such claims against the Contractor, whether direct or indirect, including without limitation, 
third party claims for which the Owner is seeking indemnification from the Contractor, excluding, however, any 
such claims that are caused by the negligence of the Contractor or subcontractor for which the Contractor is 
responsible. 
 
 
 
 
§ 10.3.4 The Owner shall not be responsible under this Section 10.3 for hazardous materials or substances the 
Contractor brings to the site unless such materials or substances are required by the Contract Documents. The 
Owner shall be responsible for hazardous materials or substances required by the Contract Documents, except to the 
extent of the Contractor’s fault or negligence in the use and handling of such materials or substances. 
 
§ 10.3.5 The Contractor shall reimburse the Owner for the cost and expense the Owner incurs (1) for remediation of 
hazardous materials or substances the Contractor brings to the site and negligently handles, or (2) where the 
Contractor fails to perform its obligations under Section 10.3.1, except to the extent that the cost and expense are 
due to the Owner’s fault or negligence. 
 
§ 10.3.6 If, without negligence or intentional acts on the part of the Contractor, the Contractor is held liable by a 
government agency for the cost of remediation of a hazardous material or substance solely by reason of  properly 
performing Work as required by the Contract Documents, the Owner shall reimburse the Contractor for all cost and 
expense thereby incurred. 
§ 10.3.7 The Contractor will be solely responsible for compliance with laws and regulations governing the handling, 
storage, use or disposal of hazardous materials or wastes used, stored, generated, or disposed of in connection with 
construction of the Work, and shall obtain all permits and approvals, give all required notices, and observe all 
applicable procedures prescribed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the State of Connecticut and other 
governmental authorities having jurisdiction with respect to such activities.  At Owner’s request, Contractor shall 
furnish the Owner promptly with evidence satisfactory to Owner demonstrating the Contractor’s compliance with 
such procedures, the giving of such notices, and the issuance of such permits and approvals, and shall indemnify 
Owner and hold Owner harmless with respect to any loss, damage or liability resulting from Contractor’s failure to 
observe such procedures, give such notices, or obtain such permits and approvals.  Contractor will be responsible for 
removal and disposal only of such “hazardous material” as is required to be removed by the Contract Documents or 
any such materials placed on the site by the Contractor or any party for which the Contractor is responsible. 
 
§ 10.3.8 All material and equipment furnished under the Contract shall be free of asbestos and polychlorinated 
biphenyl (PCB). Any material or equipment containing these hazardous materials shall be considered defective and 
shall be removed by the Contractor at the Contractor's sole expense. 
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§ 10.4 Emergencies 
In an emergency affecting safety of persons or property, the Contractor shall act, at the Contractor’s discretion, to 
prevent threatened damage, injury, or loss. Additional compensation or extension of time claimed by the Contractor 
on account of an emergency shall be determined as provided in Article 15 and Article 7.  The Contractor shall 
promptly notify insurers as applicable, the Architect and the Owner of the nature of the emergency.  Immediately 
thereafter, the Contractor shall submit to the Architect and the Owner a written report including a description of 
circumstances of the emergency and details of action taken. 
 
 
ARTICLE 11   INSURANCE AND BONDS 
§ 11.1 Contractor’s Insurance and Bonds 
§ 11.1.1 The Contractor shall purchase and maintain insurance of the types and limits of liability, containing the 
endorsements, and subject to the terms and conditions, as described in the Agreement or elsewhere in the Contract 
Documents. The Contractor shall purchase and maintain the required insurance from an insurance company or 
insurance companies that are acceptable to the Owner and that are lawfully authorized to issue insurance in 
Connecticut . The Owner, Architect, and Architect’s consultants shall be named as additional insureds under the 
Contractor’s commercial general liability policy or as otherwise described in the Contract Documents. 
 
The insurance required shall be maintained without interruption from the date of commencement of the Work until 
the date of final payment and termination of any coverage rquired to be maintained after final payment, and with 
respect to Contractor's completed operations coverages, as specified in the Contract Documents. 
 
 
§ 11.1.2 The Contractor shall provide surety bonds of the types, for such penal sums, and subject to such terms and 
conditions as required by the Contract Documents. The Contractor shall purchase and maintain the required bonds 
from a company or companies that are acceptable to the Owner and that are lawfully authorized to issue surety 
bonds in Connecticut. 
 
§ 11.1.3 Upon the request of any person or entity appearing to be a potential beneficiary of bonds covering payment 
of obligations arising under the Contract, the Contractor shall promptly furnish a copy of the bonds or shall 
authorize a copy to be furnished. 
 
§ 11.1.4 Notice of Cancellation or Expiration of Contractor’s Required Insurance. Within three (3) business days of the 
date the Contractor becomes aware of an impending or actual cancellation or expiration of any insurance required by 
the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall provide notice to the Owner of such impending or actual cancellation 
or expiration. Upon receipt of notice from the Contractor, the Owner shall, unless the lapse in coverage arises from 
an act or omission of the Owner, have the right to stop the Work until the lapse in coverage has been cured by the 
procurement of replacement coverage by the Contractor. The furnishing of notice by the Contractor shall not relieve 
the Contractor of any contractual obligation to provide any required coverage. 
 
§ 11.1.5 The limits specified in the Contract Documents are minimum requirements and shall not be construed in 
any way as limits of liability or as constituting acceptance by the Owner of responsibility for losses in excess of such 
limits.  The Contractor shall be responsible for all deductibles applicable to any insurance.  No acceptance and/or 
approval of any insurance by Owner shall be construed as relieving or excusing Contractor from any liability or 
obligation imposed by the provisions of the Contract Documents.  
 
 
§11.1.6 The Contractor shall not commence the Work under the Contract nor permit any Subcontractor to 
commence work on a subcontract until all the insurance required is obtained.  The Contractor may carry, at its own 
expense, such additional coverage as it may deem necessary.  The Contractor shall not be deemed to be relieved of 
any responsibility by the fact it carries insurance.  Should the Contractor at any time neglect or refuse to provide the 
insurance required herein or should such insurance be cancelled or should the full annual aggregate or any policy not 
be available to satisfy the requirements of the Contract, the Owner shall have the right to procure such insurance and 
the cost thereof shall be deducted from monies then due or thereafter to become due the Contractor.  
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§ 11.2 Owner’s Insurance 
§ 11.2.1 The Owner shall purchase and maintain insurance of the types and limits of liability, containing the 
endorsements, and subject to the terms and conditions, as described in the Agreement or elsewhere in the Contract 
Documents. The Owner shall purchase and maintain the required insurance from an insurance company or insurance 
companies lawfully authorized to issue insurance in Connecticut.  
 
§ 11.2.2 Failure to Purchase Required Property Insurance. If the Owner  does not intend to purchase and maintain the 
required property insurance, with all of the coverages and in the amounts described in the Agreement or elsewhere 
in the Contract Documents, the Owner shall inform the Contractor in writing prior to commencement of the Work. 
Upon receipt of notice from the Owner, the Contractor may delay commencement of the Work and may obtain 
insurance that will protect the interests of the Contractor, Subcontractors, and Sub-Subcontractors in the Work. 
When the failure to provide coverage has been cured or resolved, the Contract Sum and Contract Time shall be 
equitably adjusted. In the event the Owner fails to procure coverage, the Owner waives all rights against the 
Contractor, Subcontractors, and Sub-subcontractors to the extent the loss to the Owner would have been covered by 
the insurance to have been procured by the Owner. The cost of the insurance shall be charged to the Owner by a 
Change Order. If the Owner does not provide written notice, and the Contractor is damaged by the failure or neglect 
of the Owner to purchase or maintain the required insurance, the Owner shall reimburse the Contractor for all 
reasonable costs and damages attributable thereto. 
 
§ 11.2.3 Notice of Cancellation or Expiration of Owner’s Required Property Insurance. Within three (3) business days of 
the date the Owner becomes aware of an impending or actual cancellation or expiration of any property insurance 
required by the Contract Documents, the Owner shall provide notice to the Contractor of such impending or actual 
cancellation or expiration. Unless the lapse in coverage arises from an act or omission of the Contractor: (1) the 
Contractor, upon receipt of notice from the Owner, shall have the right to stop the Work until the lapse in coverage 
has been cured by the procurement of replacement coverage by either the Owner or the Contractor; (2) the Contract 
Time and Contract Sum shall be equitably adjusted; and (3) the Owner waives all rights against the Contractor, 
Subcontractors, and Sub-subcontractors to the extent any loss to the Owner would have been covered by the 
insurance had it not expired or been cancelled. If the Contractor purchases replacement coverage, the cost of the 
insurance shall be charged to the Owner by an appropriate Change Order. The furnishing of notice by the Owner 
shall not relieve the Owner of any contractual obligation to provide required insurance. 
 
§ 11.3 Waivers of Subrogation 
§ 11.3.1 The Owner and Contractor waive all rights against (1) each other and any of their subcontractors, sub-
subcontractors, agents, and employees, each of the other; (2) the Architect and Architect’s consultants; and (3) 
Separate Contractors, if any, and any of their subcontractors, sub-subcontractors, agents, and employees, for 
damages caused by fire, or other causes of loss, to the extent those losses are covered by property insurance required 
by the Agreement or other property insurance applicable to the Project, except such rights as they have to proceeds 
of such insurance. The Owner or Contractor, as appropriate, shall require similar written waivers in favor of the 
individuals and entities identified above from the Architect, Architect’s consultants, Separate Contractors, 
subcontractors, and sub-subcontractors. The policies of insurance purchased and maintained by each person or entity 
agreeing to waive claims pursuant to this section 11.3.1 shall not prohibit this waiver of subrogation. This waiver of 
subrogation shall be effective as to a person or entity (1) even though that person or entity would otherwise have a 
duty of indemnification, contractual or otherwise, (2) even though that person or entity did not pay the insurance 
premium directly or indirectly, or (3) whether or not the person or entity had an insurable interest in the damaged 
property. 
 
§ 11.3.2 If during the Project construction period the Owner insures properties, real or personal or both, at or adjacent 
to the site by property insurance under policies separate from those insuring the Project, or if after final payment 
property insurance is to be provided on the completed Project through a policy or policies other than those insuring 
the Project during the construction period, to the extent permissible by such policies, the Owner waives all rights in 
accordance with the terms of Section 11.3.1 for damages caused by fire or other causes of loss covered by this 
separate property insurance. 
 
§ 11.4 Loss of Use, Business Interruption, and Delay in Completion Insurance 
The Owner, at the Owner’s option, may purchase and maintain insurance that will protect the Owner against loss of 
use of the Owner’s property, or the inability to conduct normal operations, due to fire or other causes of loss. The 
Owner waives all rights of action against the Contractor and Architect for loss of use of the Owner’s property, due to 
fire or other hazards however caused. 
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§11.5 Adjustment and Settlement of Insured Loss 
§ 11.5.1 A loss insured under the property insurance required by the Agreement shall be adjusted by the Owner as 
fiduciary and made payable to the Owner  in good faith for the insureds, as their interests may appear, subject to 
requirements of any applicable mortgagee clause and of Section 11.5.2. The Owner shall pay the Architect and 
Contractor their just shares of insurance proceeds received by the Owner, and by appropriate agreements the 
Architect and Contractor shall make payments to their consultants and Subcontractors in similar manner. 
 
§ 11.5.2 Prior to settlement of an insured loss, the Owner shall notify the Contractor of the terms of the proposed 
settlement as well as the proposed allocation of the insurance proceeds. The Contractor shall have 14 days from 
receipt of notice to object to the proposed settlement or allocation of the proceeds. If the Contractor does not object, 
the Owner shall settle the loss and the Contractor shall be bound by the settlement and allocation. Upon receipt, the 
Owner shall deposit the insurance proceeds in a separate account and make the appropriate distributions. Thereafter, 
if no other agreement is made or the Owner does not terminate the Contract for convenience, the Owner and 
Contractor shall execute a Change Order for reconstruction of the damaged or destroyed Work in the amount 
allocated for that purpose. If the Contractor timely objects to either the terms of the proposed settlement or the 
allocation of the proceeds, the Owner may proceed to settle the insured loss, and any dispute between the Owner and 
Contractor arising out of the settlement or allocation of the proceeds shall be resolved pursuant to Article 15. 
Pending resolution of any dispute, the Owner may issue a Construction Change Directive for the reconstruction of 
the damaged or destroyed Work. 
 
ARTICLE 12   UNCOVERING AND CORRECTION OF WORK 
§ 12.1 Uncovering of Work 
§ 12.1.1 If a portion of the Work is covered contrary to the Architect’s request or to requirements specifically 
expressed in the Contract Documents, it must, if requested in writing by the Architect, be uncovered for the 
Architect’s examination and be replaced at the Contractor’s expense without change in the Contract Time. 
 
§ 12.1.2 If a portion of the Work has been covered that the Architect has not specifically requested to examine prior 
to its being covered, the Architect may request to see such Work and it shall be uncovered by the Contractor. If such 
Work is in accordance with the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment to 
the Contract Sum and Contract Time as may be appropriate. If such Work is not in accordance with the Contract 
Documents, the costs of uncovering the Work, and the cost of correction, shall be at the Contractor’s expense. 
 
§ 12.2 Correction of Work 
§ 12.2.1 Before Substantial Completion 
The Contractor shall promptly and at its own expense correct Work rejected by the Architect or failing to conform to 
the requirements of the Contract Documents, discovered before Substantial Completion and whether or not 
fabricated, installed or completed. Costs of correcting such rejected Work, including additional testing and 
inspections, the cost of uncovering and replacement, and compensation for the Architect’s services and expenses 
made necessary thereby, shall be at the Contractor’s expense.  This obligation shall survive termination of the 
Contract under Paragraph 14 of the General Conditions.  Nothing in this Section 12.2.1 shall absolve the Architect 
of its liability for failure to fulfill its obligations under the agreement between the Owner and the Architect. 
 
 
§ 12.2.2 After Substantial Completion 
§ 12.2.2.1 In addition to the Contractor’s obligations under Section 3.5, if, within one year after the date of 
Substantial Completion of the Work or designated portion thereof or after the date for commencement of warranties 
established under Section 9.9.1, or by terms of any applicable special warranty required by the Contract Documents, 
any of the Work is found to be not in accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents, the Contractor 
shall correct it promptly after receipt of notice from the Owner to do so, unless the Owner has previously given the 
Contractor a written acceptance of such condition. The Owner shall give such notice promptly after discovery of the 
condition. During the one-year period for correction of Work, if the Owner fails to notify the Contractor and give the 
Contractor an opportunity to make the correction, the Owner waives the rights to require correction by the 
Contractor and to make a claim for breach of warranty. If the Contractor fails to correct nonconforming Work within 
a reasonable time during that period after receipt of notice from the Owner or Architect, the Owner may correct it in 
accordance with Section 2.5. 
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§ 12.2.2.2 The one-year period for correction of Work shall be extended with respect to portions of Work first 
performed after Substantial Completion by the period of time between Substantial Completion and the actual 
completion of that portion of the Work. 
 
§ 12.2.2.3 The one-year period for correction of Work shall not be extended by corrective Work performed by the 
Contractor pursuant to this Section 12.2. Upon completion of any work under or pursuant to this Section 12.2, the 
one-year correction period in connection with the Work requiring correction shall be renewed and recommence. 
 
 
§ 12.2.3 The Contractor shall remove from the site portions of the Work that are not in accordance with the 
requirements of the Contract Documents and are neither corrected by the Contractor nor accepted by the Owner. 
 
§ 12.2.4 The Contractor shall bear the cost of correcting destroyed or damaged construction of the Owner or Separate 
Contractors, whether completed or partially completed, caused by the Contractor’s correction or removal of Work 
that is not in accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents. 
 
§ 12.2.5 Nothing contained in this Section 12.2 shall be construed to establish a period of limitation with respect to 
other obligations the Contractor has under the Contract Documents. Establishment of the one-year period for 
correction of Work as described in Section 12.2.2 relates only to the specific obligation of the Contractor to correct 
the Work, and has no relationship to the time within which the obligation to comply with the Contract Documents 
may be sought to be enforced, nor to the time within which proceedings may be commenced to establish the 
Contractor’s liability with respect to the Contractor’s obligations other than specifically to correct the Work. 
§ 12.2.6 AUDITS 
Upon request of the Owner or the Architect, the Contractor will cooperate, and secure the cooperation of all Subcontractors 
and Sub-subcontractors and assist the Owner and Architect during any audit of the Project conducted by the Owner at any 
time after Substantial Completion.  
 
 
§ 12.3 Acceptance of Nonconforming Work 
If the Owner prefers to accept Work that is not in accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents, the 
Owner may do so instead of requiring its removal and correction, in which case the Contract Sum will be reduced as 
appropriate and equitable. Such adjustment shall be effected whether or not final payment has been made. 
 
ARTICLE 13   MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
§ 13.1 Governing Law 
 The Contract shall be governed by the law of the State of Connecticut. 
§ 13.2 Successors and Assigns 
§ 13.2.1 The Owner and Contractor respectively bind themselves, their partners, successors, assigns, and legal 
representatives to covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in the Contract Documents.   The Contractor 
may not assign the Contract without the Owner's prior written consent, which  consent the Owner may withhold in its 
absolute discretion. If the Contractor attempts to make an assignment without such consent, the Contractor shall 
nevertheless remain legally responsible for all of the Contractor’s obligations under the Contract. 
 
§ 13.2.2 Contractor shall execute all consents reasonably required to facilitate an assignment by the Owner. 
 
§ 13.3 Rights and Remedies 
§ 13.3.1 Duties and obligations imposed by the Contract Documents and rights and remedies available thereunder 
shall be in addition to and not a limitation of duties, obligations, rights, and remedies otherwise imposed or available 
by law or in equity. 
 
§ 13.3.2 No action or failure to act by the Owner, Architect, or Contractor shall constitute a waiver of a right or duty 
afforded them under the Contract, nor shall such action or failure to act constitute approval of or acquiescence in a 
breach thereunder, except as may be specifically agreed upon in writing. 
 
 
§ 13.3.3 No provision contained in the Contract Documents shall create or give to third parties any claim or right of 
action against the Owner or the Contractor except as specifically provided herein.   
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§ 13.4 Tests and Inspections 
§ 13.4.1 Tests, inspections, certifications and approvals of portions of the Work shall be made as required by the 
Contract Documents and by the Conditions, applicable laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules, and regulations or 
lawful orders of public authorities. Unless otherwise provided, the Contractor shall make arrangements for such 
tests, inspections, and approvals with an independent testing laboratory or entity acceptable to the Owner, or with 
the appropriate public authority, and shall bear all related costs of tests, inspections, and approvals. The Contractor 
shall give the Architect timely notice of when and where tests and inspections are to be made so that the Architect 
may be present for such procedures. The Owner shall bear costs of tests, inspections, or approvals that do not 
become requirements until after bids are received or negotiations concluded. The Owner shall directly arrange and 
pay for tests, inspections, or approvals where building codes or applicable laws or regulations so require. 
 
§ 13.4.2 If the Architect, Owner, or public authorities having jurisdiction determine that portions of the Work require 
additional testing, inspection, or approval not included under Section 13.4.1, the Architect will, upon written 
authorization from the Owner, instruct the Contractor to make arrangements for such additional testing, inspection, 
or approval, by an entity acceptable to the Owner, and the Contractor shall give timely notice to the Architect of 
when and where tests and inspections are to be made so that the Architect may be present for such procedures. Such 
costs, except as provided in Section 13.4.3 and 13.4.4, shall be at the Owner’s expense. 
 
§ 13.4.3 If  inspections and tests conducted under this Section 13.4 reveal failure in a portion of the Work, the Owner may 
order the inspection and testing, at the Contractor's expense, of any and all portions of the Work that are identical or 
similar to the failing portion. 
 
§ 13.4.4  Required certificates of testing, certification, inspection or approval shall, unless otherwise required by the 
Contract Documents, be secured by the Contractor and promptly delivered to the Architect. 
§ 13.4.5 If the Architect is to observe tests, inspections, or approvals required by the Contract Documents, the 
Architect will do so promptly and, where practicable, at the normal place of testing. 
 
§ 13.4.6 Tests or inspections conducted pursuant to the Contract Documents shall be made promptly to avoid 
unreasonable delay in the Work. 
 
§ 13.4.7 If any of the Work is required to be inspected or approved by any public authority, the Contractor shall 
cause such inspection or approval to be performed.  No inspection performed or failed to be performed by the 
Owner hereunder shall be a waiver of any of the Contractor’s obligations hereunder or be construed as an approval 
or acceptance of the work or any parts thereof.   
 
 
§ 13.5 Interest 
INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
§ 13.6 Wherever possible, each provision of this Agreement shall be interpreted in a manner as to be effective and 
valid under applicable law.  If, however, any provision of this Agreement, or portion thereof, is prohibited by law or 
found invalid under any law, only such provision or portion therefore shall be ineffective, without in any manner 
invalidating or affecting the remaining provisions of this Agreement or valid portion of such provision, which are 
hereby deemed severable. 
 
§ 13.7 The parties expressly understand and agree that any provision in this Contract related to job site safety, 
supervision, inspections or compliance with ordinances, laws, statutes, rules, regulations and/or protocols are solely 
for the benefit of the Contractor and Owner and do not create any rights, claims, or causes of action in third parties, 
separate contractors, Subcontractors or Sub-subcontractors, or any of their employees performing work on or at the 
Project.  Nothing in this Agreement is intended to confer any rights in any other contractor, Subcontractor of any tier 
material supplier, or their employees, as there are no intended third party beneficiaries of this Agreement. 
 
§ 13.8  Each and every provision of law and clause required by law to be inserted in this contract shall be deemed to 
be inserted herein and the contract shall be read and enforced as though it were included herein. 
 
§ 13.9 If the Contractor is a "nonresident contractor" as defined in Section 12-430(7)(A) of the Connecticut General 
Statutes, as revised, the Contractor shall comply fully with the provisions of Section 12-430(7) and, prior to 
commencing the Work, shall furnish the Owner with a copy of the requisite certificate of compliance set forth in 
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subparagraph (E) of Section 12-430(7).  Contractor agrees to indemnify Owner as to any and all taxes, interest and 
penalties that the State of Connecticut asserts are due with respect to the Contractor’s activities. 
 
§ 13.10 Contractor shall comply with the requirements of Connecticut General Statutes Section 31-52.  
Specifically, Contractor agrees that in the employment of labor to perform the work specified herein, 
preference shall be given to citizens of the United States, who are, and continuously for at least three 
months prior to the date hereof have been, residents of the labor market area, as established by the Labor 
Commissioner, in which such work is to be done, and if no such qualified person is available, then to 
citizens who have continuously resided in the county in which the work is to be performed for at least three 
months prior to the date hereof, and then to citizens of the state who have continuously resided in the state 
at least three months prior to the date hereof. 
 
§ 13.11 The wages paid on an hourly basis to any person performing the work of any mechanic, laborer or 
worker on the work herein contracted to be done and the amount of payment or contribution paid or 
payable on behalf of each such person to any employee welfare fund, as defined in Section 31-53 of the 
Connecticut General Statutes, shall be at a rate equal to the rate customary or prevailing for the same work 
in the same trade or occupation in the town in which such public works project is being constructed. Any 
contractor who is not obligated by agreement to make payment or contribution on behalf of such persons to 
any such employee welfare fund shall pay to each mechanic, laborer or worker as part of such person's 
wages the amount of payment or contribution for such person's classification on each pay day. 


 
§ 13.12  Contractor and each of its Subcontractors shall furnish proof that each employee performing the 
work of a mechanic, laborer or worker on the Project has completed a course of at least ten (10) hours in 
construction safety and health approved by the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) or has completed a new miner training program approved by the Federal Mine Safety and Health 
Administration.  Such proof shall be provided with the certified payroll submitted for the first week each 
such employee, mechanic, laborer, or worker, begins work on the Project.  
 
§ 13.13 Contractor hereby confirms that it has complied with the obligations under the Immigration Reform and 
Control Act (IRCA) and that the workers provided under this Agreement are authorized for employment in the 
United States.  Contractor further confirms that it has properly completed I-9’s for all of its workers assigned to the 
Project and that it will require each of its Subcontractors to confirm that they have properly completed I-9’s for all 
of their workers assigned to the Project.  Contractor agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Owner in 
the event that any of the workers assigned to the Project are found not to be authorized to work under the law or in 
the event that there is a determination that the obligations set forth under IRCA, including the obligation to correctly 
prepare and maintain I-9s, have not been complied with, including but not limited to all damages, fines and 
penalties, punitive damages, attorneys’ fees and costs. 
 
§ 13.14  Since the Contractor was required to be prequalified by the Connecticut Department of Administrative 
Services in the bidding for this Project, in the event the surety assumes the contract or obtains a bid or bids for 
completion of the contract, the surety shall ensure that the contractor chosen to complete the contract is prequalified 
pursuant to section 4a-100 of the Connecticut General Statutes in the requisite classification and has the aggregate 
work capacity rating and single project limit necessary to complete the contract. 
 
§ 13.15  Each payment application shall be accompanied by a statement showing the status of all pending Change 
Orders, pending Change Directives and approved changes to the Contract. Such statement shall identify the pending 
Change Orders and pending Change Directives, and shall include the date such Change Orders and Change 
Directives were initiated, additional cost and/or time associated with their performance and a description of any 
work completed.  The Contractor shall require each of its Subcontractors and suppliers to include a similar statement 
with each of their payment applications or invoices. 
 
 
ARTICLE 14   TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OF THE CONTRACT 
§ 14.1 Termination by the Contractor 
§ 14.1.1 The Contractor may terminate the Contract if the Work is stopped for a period of 30 consecutive days 
through no act or fault of the Contractor, a Subcontractor, a Sub-subcontractor, their agents or employees, or any 
other persons or entities performing portions of the Work, for any of the following reasons: 
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.1    Issuance of an order of a court or other public authority having jurisdiction that requires all Work to be 
stopped; 


.2    An act of government, such as a declaration of national emergency, that requires all Work to be 
stopped; or 


.3    Because the Architect has not issued a Certificate for Payment and has not notified the Contractor of 
the reason for withholding certification as provided in Section 9.4.1, or because the Owner has not 
made payment on a Certificate for Payment within the time stated in the Contract Documents and has 
not notified the Contractor of the reason for withholding payment. 


 
§ 14.1.2 The Contractor may terminate the Contract if, through no act or fault of the Contractor, a Subcontractor, a 
Sub-subcontractor, their agents or employees, or any other persons or entities performing portions of the Work, 
repeated suspensions, delays, or interruptions of the entire Work by the Owner as described in Section 14.3, 
constitute in the aggregate more than 100 percent of the total number of days scheduled for completion, or 120 days 
in any 365-day period, whichever is less. 
 
§ 14.1.3 If one of the reasons described in Section 14.1.1 or 14.1.2 exists, the Contractor may, upon thirty (30) 
additional days’ notice to the Owner and Architect, terminate the Contract and recover from the Owner payment for 
Work executed.  The notice of termination must state with specificity the means by which the Owner may cure its 
nonperformance, and the Contractor shall not terminate this Agreement if, within thirty (30) days of the notice, the 
Owner substantially undertakes such curative measures.  
 
§ 14.1.4 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
 
§ 14.2 Termination by the Owner for Cause 
§ 14.2.1 The Owner may, without prejudice to any right or remedy available to the Owner under the Contract 
Documents or at law or in equity terminate the Contract if the Contractor: 
 


.1 institutes proceedings or consents to proceedings requesting relief or arrangement under the Federal 
Bankruptcy Act or any similar or applicable Federal or state law, or if a petition under any Federal or state 
bankruptcy or insolvency law is filed against the Contractor and such petition is not dismissed within sixty 
(60) days from the date of said filing, or if the Contractor admits in writing its inability  to pay its debts 
generally as they become due, or if it makes a general assignment for the benefit of its creditors, or if a 
receiver, liquidator, trustee or assignee is appointed on account of bankruptcy or insolvency; or if a receiver 
of all or any substantial portion of the Contractor's properties is appointed;  


.2 abandons the Work; or if it fails, except in cases for which extension of time prosecute promptly and 
diligently the Work; 


.3 fails to supply enough properly skilled workers or proper materials for the Work; 


.4 submits an Application for Payment, sworn statement, waiver of lien, affidavit or document of any nature 
whatsoever which is intentionally falsified; 


.5  fails to make payment to Subcontractors for materials or labor in accordance with the Contract 
Documents and the respective agreements between the Contractor and the Subcontractors; 


.6 disregards the Conditions, applicable laws, statutes , ordinances, codes; rules and regulations, or lawful 
orders of a public and appropriate authority;  


.7  otherwise commits a substantial breach of a provision of the Contract Documents or  


.8 if a mechanic's or materialmen's lien or notice of lien is filed against any part of the Work or the site of the 
Project and not promptly bonded or insured over by the Contractor after the receipt of notice  thereof in a 
manner reasonably satisfactory to the Owner.  


 
§ 14.2.2 When any of the reasons described in Section 14.2.1 exist, may, without prejudice to any other rights or 
remedies of the Owner and after giving the Contractor and the Contractor’s surety, if any, seven days’ notice, 
terminate employment of the Contractor and may, subject to any prior rights of the surety: 


.1    Exclude the Contractor from the site and take possession of all materials, equipment, tools, and 
construction equipment and machinery thereon owned by the Contractor; 


.2    Accept assignment of subcontracts pursuant to Section 5.4; and 
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.3    Finish the Work by whatever reasonable method the Owner may deem expedient. Upon written request 
of the Contractor, the Owner shall furnish to the Contractor a detailed accounting of the costs 
incurred by the Owner in finishing the Work. 


 
§ 14.2.3 When the Owner terminates the Contract for one of the reasons stated in Section 14.2.1, the Contractor shall 
not be entitled to receive further payment until the Work is finished. 
 
§ 14.2.4 If the unpaid balance of the Contract Sum exceeds costs of finishing the Work, including compensation for 
the Architect’s services and expenses made necessary thereby, and other damages incurred by the Owner and not 
expressly waived, such excess shall be paid to the Contractor. If such costs and damages exceed the unpaid balance, 
the Contractor shall pay the difference to the Owner. The amount to be paid to the Contractor or Owner, as the case 
may be, shall be certified by the Initial Decision Maker, upon application, and this obligation for payment shall 
survive termination of the Contract. 
§ 14.2.5 If the Owner terminates the Contractor for cause and it is thereafter determined that the Owner did not have 
the right to terminate the Contractor for cause, such termination for cause shall automatically be converted into a 
termination for convenience under Article 14.4 hereto. 
 
 
§ 14.3 Suspension by the Owner for Convenience 
§ 14.3.1 The Owner may, without cause, order the Contractor in writing to suspend, delay or interrupt the Work, in 
whole or in part for such period of time as the Owner may determine. 
 
§ 14.3.2 The Contract Sum and Contract Time shall be adjusted for increases in the direct costs and time caused by 
suspension, delay, or interruption under Section 14.3.1.  No adjustment shall be made to the extent 


.1    that performance is, was, or would have been, so suspended, delayed, or interrupted, by another cause 
for which the Contractor is responsible; or 


.2    that an equitable adjustment is made or denied under another provision of the Contract. 
 
§ 14.4 Termination by the Owner for Convenience 
§ 14.4.1 The Owner may, at any time, terminate the Contract for the Owner’s convenience and without cause. 
 
§ 14.4.2 Upon receipt of notice from the Owner of such termination for the Owner’s convenience, the Contractor 
shall 


.1    cease operations as directed by the Owner in the notice; 


.2    take actions necessary, or that the Owner may direct, for the protection and preservation of the Work; 
and 


.3    except for Work directed to be performed prior to the effective date of termination stated in the notice, 
terminate all existing subcontracts and purchase orders and enter into no further subcontracts and 
purchase orders. 


 
§ 14.4.3  Upon such termination, the Contractor shall recover as its sole remedy payment for Work properly 
performed in connection with the terminated portion of the Work prior to the effective date of termination and for 
items properly and timely fabricated off the Project site, delivered and stored in accordance with the Owner’s’ 
instructions.  The Contractor hereby waives and forfeits all other claims for payment and damages, including, 
without limitation, anticipated profits and consequential damages. In no event shall Contractor claim or be entitled 
to payment of overhead or profit on Work not performed.  The Owner shall be credited for (i) payments previously 
made to the Contractor for the terminated portion of the Work, (ii) claims that the Owner has against the Contractor 
under the Contract, and (iii) the value of the materials, supplies, equipment, or other items that are to be disposed of 
by the Contractor that are part of the Contract Sum 
ARTICLE 15   CLAIMS AND DISPUTES 
§ 15.1 Claims  
§ 15.1.1 Definition 
A Claim is a demand or assertion by one of the parties seeking, as a matter of right, payment of money, a change in 
the Contract Time, or other relief with respect to the terms of the Contract. The term “Claim” also includes other 
disputes and matters in question between the Owner and Contractor arising out of or relating to the Contract. The 
responsibility to substantiate Claims shall rest with the party making the Claim. This Section 15.1.1 does not require 
the Owner to file a Claim in order to impose liquidated damages in accordance with the Contract Documents.  
Failure to give such timely written notice will bar any claims by the Contractor.  The Owner’s prior written consent 
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to proceed with any Work for which the Contractor will claim it is entitled to additional compensation is a condition 
precedent to recovery for such work.  Any notice of Claim must clearly identify the alleged cause and the nature of 
the Claim and include date and information then available to the claimant that will facilitate prompt verification and 
evaluation of the Claim. 
 
 
§ 15.1.2 Time Limits on Claims 
The Owner and Contractor shall commence all Claims and causes of action against the other and arising out of or 
related to the Contract, whether in contract, tort, breach of warranty or otherwise, in accordance with the 
requirements of the binding dispute resolution method selected in the Agreement and within the period specified by 
applicable law, but in any case not more than 10 years after the date of Substantial Completion of the Work. The 
Owner and Contractor waive all Claims and causes of action not commenced in accordance with this Section 15.1.2. 
 
§ 15.1.3 Notice of Claims 
§ 15.1.3.1 Claims by either the Owner or Contractor, where the condition giving rise to the Claim is first discovered 
prior to expiration of the period for correction of the Work set forth in Section 12.2.2, shall be initiated by notice to 
the other party and to the Initial Decision Maker with a copy sent to the Architect, if the Architect is not serving as 
the Initial Decision Maker. Claims by either party under this Section 15.1.3.1 shall be initiated within 21 days after 
occurrence of the event giving rise to such Claim or within 21 days after the claimant first recognizes the condition 
giving rise to the Claim, whichever is later. Failure by the Contractor to give such notice within the time specified 
shall greatly prejudice the Owner, and the failure to submit proper and timely notice shall constitute a waiver and 
abandonment of such Claim. 
 
§ 15.1.3.2 Claims by either the Owner or Contractor, where the condition giving rise to the Claim is first discovered 
after expiration of the period for correction of the Work set forth in Section 12.2.2, shall be initiated by notice to the 
other party. In such event, no decision by the Initial Decision Maker is required. 
 
§ 15.1.4 Continuing Contract Performance 
§ 15.1.4.1 Pending final resolution of a Claim, except as otherwise agreed in writing or as provided in Section 9.7 
and Article 14, the Contractor shall proceed diligently with performance of the Contract and the Owner shall 
continue to make payments in accordance with the Contract Documents. The Owner shall have no obligation to 
make payments to the Contractor on or against such claims, disputes, or other matters in question during the 
pendency of any mediation, arbitration, or other proceedings to resolve such matters.  Owner shall continue to make 
payments of undisputed amounts. 
 
§ 15.1.4.2 The Contract Sum and Contract Time shall be adjusted in accordance with the Initial Decision Maker’s 
decision, subject to the right of either party to proceed in accordance with this Article 15. The Architect will issue 
Certificates for Payment in accordance with the decision of the Initial Decision Maker. 
 
§ 15.1.5 Claims for Additional Cost 
If the Contractor wishes to make a Claim for an increase in the Contract Sum, notice as provided in Section 15.1.3 
shall be given before proceeding to execute the portion of the Work that is the subject of the Claim. Prior notice is 
not required for Claims relating to an emergency endangering life or property arising under Section 10.4. 
 
§ 15.1.6 Claims for Additional Time 
§ 15.1.6.1  If the Contractor wishes to make a Claim for an increase in the Contract Time, written notice as provided 
herein shall be given. The Contractor’s Claim shall include an estimate of cost and of probable effect of delay on 
progress of the Work.  The Contractor shall have the burden of demonstrating the effect of the claimed delay on the 
Contract Time, and shall furnish the Owner and the Architect with such documentation relating thereto as the Owner 
and the Architect may reasonably require.  In the case of a continuing delay, only one Claim is necessary. Any 
request seeking an extension of time contain: 
 
 .1 a detailed description of the nature of each cause of delay, the date or dates upon which each cause 


of delay began and ended (as known or as projected), the number of days of delay attributable to 
each such cause, and the impact of such delay upon the construction schedule; 


 .2  the construction schedule in effect at the start of the delay, showing that the portion of the Work 
that was, or will be, delayed is on the critical path and that no float remains or will be available for 
the delayed activities at the start of the delay; 
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 .3  a schedule analysis of the impact of the delay on the critical path in the construction schedule at 
the time of the delay, including any proposed adjustment to the Contract Time; and 


 .4  such other supporting data that the Owner may request. 
 
§ 15.1.6.2 If adverse weather conditions are the basis for a Claim for additional time, such Claim shall be 
documented by data substantiating that weather conditions were abnormal for the period of time, could not have 
been reasonably anticipated, and had an adverse effect on the scheduled construction. 
 
§ 15.1.7 Waiver of Claims for Consequential Damages 
INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 
§ 15.1.6 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 
It is mutually agreed that if the Contractor fails to reach Substantial Completion of the Work by ten (10) months 
from the Owner’s Notice to Proceed, the Owner will be damaged; and because the amount of the Owner's damages 
is difficult if not impossible to definitely ascertain and prove, it is hereby agreed that the amount of such damages 
shall be One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500) for each Day, or part thereof, of delay in substantially 
completing the Work.  The Contractor agrees that said sum shall be deducted from monies due the Contractor under 
the Contract, or, if no money is due the Contractor, the Contractor hereby agrees to pay the Owner as liquidated 
damages, and not by way of penalty, such total sum as shall be due for such delay.   
 
§ 15.2 Initial Decision 
§ 15.2.1 Claims, excluding those where the condition giving rise to the Claim is first discovered after expiration of 
the period for correction of the Work set forth in Section 12.2.2 or arising under Sections 10.3, 10.4, and 11.5, shall 
be referred to the Initial Decision Maker for initial decision. The Architect will serve as the Initial Decision Maker, 
unless otherwise indicated in the Agreement. Except for those Claims excluded by this Section 15.2.1, an initial 
decision shall be required as a condition precedent to mediation of any Claim. If an initial decision has not been 
rendered within 30 days after the Claim has been referred to the Initial Decision Maker, the party asserting the 
Claim may demand mediation and binding dispute resolution without a decision having been rendered. Unless the 
Initial Decision Maker and all affected parties agree, the Initial Decision Maker will not decide disputes between the 
Contractor and persons or entities other than the Owner. 
 
§ 15.2.2 The Initial Decision Maker will review Claims and within ten days of the receipt of a Claim take one or 
more of the following actions: (1) request additional supporting data from the claimant or a response with supporting 
data from the other party, (2) reject the Claim in whole or in part, (3) approve the Claim, (4) suggest a compromise, 
or (5) advise the parties that the Initial Decision Maker is unable to resolve the Claim if the Initial Decision Maker 
lacks sufficient information to evaluate the merits of the Claim or if the Initial Decision Maker concludes that, in the 
Initial Decision Maker’s sole discretion, it would be inappropriate for the Initial Decision Maker to resolve the 
Claim. 
 
§ 15.2.3 In evaluating Claims, the Initial Decision Maker may, but shall not be obligated to, consult with or seek 
information from either party or from persons with special knowledge or expertise who may assist the Initial 
Decision Maker in rendering a decision. The Initial Decision Maker may request the Owner to authorize retention of 
such persons at the Owner’s expense. 
 
§ 15.2.4 If the Initial Decision Maker requests a party to provide a response to a Claim or to furnish additional 
supporting data, such party shall respond, within ten days after receipt of the request, and shall either (1) provide a 
response on the requested supporting data, (2) advise the Initial Decision Maker when the response or supporting 
data will be furnished, or (3) advise the Initial Decision Maker that no supporting data will be furnished. Upon 
receipt of the response or supporting data, if any, the Initial Decision Maker will either reject or approve the Claim 
in whole or in part. 
 
§ 15.2.5 The Initial Decision Maker will render an initial decision approving or rejecting the Claim, or indicating that 
the Initial Decision Maker is unable to resolve the Claim. This initial decision shall (1) be in writing; (2) state the 
reasons therefor; and (3) notify the parties and the Architect, if the Architect is not serving as the Initial Decision 
Maker, of any change in the Contract Sum or Contract Time or both. The initial decision shall be final and binding 
on the parties but subject to mediation and, if the parties fail to resolve their dispute through mediation, to binding 
dispute resolution. 
 
§ 15.2.6 Either party may file for mediation of an initial decision at any time, subject to the terms of Section 15.2.6.1. 
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§ 15.2.6.1 Either party may demand or file for mediation of a Claim.  
 
§ 15.2.7 In the event of a Claim against the Contractor, the Owner may, but is not obligated to, notify the surety, if 
any, of the nature and amount of the Claim. If the Claim relates to a possibility of a Contractor’s default, the Owner 
may, but is not obligated to, notify the surety and request the surety’s assistance in resolving the controversy. 
 
§ 15.3 Mediation 
§ 15.3.1 Claims, disputes, or other matters in controversy arising out of or related to the Contract, except those 
waived as provided for in Sections 9.10.4 shall be subject to mediation as a condition precedent to binding dispute 
resolution. 
 
§ 15.3.2 The parties shall endeavor to resolve their Claims by mediation which, unless the parties mutually agree 
otherwise, shall be administered by the American Arbitration Association in accordance with its Construction 
Industry Mediation Procedures in effect on the date of the Agreement. A request for mediation shall be made in 
writing, delivered to the other party to the Contract, and filed with the person or entity administering the mediation. 
The request may be made concurrently with the filing of binding dispute resolution proceedings but, in such event, 
mediation shall proceed in advance of binding dispute resolution proceedings, which shall be stayed pending 
mediation for a period of 60 days from the date of filing, unless stayed for a longer period by agreement of the 
parties or court order. If an arbitration is stayed pursuant to this Section 15.3.2, the parties may nonetheless proceed 
to the selection of the arbitrator(s) and agree upon a schedule for later proceedings. 
 
§ 15.3.3 Either party may, within 30 days from the date that mediation has been concluded without resolution of the 
dispute or 60 days after mediation has been demanded without resolution of the dispute, demand in writing that the 
other party file for binding dispute resolution.  If such a demand is made and the party receiving the demand fails to 
file for binding dispute resolution within 60 days after receipt thereof, then both parties waive their rights to binding 
dispute resolution proceedings with respect to the initial decision. 
 
§ 15.3.4 The parties shall share the mediator’s fee and any filing fees equally. The mediation shall be held in the 
place where the Project is located, unless another location is mutually agreed upon. Agreements reached in 
mediation shall be enforceable as settlement agreements in any court having jurisdiction thereof. 
 
§ 15.4 Arbitration 
§ 15.4.1. All claims, disputes and other matters in question between the Owner and the Contractor arising out of or 
related to the Contract or the breach thereof, except for claims which have been waived by the making and 
acceptance of final payments, shall be decided, at the sole option of the Owner, by one of the following dispute 
resolution procedures:  (1) arbitration in accordance with rules agreed to by the Owner and the Contractor,  (2) 
arbitration in accordance with the Construction Industry Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association 
then obtaining, or (3) litigation. 
 
§ 15.4.1.1 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED§ 15.4.2  If a demand for arbitration is filed by the Contractor, the Owner 
will advise the Contractor within thirty days after the receipt of such a demand for arbitration if the Owner elects to 
arbitrate or rejects arbitration; such election, once made, shall be binding.  The filing of a demand for arbitration by 
the Owner shall be deemed an election to arbitrate and shall constitute the exercise of the option of the Owner to 
proceed with arbitration.  The Owner, but not the Contractor, may join or consolidate with any arbitration with the 
Contractor any disputes with the Architect, any Subcontractor, or any other party having an interest in the 
proceeding.  This agreement to arbitrate shall be specifically enforceable under applicable law in any court having 
jurisdiction thereof.  The award rendered by the arbitrator or arbitrators shall be final and judgment may be entered 
upon it in accordance with the applicable law in any court having jurisdiction thereof§ 15.4.3 The Contractor agrees 
to continue performance of the Contract Work and shall proceed in accordance with the directives of the Owner, 
under protest, in the event of a dispute or controversy.  Failure to so proceed shall constitute a material breach of the 
Contract, regardless of the ultimate decision on the dispute, it being understood and agreed that any controversy 
between the parties shall not be deemed a basis to delay or suspend the Contract Work, unless directed otherwise by 
the Owner. 
 
§ 15.4.4 Consolidation or Joinder  
§ 15.4.4.1 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED§ 15.4.4.2 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED§ 15.4.4.3.INTENTIONALLY 
OMITTED 







TOWN OF CHESHIRE, CONNECTICUT PHASE 1 SEWER SYSTEM
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PREVAILING WAGE INFORMATION
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  THIS IS A PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT
 Covered by the 


 PREVAILING WAGE LAW 
  CT General Statutes Section 31-53 


If you have QUESTIONS regarding your wages  
CALL (860) 263-6790


Section 31-55 of the CT State Statutes requires every contractor or subcontractor performing work for the  
state to post in a prominent place the prevailing wages as determined by the Labor Commissioner. 
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 Sec. 31-53b. Construction safety and health course. New miner training program. 


Proof of completion required for mechanics, laborers and workers on public works 


projects. Enforcement. Regulations. Exceptions. (a) Each contract for a public works 


project entered into on or after July 1, 2009, by the state or any of its agents, or by any 


political subdivision of the state or any of its agents, described in subsection (g) of section 


31-53, shall contain a provision requiring that each contractor furnish proof with the 


weekly certified payroll form for the first week each employee begins work on such project 


that any person performing the work of a mechanic, laborer or worker pursuant to the 


classifications of labor under section 31-53 on such public works project, pursuant to such 


contract, has completed a course of at least ten hours in duration in construction safety and 


health approved by the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration or, has 


completed a new miner training program approved by the Federal Mine Safety and Health 


Administration in accordance with 30 CFR 48 or, in the case of telecommunications 


employees, has completed at least ten hours of training in accordance with 29 CFR 


1910.268. 


 (b) Any person required to complete a course or program under subsection (a) of this 


section who has not completed the course or program shall be subject to removal from the 


worksite if the person does not provide documentation of having completed such course or 


program by the fifteenth day after the date the person is found to be in noncompliance. The 


Labor Commissioner or said commissioner's designee shall enforce this section. 


 (c) Not later than January 1, 2009, the Labor Commissioner shall adopt regulations, in 


accordance with the provisions of chapter 54, to implement the provisions of subsections 


(a) and (b) of this section. Such regulations shall require that the ten-hour construction 


safety and health courses required under subsection (a) of this section be conducted in 


accordance with federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration Training Institute 


standards, or in accordance with Federal Mine Safety and Health Administration Standards 


or in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.268, as appropriate. The Labor Commissioner shall 


accept as sufficient proof of compliance with the provisions of subsection (a) or (b) of this 


section a student course completion card issued by the federal Occupational Safety and 


Health Administration Training Institute, or such other proof of compliance said 


commissioner deems appropriate, dated no earlier than five years before the 


commencement date of such public works project. 


 (d) This section shall not apply to employees of public service companies, as defined in 


section 16-1, or drivers of commercial motor vehicles driving the vehicle on the public 


works project and delivering or picking up cargo from public works projects provided they 


perform no labor relating to the project other than the loading and unloading of their cargo. 


 (P.A. 06-175, S. 1; P.A. 08-83, S. 1.) 
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 History: P.A. 08-83 amended Subsec. (a) by making provisions applicable to public works 
project contracts entered into on or after July 1, 2009, replacing provision re total cost of 
work with reference to Sec. 31-53(g), requiring proof in certified payroll form that new 
mechanic, laborer or worker has completed a 10-hour or more construction safety course 
and adding provision re new miner training program, amended Subsec. (b) by substituting 
"person" for "employee" and adding "or program", amended Subsec. (c) by adding "or in 
accordance with Federal Mine  
Safety and Health Administration Standards" and setting new deadline of January 1, 2009, 


deleted former Subsec. (d) re "public building", added new Subsec. (d) re exemptions for 


public service company employees and delivery drivers who perform no labor other than 


delivery and made conforming and technical changes, effective January 1, 2009. 
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Informational Bulletin   


THE 10-HOUR OSHA CONSTRUCTION  
SAFETY AND HEALTH COURSE 


(applicable to public building contracts entered into on or after July 1, 2007,  where the 
total cost of all work to be performed is at least $100,000) 


(1) This requirement was created by Public Act No. 06-175, which is codified in 
Section 31-53b of the Connecticut General Statutes (pertaining to the prevailing 
wage statutes); 


(2) The course is required for public building construction contracts (projects funded 
in whole or in part by the state or any political subdivision of the state) entered 
into on or after July 1, 2007; 


(3) It is required of private employees (not state or municipal employees) and 
apprentices who perform manual labor for a general contractor or subcontractor 
on a public building project where the total cost of all work to be performed is at 
least $100,000; 


(4) The ten-hour construction course pertains to the ten-hour Outreach Course 
conducted in accordance with federal OSHA Training Institute standards, and, for 
telecommunications workers, a ten-hour training course conducted in accordance 
with federal OSHA standard, 29 CFR 1910.268; 


(5) The internet website for the federal OSHA Training Institute is 
http://www.osha.gov/fso/ote/training/edcenters/fact_sheet.html; 


(6) The statutory language leaves it to the contractor and its employees to determine 
who pays for the cost of the ten-hour Outreach Course; 


(7) Within 30 days of receiving a contract award, a general contractor must furnish 
proof to the Labor Commissioner that all employees and apprentices performing 
manual labor on the project will have completed such a course; 


(8) Proof of completion may be demonstrated through either: (a) the presentation of a 
bona fide student course completion card issued by the federal OSHA Training 
Institute; or (2) the presentation of documentation provided to an employee by a 
trainer certified by the Institute pending the actual issuance of the completion 
card; 


(9) Any card with an issuance date more than 5 years prior to the commencement 
date of the construction project shall not constitute proof of compliance; 
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(10) Each employer shall affix a copy of the construction safety course completion 
card to the certified payroll submitted to the contracting agency in accordance 
with Conn. Gen. Stat. § 31-53(f) on which such employee’s name first appears; 


(11) Any employee found to be in non-compliance shall be subject to removal from 
the worksite if such employee does not provide satisfactory proof of course 
completion to the Labor Commissioner by the fifteenth day after the date the 
employee is determined to be in noncompliance; 


(12) Any such employee who is determined to be in noncompliance may continue to 
work on a public building construction project for a maximum of fourteen 
consecutive calendar days while bringing his or her status into compliance;  


(13) The Labor Commissioner may make complaint to the prosecuting authorities 
regarding any employer or agent of the employer, or officer or agent of the 
corporation who files a false certified payroll with respect to the status of an 
employee who is performing manual labor on a public building construction 
project; 


(14) The statute provides the minimum standards required for the completion of a 
safety course by manual laborers on public construction contracts; any contractor 
can exceed these minimum requirements; and 


(15) Regulations clarifying the statute are currently in the regulatory process, and shall 
be posted on the CTDOL website as soon as they are adopted in final form. 


(16) Any questions regarding this statute may be directed to the Wage and Workplace 
Standards Division of the Connecticut Labor Department via the internet website 
of http://www.ctdol.state.ct.us/wgwkstnd/wgemenu.htm; or by telephone at 
(860)263-6790. 


THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS PROVIDED EXCLUSIVELY AS AN 
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE,  AND IS NOT INTENDED AS A SUBSTITUTE 
FOR LEGAL INTERPRETATIONS WHICH MAY ULTMATELY ARISE 
CONCERNIG THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE STATUTE OR THE 
REGULATIONS.  
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November 29, 2006


Notice
To All Mason Contractors and Interested Parties


Regarding Construction Pursuant to Section 31-53 of the
Connecticut General Statutes (Prevailing Wage)


The Connecticut Labor Department Wage and Workplace Standards Division is empowered to
enforce the prevailing wage rates on projects covered by the above referenced statute.


Over the past few years the Division has withheld enforcement of the rate in effect for workers
who operate a forklift on a prevailing wage rate project due to a potential jurisdictional dispute.


The rate listed in the schedules and in our Occupational Bulletin (see enclosed) has been as
follows:


Forklift Operator:


- Laborers (Group 4) Mason Tenders - operates forklift solely to assist a mason to a maximum
height of nine feet only.


- Power Equipment Operator (Group 9) - operates forklift to assist any trade and to assist a
mason to a height over nine feet.


The U.S. Labor Department conducted a survey of rates in Connecticut but it has not been
published and the rate in effect remains as outlined in the above Occupational Bulletin.


Since this is a classification matter and not one of jurisdiction, effective January 1,
2007 the Connecticut Labor Department will enforce the rate on each schedule in
accordance with our statutory authority.


Your cooperation in filing appropriate and accurate certified payrolls is appreciated.
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STATUTE 31-55a 


- SPECIAL NOTICE - 


To: All State and Political Subdivisions,Their Agents, and Contractors 


Connecticut General Statute 31-55a - Annual adjustments to wage rates by 
contractors doing state work. 


Each contractor that is awarded a contract on or after October 1, 2002, for (1) the 
construction of a state highway or bridge that falls under the provisions of section 31-54 of 
the general statutes, or (2) the construction, remodeling, refinishing, refurbishing, 
rehabilitation, alteration or repair of any public works project that falls under the provisions 
of section 31-53 of the general statutes shall contact the Labor Commissioner on or before 
July first of each year, for the duration of such contract, to ascertain the prevailing rate of 
wages on an hourly basis and the amount of payment or contributions paid or payable on 
behalf of each mechanic, laborer or worker employed upon the work contracted to be done, 
and shall make any necessary adjustments to such prevailing rate of wages and such payment 
or contributions paid or payable on behalf of each such employee, effective each July first. 


The prevailing wage rates applicable to any contract or subcontract awarded on 
or after October 1, 2002 are subject to annual adjustments each July 1st for the 
duration of any project which was originally advertised for bids on or after 
October 1, 2002.  
Each contractor affected by the above requirement shall pay the annual adjusted 
prevailing wage rate that is in effect each July 1st, as posted by the Department 
of Labor.  
It is the contractor’s responsibility to obtain the annual adjusted prevailing 
wage rate increases directly from the Department of Labor’s Web Site. The 
annual adjustments will be posted on the Department of Labor Web page: 
www.ctdol.state.ct.us. For those without internet access, please contact the 
division listed below. 


The Department of Labor will continue to issue the initial prevailing wage rate 
schedule to the Contracting Agency for the project. All subsequent annual 
adjustments will be posted on our Web Site for contractor access.    


Any questions should be directed to the Contract Compliance Unit, Wage and 
Workplace Standards Division, Connecticut Department of Labor, 200 Folly Brook 
Blvd., Wethersfield, CT 06109 at (860)263-6790. 
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NOTICE 
 
 


TO ALL CONTRACTING AGENCIES 
 
 
 
Please be advised that Connecticut General Statutes Section 31-53, requires the contracting agency to certify to the 
Department of Labor, the total dollar amount of work to be done in connection with such public works project, 
regardless of whether such project consists of one or more contracts. 
 
Please find the attached “Contracting Agency Certification Form” to be completed and returned to the Department 
of Labor, Wage and Workplace Standards Division, Public Contract Compliance Unit. 
 
Inquiries can be directed to 860.263.6790. 
 
 


 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 







 
CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF LABOR  


WAGE AND WORKPLACE STANDARDS DIVISION 
 


Contracting Agency Certification Form 


 
 
I,                                                                       , acting in my official capacity as                                       , 
          Authorized Representative                                         Title 


for                                                              , located at                                                                                      , 
               Contracting Agency                                                                      Address 


 
do hereby certify that the total dollar amount of work to be done in connection with                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                     
                                                                               , located at                                                                            ,  
              Project name and number                                                             Address 
 
shall be $                                    , which includes all work, regardless of whether such project 
contains of one or more contracts. 
 


Contractor Information 


Name:                                                                                                                                                   


Address:                                                                                                                                                 


Authorized Representative:                                                                                                            


Approximate Starting Date:                                          


Approximate Completion Date:                                                   
 
  
                                                                                                                                                     
 Signature                                                                      Date 
 
 
 
   Return to:  
     Connecticut Department of Labor 
                  Wage & Workplace Standards Division 
                     200 Folly Brook Blvd. 
                 Wethersfield, CT  06109 
 
Rate Schedule Issued (Date):                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rev. 4/22 







CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF LABOR   
       WAGE AND WORKPLACE STANDARDS DIVISION 


        CONTRACTORS WAGE CERTIFICATION FORM 
Construction Manager at Risk/General Contractor/Prime Contractor 


I, of 
         Officer, Owner, Authorized Rep.  Company Name 


do hereby certify that the 
Company Name 


Street 


City 


and all of its subcontractors will pay all workers on the 


Project Name and Number 


Street and City 


the wages as listed in the schedule of prevailing rates required for such project (a copy of which is 
attached hereto).  


Signed 


Subscribed and sworn to before me this  day of , . 


Notary Public 
Return to: 


 Connecticut Department of Labor 
 Wage & Workplace Standards Division 
 200 Folly Brook Blvd. 
Wethersfield, CT  06109 


Rate Schedule Issued (Date): 
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[New] In accordance with Section 31-53b(a) of the C.G.S. each contractor shall provide a copy of the OSHA 10 Hour Construction Safety and Health Card for each employee, to be attached to the first 
certified payroll on the project.


In accordance with Connecticut General Statutes,  31-53               PAYROLL CERTIFICATION FOR PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS    Connecticut Department of Labor
Certified Payrolls with a statement of compliance Wage and Workplace Standards Division
shall be submitted monthly to the contracting agency. WEEKLY PAYROLL         200 Folly Brook Blvd.


      Wethersfield, CT  06109
CONTRACTOR NAME AND ADDRESS: SUBCONTRACTOR NAME & ADDRESS WORKER'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER


POLICY #
PAYROLL NUMBER Week-Ending PROJECT NAME & ADDRESS


       Date EFFECTIVE DATE:
EXPIRATION DATE:


   PERSON/WORKER, APPR MALE/            WORK DAY AND DATE Total ST  BASE HOURLY    TYPE OF     GROSS PAY             TOTAL DEDUCTIONS GROSS PAY FOR
ADDRESS and SECTION RATE FEMALE CLASSIFICATION S M T W TH F S Hours         RATE    FRINGE        FOR ALL FEDERAL STATE THIS PREVAILING CHECK # AND


    % AND   BENEFITS          WORK        RATE JOB      NET PAY
RACE* Trade License Type TOTAL FRINGE    Per Hour    PERFORMED   LIST


 & Number - OSHA Total  BENEFIT PLAN    1 through 6     THIS WEEK FICA WITH- WITH- OTHER
10 Certification Number HOURS WORKED EACH DAY        O/T Hours         CASH    (see back) HOLDING HOLDING


1. $
  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
  $ 5. $
Cash Fringe 6. $


1. $
  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
 $ 5. $


Cash Fringe 6. $
1. $


  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
  $ 5. $
Cash Fringe 6. $


1. $
  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
  $ 5. $
Cash Fringe 6. $


12/9/2013 *IF REQUIRED
WWS-CP1 *SEE REVERSE SIDE             PAGE NUMBER             OF


OSHA 10 ~ATTACH CARD TO 1ST CERTIFIED PAYROLL 00730.02-H-1







*FRINGE BENEFITS EXPLANATION (P):


Bona fide benefits paid to approved plans, funds or programs, except those required by Federal or State 
Law (unemployment tax, worker’s compensation, income taxes, etc.).   


Please specify the type of benefits provided: 
1) Medical or hospital care 4) Disability


2) Pension or retirement 5) Vacation, holiday


3) Life Insurance 6) Other (please specify)


CERTIFIED STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE 


For the week ending date of  , 


I,      of      ,  (hereafter known as  


Employer) in my capacity as  (title) do hereby certify and state: 


Section A: 


1. All persons employed on said project have been paid the full weekly wages earned by them during
the week in accordance with Connecticut General Statutes, section 31-53, as amended.  Further, I 
hereby certify and state the following: 


a) The records submitted are true and accurate;


b) The rate of wages paid to each mechanic, laborer or workman and the amount of payment or
contributions paid or payable on behalf of each such person to any employee welfare fund, as 
defined in Connecticut General Statutes, section 31-53 (h), are not less than the prevailing rate 
of wages and the amount of payment or contributions paid or payable on behalf of each such 
person to any employee welfare fund, as determined by the Labor Commissioner pursuant to 
subsection Connecticut General Statutes, section 31-53 (d), and said wages and benefits are not 
less than those which may also be required by contract; 


c) The Employer has complied with all of the provisions in Connecticut General Statutes,
section 31-53 (and Section 31-54 if applicable for state highway construction); 


d) Each such person is covered by a worker’s compensation insurance policy for the duration of
his employment which proof of coverage has been provided to the contracting agency; 


e) The Employer does not receive kickbacks, which means any money, fee, commission, credit,
gift, gratuity, thing of value, or compensation of any kind which is provided directly or  
indirectly, to any prime contractor, prime contractor employee, subcontractor, or subcontractor 
employee for the purpose of improperly obtaining or rewarding favorable treatment in  
connection with a prime contract or in connection with a prime contractor in connection with a 
subcontractor relating to a prime contractor; and 


f) The Employer is aware that filing a certified payroll which he knows to be false is a class D
felony for which the employer may be fined up to five thousand dollars, imprisoned for up to 
five years or both.  


2. OSHA~The employer shall affix a copy of the construction safety course, program or
training completion document to the certified payroll required to be submitted to the contracting 
agency for this project on which such persons name first appears.  


 (Signature)  (Title)  Submitted on (Date) 


***THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT*** 
***DO NOT INCLUDE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS*** 
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Weekly Payroll Certification For PAYROLL CERTIFICATION FOR PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS Week-Ending Date:
Public Works Projects (Continued) Contractor or Subcontractor Business Name:


WEEKLY PAYROLL


PERSON/WORKER, APPR MALE/          WORK DAY AND DATE Total ST BASE HOURLY    TYPE OF     GROSS PAY              TOTAL DEDUCTIONS   GROSS PAY FOR
ADDRESS and SECTION RATE FEMALE CLASSIFICATION S M T W TH F S Hours         RATE    FRINGE FOR ALL WORK FEDERAL STATE THIS PREVAILING CHECK # AND 


    % AND    BENEFITS    PERFORMED          RATE JOB      NET PAY
RACE* Trade License Type TOTAL FRINGE    Per Hour     THIS WEEK


    & Number - OSHA Total BENEFIT PLAN    1 through 6 FICA WITH- WITH- OTHER
10 Certification Number HOURS WORKED EACH DAY        O/T Hours          CASH    (see back) HOLDING HOLDING


1. $
  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
  $ 5. $
Cash Fringe 6. $


1. $
  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
  $ 5. $
Cash Fringe 6. $


1. $
  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
  $ 5. $
Cash Fringe 6. $


1. $
  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
  $ 5. $
Cash Fringe 6. $


1. $
  $ 2. $
Base Rate 3. $


4. $
  $ 5. $
Cash Fringe 6. $


*IF REQUIRED
12/9/2013
WWS-CP2             NOTICE:  THIS PAGE MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A COVER PAGE (FORM # WWS-CP1)        PAGE NUMBER             OF
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[New] In accordance with Section 31-53b(a) of the CG.S. each contractor shall provide a copy of the OSHA 10 Hour Construction Safety and Health Card for each employee, to be attached to the first


certificd payroll on the project.


In accordance with Connecticut General Statutes, 31-53
PAYROLL CERTIFICATION FOR PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTSConnecticut Department of Labor


Certified Payrolls with a statement of compliance


Wage and Workplace Standards Division


shall be submitted monthl}' to the contracting agency.


WEEKLY PAYROLL200 Foil)' Brook 81vd.


Wethersfield, CT 06109CONTRACTOR NAME AND ADDRESS:


SUBCONTRACTOR NAME & ADDRESSWORKER'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE CARRIER


landon Corporation. 15 Connecticut Avenue, Northford, CT 06472


XYZ Corporation
Travelers Insurance Company


2 Main Street


POLICY # #BAC8888928
PA YROLL NUMBER


Week-EndingPROJECT NAME & ADDRESS Yantic, CT 06389


Date


DOT 105-296, Route 82
EFFECTIVE DATE: 1/1/09


1


9/26/09
EXPIRATION DATE: 12/31/09


PERSON/WORKER,


APPRMALE! WORK DAY AND DATETolal STBASE 1I0URL YTYPE OFGROSS PAYTOTAL DEDUCTIONSGROSS PAY FOR


ADDRESS and SECTION


RATEFEMALECLASSIFICATIONSMTWTIIFSHoursRATEFRINGEFOR ALLFEDERALSTATE THIS PREVAILINGCHECK # AND


%


AND BENEFITSWORK RATE JOBNET PAY


RACE'


Trade License Type20212223242526 TOTAL FRINGEPer HourPERFORMED LIST


& Number - OSHA


TotalBENEFIT PLANI through 6THIS WEEKFICAWITH-WITH-OTHER


10 Certification Number


HOURS WORKED EACH DAYOff HouCASH(see back) HOLDINGHOLDING


Robert Craft


S-TIMEI. $ 5.80


M/C
Electrical Lineman


$ 30.75
#123


81 Maple Street


E-1 123456788888
2 $


$1,582.80 P-xxxx$1,582.80


Owner


40
Base Rate 3 $ 2.01


Willimantic, CT 06226 OSHA 123456
4. $


$ xxx.xx


O-TIME $ 8.82
5. $


Cash Fringe


6. $


S-TIME


I. $


Ronald Jones
65%MISElectrical 88888 $ 19.992. $$1,464.80 G-xxx#124xx.xx


xxx.xxxx.xx $1,464.80
212 Elm Street


Apprentice 40
Norwich, CT 06360


Base Rate
3. $


$xxx.xxOSHA 234567
O-TIME4. $


$ 16.63


5. $
Cash Fringe


6. $


Franklin T. Smith


S-TIMEI. $
MIH


Project Manager 8
$


#125
234 Washington Rd.


2. $
$1,500.00xx.xxxx.xxxx.xxM-xx.x


8New london. CT


Base Rate3. $


06320


0- TIME4. $ xxx.XX


SECTION B


$5. $


Cash Fringe


6. $


S-TIME


1. $


$


2. $


Base Rate


3. $


O-TIME


4. $


$


5. $


Cash Frinl.!e


6 $


7/13/2009


'IF REQUIRED IOF ;:LWWS-CPI


'SEE REVERSE SIDEPAGE NUMBER


OSHA 10 -ATIACH CARD TO 1ST CERTIFIED PAYROLL
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*FRINGE BENEFITS EXPLANATION (P):


Bona fide benefits paid to approved plans, funds or programs, except those required by Federal or State
Law (unemployment tax, worker's compensation, income taxes, etc.).


Please specify the type of benefits provided:


1) Medical or hospital care Blue Cross 4) Disability _


2) Pension or retirement 5) Vacation, holiday _


3) Life Insurance Utopia 6) Other (please specify) _


CERTIFIED STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE


For the week ending date of 9/26/09-----------'
I, Robert Craft of XYZ Corporation , (hereafter known as


Employer) in my capacity as Owner (title) do hereby certify and state:


Section A:


I. All persons employed on said project have been paid the full weekly wages earned by them during
the week in accordance with Connecticut General Statutes, section 31-53, as amended. Further, I
hereby certify and state the following:


a) The records submitted are true and accurate;


b) The rate of wages paid to each mechanic, laborer or workman and the amount of payment or
contributions paid or payable on behalf of each such employee to any e'mployee welfare fund, as
defined in Connecticut General Statutes, section 31-53 (h), are not less than the prevailing rate
of wages and the amount of payment or contributions paid or payable on behalf of each such
employee to any employee'welfare fund, as determined by the Labor Commissioner pursuant to
subsection Connecticut General Statutes, section 31-53 (d), and said wages and benefits are not
less than those which may also be required by contract;


c) The Employer has complied with all of the provisions in Connecticut General Statutes,
section 31-53 (and Section 31-54 if applicable for state highway construction);


d) Each such employee of the Employer is covered by a worker's compensation insurance
policy for the duration of his employment which proof of coverage has been provided to the
contracting agency;


e) The Employer does not receive kickbacks, which means any money, fee, commission, credit,
gift, gratuity, thing of value, or compensation of any kind which is provided directly or
indirectly, to any prime contractor, prime contractor employee, subcontractor, or subcontractor
employee for the purpose of improperly obtaining or rewarding favorable treatment in
connection with a prime contract or in connection with a prime contractor in connection with a
subcontractor relating to a prime contractor; and


f) The Employer is aware that filing a certified payroll which he knows to be false is a class D
felony for which the employer may be fined up to five thousand dollars, imprisoned for up to
five years or both.


2. OSHA-The employer shall affix a copy of the construction safety course, program or


training completion document to the certified payroll required to be submitted to the contracting


agency for this project on which such employee's name first appears.


~~~(Signature) ,


ow~
(Title)


/o/~-) t/ Cj
Submitte6 on (.Date)


Section B: Applies to CONNDOT Projects ONLY
That pursuant to CONNDOT contract requirements for reporting purposes only, all employees
listed under Section B who performed work on this project are not covered under the prevailing
wageRquirements defined in Connecticut General Statutes Section 31-53.


o u/I.../e; "
(Title)


Note: CTDOL will assume all hours worked were performed under Section A unless clearly
delineated as Section B WWS-CP I as such. Should an employee perform work under both


Section A and Section B, the hours worked and wages paid must be segregated for reporting
purposes.


***THIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT***
***DO NOT INCLUDE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS***
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Information Bulletin 
Occupational Classifications


The Connecticut Department of Labor has the responsibility to properly 
determine "job classification" on prevailing wage projects covered under 


C.G.S. Section 31-53(d).  


Note: This information is intended to provide a sample of some occupational 
classifications for guidance purposes only. It is not an all-inclusive list of each 
occupation's duties. This list is being provided only to highlight some areas where a 
contractor may be unclear regarding the proper classification.  If unsure, the employer 
should seek guidelines for CTDOL. 


Below are additional clarifications of specific job duties performed for 
certain classifications: 


 ASBESTOS WORKERS


Applies all insulating materials, protective coverings, coatings and finishes to all types of 
mechanical systems.  


 ASBESTOS INSULATOR


Handle, install apply, fabricate, distribute, prepare, alter, repair, dismantle,  heat and 
frost insulation, including penetration and fire stopping work on all penetration fire stop 
systems. 


 BOILERMAKERS


Erects hydro plants, incomplete vessels, steel stacks, storage tanks for water, fuel, etc. 
Builds incomplete boilers, repairs heat exchanges and steam generators.  


 BRICKLAYERS, CEMENT MASONS, CEMENT FINISHERS, MARBLE MASONS,
PLASTERERS, STONE MASONS, PLASTERERS. STONE MASONS, TERRAZZO
WORKERS, TILE SETTERS


Lays building materials such as brick, structural tile and concrete cinder, glass, gypsum, 
terra cotta block. Cuts, tools and sets marble, sets stone, finishes concrete, applies 
decorative steel, aluminum and plastic tile, applies cements, sand, pigment and marble 
chips to floors, stairways, etc.  
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 CARPENTERS, MILLWRIGHTS. PILEDRIVERMEN. LATHERS. RESILEINT FLOOR
LAYERS, DOCK BUILDERS, DIKERS, DIVER TENDERS


Constructs, erects, installs and repairs structures and fixtures of wood, plywood and 
wallboard. Installs, assembles, dismantles, moves industrial machinery. Drives piling into 
ground to provide foundations for structures such as buildings and bridges, retaining 
walls for earth embankments, such as cofferdams. Fastens wooden, metal or rockboard 
lath to walls, ceilings and partitions of buildings, acoustical tile layer, concrete form 
builder. Applies firestopping materials on fire resistive joint systems only. Installation of 
curtain/window walls only where attached to wood or metal studs.  Installation of 
insulated material of all types whether blown, nailed or attached in other ways to walls, 
ceilings and floors of buildings.  Assembly and installation of modular furniture/furniture 
systems. Free-standing furniture is not covered.  This includes free standing: student 
chairs, study top desks, book box desks, computer furniture, dictionary stand, atlas 
stand, wood shelving, two-position information access station, file cabinets, storage 
cabinets, tables, etc. 


 LABORER, CLEANING


• The clean up of any construction debris and the general (heavy/light) cleaning,
including sweeping, wash down, mopping, wiping of the construction facility and its 
furniture, washing, polishing, and dusting.   


 DELIVERY PERSONNEL


• If delivery of supplies/building materials is to one common point and stockpiled
there, prevailing wages are not required. If the delivery personnel are involved in 
the distribution of the material to multiple locations within the construction site 
then they would have to be paid prevailing wages for the type of work 
performed: laborer, equipment operator, electrician, ironworker, plumber, etc. 


• An example of this would be where delivery of drywall is made to a building and the
delivery personnel distribute the drywall from one "stockpile" location to 
further sub‐locations on each floor. Distribution of material around a 
construction site is the job of a laborer or tradesman, and not a delivery personnel. 


 ELECTRICIANS


Install, erect, maintenance, alteration or repair of any wire, cable, conduit, etc., which 
generates, transforms, transmits or uses electrical energy for light, heat, power or other 
purposes, including the Installation or maintenance of telecommunication, LAN wiring 
or computer equipment, and low voltage wiring. *License required per Connecticut 
General Statutes: E-1,2  L-5,6  C-5,6  T-1,2  L-1,2  V-1,2,7,8,9.  
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 ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTORS


Install, erect, maintenance and repair of all types of elevators, escalators, dumb waiters 
and moving walks. *License required by Connecticut General Statutes: R-1,2,5,6. 


 FORK LIFT OPERATOR


Laborers Group 4) Mason Tenders - operates forklift solely to assist a mason to a 
maximum height of nine (9) feet only. 


 Power Equipment Operator Group 9 ‐ operates forklift to assist any trade,  and to assist 
a mason to a height over nine (9) feet. 


 GLAZIERS


Glazing wood and metal sash, doors, partitions, and  2 story aluminum storefronts. 
Installs glass windows, skylights, store fronts and display cases or surfaces such as 
building fronts, interior walls, ceilings and table tops and metal store fronts. Installation 
of aluminum window walls and curtain walls is the "joint" work of glaziers and 
ironworkers, which require equal composite workforce.  


 IRONWORKERS


Erection, installation and placement of structural steel, precast concrete, miscellaneous 
iron, ornamental iron, metal curtain wall, rigging and reinforcing steel. Handling, sorting, 
and installation of reinforcing steel (rebar). Metal bridge rail (traffic), metal bridge 
handrail, and decorative security fence installation.  Installation of aluminum window 
walls and curtain walls is the "joint" work of glaziers and ironworkers which require 
equal composite workforce. 


 INSULATOR


• Installing fire stopping systems/materials for "Penetration Firestop Systems":
transit to cables, electrical conduits, insulated pipes, sprinkler pipe penetrations, 
ductwork behind radiation, electrical cable trays, fire rated pipe penetrations, 
natural polypropylene, HVAC ducts, plumbing bare metal, telephone and 
communication wires, and boiler room ceilings.  


 LABORERS


Acetylene burners, asphalt rakers, chain saw operators, concrete and power buggy 
operator, concrete saw operator, fence and guard rail erector (except metal bridge rail 
(traffic), decorative security fence (non-metal). 
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installation.), hand operated concrete vibrator operator, mason tenders, pipelayers 
(installation of storm drainage or sewage lines on the street only), pneumatic drill 
operator, pneumatic gas and electric drill operator, powermen and wagon drill 
operator, air track operator, block paver, curb setters, blasters, concrete spreaders. 


 PAINTERS


Maintenance, preparation, cleaning, blasting (water and sand, etc.), painting or 
application of any protective coatings of every description on all bridges and 
appurtenances of highways, roadways, and railroads. Painting, decorating, hardwood 
finishing, paper hanging, sign writing, scenic art work and drywall hhg for any and all 
types of building and residential work.  


 LEAD PAINT REMOVAL


• Painter’s Rate
1. Removal of lead paint from bridges.
2. Removal of lead paint as preparation of any surface to be repainted.
3. Where removal is on a Demolition project prior to reconstruction.


• Laborer’s Rate
1. Removal of lead paint from any surface NOT to be repainted.
2. Where removal is on a TOTAL Demolition project only.


 PLUMBERS AND PIPEFITTERS


Installation, repair, replacement, alteration or maintenance of all plumbing, heating, 
cooling and piping. *License required per Connecticut General Statutes: P-1,2,6,7,8,9  J-
1,2,3,4  SP-1,2  S-1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8  B-1,2,3,4  D-1,2,3,4.  


 POWER EQUIPMENT OPERATORS


Operates several types of power construction equipment such as compressors, pumps, 
hoists, derricks, cranes, shovels, tractors, scrapers or motor graders, etc. Repairs and 
maintains equipment. *License required, crane operators only, per Connecticut General 
Statutes.  


 ROOFERS


Covers roofs with composition shingles or sheets, wood shingles, slate or asphalt and 
gravel to waterproof roofs, including preparation of surface. (demolition or removal of 
any type of roofing and or clean-up of any and all areas where a roof is to be relaid.)  
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 SHEETMETAL WORKERS


Fabricate, assembles, installs and repairs sheetmetal products and equipment in such 
areas as ventilation, air-conditioning, warm air heating, restaurant equipment, 
architectural sheet metal work, sheetmetal roofing, and aluminum gutters.  Fabrication, 
handling, assembling, erecting, altering, repairing, etc. of coated metal material panels 
and composite metal material panels when used on building exteriors and interiors as 
soffits, facia, louvers, partitions,  canopies, cornice, column covers, awnings, beam 
covers, cladding, sun shades, lighting troughs, spires, ornamental roofing, metal ceilings, 
mansards, copings, ornamental and ventilation hoods, vertical and horizontal siding 
panels, trim, etc. The sheet metal classification also applies to the vast variety of coated 
metal material panels and composite metal material panels that have evolved over the 
years as an alternative to conventional ferrous and non-ferrous metals like steel, iron, 
tin, copper, brass, bronze, aluminum, etc.   Fabrication, handling, assembling, erecting, 
altering, repairing, etc. of architectural metal roof, standing seam roof, composite metal 
roof, metal and composite bathroom/toilet partitions, aluminum gutters, metal and 
composite lockers and shelving, kitchen equipment, and walk‐in coolers. To include 
testing and air –balancing ancillary to installation and construction. 


 SPRINKLER FITTERS


Installation, alteration, maintenance and repair of fire protection sprinkler systems. 
*License required per Connecticut General Statutes: F-1,2,3,4.


 TILE MARBLE AND TERRAZZO FINISHERS


Assists and tends the tile setter, marble mason and terrazzo worker in the performance 
of their duties. 


 TRUCK DRIVERS


~How to pay truck drivers delivering asphalt is under REVISION~ 


Truck Drivers are requires to be paid prevailing wage for time spent "working" directly 
on the site. These drivers remain covered by the prevailing wage for any time spent 
transporting between the actual construction location and facilities (such as fabrication, 
plants, mobile factories, batch plant, borrow pits, job headquarters, tool yards, etc.) 
dedicated exclusively, or nearly so, to performance of the contract or project, which are 
so located in proximity to the actual construction location that it is reasonable to include 
them. *License required, drivers only, per Connecticut General Statutes. 
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For example: 


• Material men and deliverymen are not covered under prevailing wage as long as they
are not directly involved in the construction process. If, they unload the 
material, they would then be covered by prevailing wage for the classification 
they are performing work in: laborer, equipment operator, etc. 
• Hauling material off site is not covered provided they are not dumping it at a
location outlined above. 
• Driving a truck on site and moving equipment or materials on site would be considered
covered work, as this is part of the construction process. 


 Any questions regarding the proper classification should be directed to:  


Public Contract Compliance Unit


 Wage and Workplace Standards Division


 Connecticut Department of Labor


 200 Folly Brook Blvd, Wethersfield, CT 06109 


(860) 263-6543. 
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Connecticut Department of Labor 


Wage and Workplace Standards Division 


FOOTNOTES 


 Please Note: If the “Benefits” listed on the schedule for the following occupations 
includes a letter(s) (+ a or + a+b for instance), refer to the information  
below. 


Benefits to be paid at the appropriate prevailing wage rate for the 
listed occupation. 


If the “Benefits” section for the occupation lists only a dollar amount, 
disregard the information below. 


Bricklayers, Cement Masons, Cement Finishers, Concrete Finishers, Stone Masons 


(Building Construction) and 
(Residential- Hartford, Middlesex, New Haven, New London and Tolland Counties) 


a. Paid Holiday: Employees shall receive 4 hours for Christmas Eve holiday
provided the employee works the regularly scheduled day before and after the
holiday.  Employers may schedule work on Christmas Eve and employees shall
receive pay for actual hours worked in addition to holiday pay.


Elevator Constructors: Mechanics 


a. Paid Holidays:  New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Veterans’ Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, plus the Friday after
Thanksgiving.


b. Vacation:   Employer contributes 8% of basic hourly rate for 5 years or more  of
service or 6% of basic hourly rate for 6 months to 5 years of service as vacation pay
credit.


Glaziers 


a. Paid Holidays: Labor Day and Christmas Day.


Power Equipment Operators 
(Heavy and Highway Construction & Building Construction) 


a. Paid Holidays: New Year’s Day, Good Friday, Memorial day, Independence Day,
Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day, provided the employee works 3
days during the week in which the holiday falls,  if scheduled, and if scheduled, the
working day before and the working day after the holiday.  Holidays falling on
Saturday may be observed on Saturday, or if the employer so elects, on the
preceding Friday.
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Ironworkers 
a. Paid Holiday: Labor Day provided employee has been on the payroll for the 5


consecutive work days prior to Labor Day.


Laborers (Tunnel Construction) 
a. Paid Holidays:  New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,


Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.  No employee shall be eligible for holiday
pay when he fails, without cause, to work the regular work day preceding the
holiday or the regular work day following the holiday.


Roofers 
a. Paid Holidays: July 4th, Labor Day, and Christmas Day provided the employee is


employed 15 days prior to the holiday.


Sprinkler Fitters 
a. Paid Holidays: Memorial Day, July 4th, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day and


Christmas Day, provided the employee has been in the employment of a contractor
20 working days prior to any such paid holiday.


Truck Drivers  


(Heavy and Highway Construction & Building Construction) 


a. Paid Holidays: New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas day, and Good Friday, provided the  employee has
at least 31 calendar days of service and works the last scheduled day before and the
first scheduled day after the holiday, unless excused.


Rev. 7/1/19 
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TOWN OF CHESHIRE, CONNECTICUT PHASE 1 SEWER SYSTEM
ITB #2324-21                         REHABILITATION PROJECT
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(SEE ATTACHED)







01010B Summary of Work (Water-Sewer-Drain)
01050 Coordination
01150B Measurement and Payment - Horizontal Construction
01320 Safety and Health Plan
01515 Temporary Bypass Pumping
01570 Traffic Regulations


02751 Sewer Flow Control
02752 Sewer Line Cleaning
02753 Television Inspection of Sewers
02756A Sewer Pipe Relining - CIPP Only


A Sewer System Rehabilitation Figures
B 2022 CCTV Logs
C Sewer System CCTV Figures
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SECTION 01010B


SUMMARY OF WORK


PART 1 - GENERAL


1.1 DESCRIPTION:
A. Location:  The Work locations include, but are not limited to, gravity sewer manhole


and piping within rights-of-way, streets and easements in the Town of Cheshire, CT.
GIS maps are attached to this specification package for street and cross country locations. A
summary of the rehabilitation work is also listed on the GIS maps.


B. Work Included: The Work includes, but is not limited to, the following:
1. Sewer System Rehabilitation:


a. Sewer pipe rehabilitation including structural lining and grout sealing as
identified herein.


2. Gravity Sewer Main CCTV inspection, service connection verification, cleaning and
root removal.


3. Other miscellaneous work shown in the Specifications for a complete and operational
system.


C. Related Work Specified Elsewhere
1. Coordination: Section 01050
2. Traffic Regulation: Section 01570
3. GIS Maps Attached


D. Removals, Relocations and Rearrangements
1. Examine the existing site for the work of all trades which will influence the cost


of the work under the bid.  This work shall include removals, relocations and
rearrangements which may interfere with, disturb or complicate the
performance of the work under the general bid involving systems, equipment
and related service lines, which shall continue to be utilized as part of the
finished project.  The Contractor is responsible for all coordination in this
regard.


2. Provide in the bid a sufficient amount to include all removals, relocations,
rearrangements and reconnections herein specified, necessary or required to
provide approved operation and coordination of the combined new and existing
systems and equipment.


3. Provide in the bid a sufficient amount to include all temporary facilities required
to maintain flows during the construction period, including bypass pumping,
temporary piping, temporary metering, etc.  The cost shall include the cost for
all labor, tools, equipment and materials necessary.


1.2 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A. Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily


limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS (NOT APPLICABLE)


PART 3 - EXECUTION


3.1 MAINTAIN EXISTING WORKS
A. Continuous Operations Criteria:


1. The Contractor shall conduct operations in such a manner and sequence which
shall neither result in a disruption of, nor interfere with, the functional workings
of any existing utilities.


2. The Contractor shall furnish, install and operate any piping, equipment and
appurtenances necessary to provide the temporary services/facilities required
during construction including, but not limited to, bypass pumping, flow barriers
and diversions.  Temporary facilities, if required, shall have pumping capacity
equal to or greater than the existing maximum capacity of the piping as
determined by their size and slope.


3. The Owner will operate and maintain all existing systems and equipment not
modified or impacted by the project.  The Contractor shall notify and coordinate
with the Owner whenever Contractor’s temporary facilities or construction will
interface with existing utilities.


4. The Contractor shall be responsible for the operation and maintenance of all
new and temporary facilities until such time as the new facilities are accepted
by the Owner.


B. Minimize Interference
1. The Contractor shall at all times conduct operations so as to interfere as little as


possible with existing works.  The Contractor shall develop a program, in
cooperation with the Engineer and interested officials, which shall provide for
the construction and putting into service of the new works in the most orderly
manner possible.  This program shall be adhered to except as deviations
therefrom are expressly permitted


2. Work of connecting with, cutting into and reconstructing existing pipes or
structures shall be planned to interfere with the operation of the existing
facilities for the shortest possible time and when the demands on the facilities
best permit such interference.  It may be necessary to work outside of normal
working hours to minimize interference.  Before starting work which will
interfere with the operation of existing facilities, the Contractor shall do all
possible preparatory work and shall see that all tools, materials, and equipment
are made ready and at hand.


3.2 CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
A. Construction of the proposed facilities will disrupt the existing structures and


operations.  To maintain continuous operations, the construction must be divided into
phases or sequenced appropriately.


B. The Contractor shall submit to the Engineer for review and acceptance a complete
schedule of the proposed sequence of construction operations prior to commencing
any work.  This schedule shall include the Contractor's plans for doing the work.


C. The Contractor shall submit to the Engineer a written request to deviate from the
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above sequence with adequate supporting information to demonstrate to the Engineer
that the continuity and degree of treatment will not be adversely affected.


3.3 SCHEDULE LIMITATIONS AND WORK RESTRICTIONS/ REQUIREMENTS
A. Work Hours:


1. Work hours are defined in front end contract as provided by the Town.
2. All Work shall be prohibited on Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, unless


approved by the City.
3. All Work on weekdays shall be performed between the hours of 7:00 AM and


one hour after sundown, except during emergencies.
4. The Contractor shall request permission to work outside the work hours


specified above at least 72-hours in advance of the proposed work.  The
Contractor shall not commence work outside of the work hours specified above
unless or until granted such permission from the Owner and Engineer.


B. Temporary Facilities Plan:
1. A project Temporary Facilities Plan shall be submitted prior to the Pre-


Construction Meeting.  The Temporary Facilities Plan shall identify the
approach for maintaining continuous operations for each impacted utility.


C. Maintain Services:
1. Maintain all existing sewer services.


D. Traffic Control Plan:
1. A project-specific Traffic Control Plan shall be submitted prior to the Pre-


Construction Meeting (refer to Section 01570).  The Traffic Control Plan shall
identify traffic management requirements for each distinct component of the
project.


2. Contractor shall provide one lane for the passage of traffic within any work
zone unless approved by the Owner.


3. Contractor shall maintain access to all residences and businesses at all times.
4. Contractor shall main access for garbage collection and mail services to all


residences and businesses at all times.  Contractor shall coordinate with these
service providers.


5. Contractor shall maintain access for bus routes, schools, day care facilities, etc.
at all times.  Contractor shall coordinate efforts with local school district to
ensure access.


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01050


COORDINATION


PART 1 - GENERAL


1.1 DESCRIPTION
A. The Contractor, under this Contract, will be responsible for coordinating construction


activities with Owner to ensure that services, facilities, and safe working conditions
are maintained.


B. If other Construction Contractors will be interfacing with this Contract and working
within the work area and in the vicinity of this Contract.  The Contractor, under this
contract, shall act as Construction Coordinator and shall coordinate construction
activities with other Contractors working for Owner.


C. Any damage to existing structures, equipment and property, accepted equipment or
structures, and property or work in progress by others; as a result of the Contractor's
or their subcontractor's operations shall be made good by the Contractor at no
additional cost to the Owner.


1.2 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A. Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily


limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.


1.3 COORDINATION WITH OTHERS
A. Town of Cheshire, CT DPW & WPCD:


1. Contractor shall coordinate access, egress, detours and traffic control, if
required, at each site with the Cheshire Water Pollution Control, Public Works
and Police Departments.  The Contractor shall notify Cheshire Police, Fire
Department and Rescue Squad at least 24 hours in advance of any street
closings or detours.


2. Contractor shall coordinate all work on town property with town personnel.
3. The Contractor shall be responsible for coordinating and maintaining public


services to all public and private properties.
B. The Contractor shall provide the town a construction schedule indicating the times to


perform the work required.  The Contractor shall update the schedule when required
and give the facility one week notice before the start of any work.  The Contractor
shall provide the facility personnel enough time to obtain materials and perform the
work required of them.  The Contractor shall daily communicate with the town
concerning updating the schedule, job progress, delay or early starts that affect the
treatment process, facility staffing, etc.


C. Weekly coordination meetings shall be held between the Contractor, Owner’s Chief
Operator/Superintendent and the Engineer.  This meeting shall cover the following:
1. Work to be completed the following week
2. Project Schedule
3. Shop Drawing and O&M issues
4. Outstanding RFIs and Clarifications
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5. Change Orders and Field Orders
6. Review of Record Drawing Information
7. Discussion/Resolution of any old issues
8. New issues discussion
9. Contractor’s Safety and Health Plan Updates


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01150B


MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT


PART 1 - GENERAL


1.1 DESCRIPTION
A. For lump sum items, payment shall be made to the contractor in accordance with an


accepted progress schedule and schedule of values on the basis of actual work
completed.


B. For unit-price items, payment shall be based on the actual amount of work accepted
and for the actual amount of materials in place, as shown by final measurements.
1. All units of measurement shall be standard United States convention as applied


to the specific items of work by tradition and as interpreted by the Engineer.
2. At the end of each day's work, the Contractor's Superintendent or other


authorized representative of the Contractor shall meet with the Resident Project
Representative and determine the quantities of unit price work accomplished
and/or completed during the workday.


3. The Resident Project Representative will then prepare two "Daily Progress
Reports" which shall be signed by both the Resident Project Representative and
Contractor's Representative.


4. Once each month the Resident Project Representative will prepare two
"Monthly Progress Summation" forms from the month's accumulation of
"Daily Progress Reports" which shall also be signed by both the Resident
Project Representative and Contractor's Representative.


5. These completed forms will provide the basis of the Engineer's monthly
quantity estimate upon which payment will be made.  Items not appearing on
both the Daily Progress Reports and Monthly Progress Summation will not be
included for payment.  Items appearing on forms not properly signed by the
Contractor will not be included for payment.


6. After the work is completed and before final payment is made, the Engineer
will make final measurements to determine the quantities of various items of
work accepted as the basis for final settlement.


1.2 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A. Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily


limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.


1.3 SCOPE OF PAYMENT
A. Payments to the Contractor will be made for the actual quantities of the Contract items


performed and accepted in accordance with the Contract Documents.  Upon
completion of construction, if these actual quantities show either an increase or
decrease from the quantities given in the Proposal Form, the Contract Unit Prices will
still prevail.


B. The Contractor shall accept in compensation, as herein provided, in full payment for
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furnishing all materials, labor, tools, equipment, and incidentals necessary to the
completed work and for performing all work contemplated and embraced by the
Contract; also for all loss  or damage arising from the nature of the Work, or from the
action of the elements, or from any unforeseen difficulties which may be encountered
during the prosecution of the Work and until its final acceptance by the Engineer, and
for all risks of every description connected with the prosecution of the work, except
as provided herein, also for all expenses incurred in consequence of the suspension of
the Work as herein authorized.


C. The payment of any partial estimate or of any retained percentage except by and under
the approved final invoice, in no way shall affect the obligation of the Contractor to
repair or renew any defective parts of the construction or to be responsible for all
damage due to such defects.


1.4 PAYMENT FOR INCREASED OR DECREASED QUANTITIES
A. When alterations in the quantities of work not requiring supplemental agreements, as


hereinbefore provided for, are ordered and performed, the Contractor shall accept
payment in full at the Contract price for the actual quantities of work done.  No
allowance will be made for anticipated profits.  Increased or decreased work
involving supplemental agreements will be paid for as stipulated in such agreements.


1.5 OMITTED ITEMS
A. Should any items contained in the bid form be found unnecessary for the proper


completion of the work contracted, the Engineer may eliminate such items from the
Contract, and such action shall in no way invalidate the Contract, and no allowance
will be made for items so eliminated in making final payment to the Contractor.


1.6 PARTIAL PAYMENTS
A. Partial payments shall be made monthly as the work progresses.  Partial payments


shall be made subject to the provisions of the Supplemental and General Conditions.


1.7 PAYMENT FOR MATERIAL DELIVERED
A. When requested by the Contractor and at the discretion of the Owner, payment may


be made for all or part of the value of acceptable, non-perishable materials and
equipment which are to be incorporated into bid items, have not been used and have
been delivered to the construction site, or placed in storage places acceptable to the
Owner.  Payment shall be subject to the provisions of the General and Supplemental
Conditions.


B. No payment shall be made upon fuels, supplies, lumber, false work, or other
materials, or on temporary structures of any kind which are not a permanent part of
the Contract.


1.8 FINAL PAYMENT
A. After final measurements are made by the Engineer, the Contractor will prepare a


final quantity invoice of the amount of the Work performed and the value of such
Work.  Owner shall make final payments of the sum found due less retainages subject
to provisions of the General and Supplemental Conditions.
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1.9 INCIDENTAL WORK
A. Incidental work items for which separate payment will not be made includes, but is


not limited to, the following items:
1. Pre-Construction photographs or videos.
2. Project Record Documents.
3. Traffic control plan and traffic regulation.
4. Signs
5. Clean-up and restoration of property.
6. Restoration of fences and other structures.
7. Minor Items--such as relocation of sign posts, guard rails, rock wall, mail boxes,


curbs, traffic loop detectors, pavement markings, etc., damaged as a result of
construction activities.


8. Maintenance of all existing sewer flows and repair of existing sewer pipes.
9. Dust control.
10. Erosion control.
11. Quality assurance testing.
12. Final cleaning of sewers, force mains and storm drains.
13. Routine flagman services.
14. Construction schedules, bonds, insurance, shop drawings, warranties,


guarantees, certifications and other submittals required by the Contract
Documents.


15. Temporary construction necessary for construction sequencing and other
facilities not permanently incorporated into the work.


16. Weather protection.
17. Permits not otherwise paid for or provided by the Owner.
18. Visits to the project site or elsewhere by personnel or agents of the Contractor,


including manufacturer's representatives, as may be required.
19. Contract administration and insurance.
20. Post Completion CCTV and report of work installed under this Contract.


1.10 DESCRIPTION OF PAY ITEMS
A. The following sections describe the measurement of and payment for the work to be


done under the respective items listed in the Bid Form.
B. Each unit or lump-sum price stated in the Bid Form shall constitute full compensation,


as herein specified, for each item of the work completed.


(1) – Mobilization/Demobilization
A. Method of Measurement:  Lump sum.  Total of bid item shall not exceed 5% of Total


Amount of the Bid.
B. Basis of Payment:  Mobilization/demobilization costs are those costs of initiating and


ending the contract. Payment for mobilization/demobilization shall be a lump sum at
the price as stated in the Bid Form.  Seventy-Five percent (75%) of the lump sum will
be payable when the Contractor is operational on the site and the remaining 25% of
the lump sum will be payable when the Contractor leaves the site following the
completion of all contract work.  For purposes of payment on this item, "Operational"
shall mean the Contractor has provided all required and properly executed bonds and
insurance certificates and the owner has approved the following:  Construction
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Schedule, Traffic Control Plan and Pre-Construction photographs/videos.
"Operational" shall also mean Contractor has performed the pre-construction
television sewer inspection, delivered the records of it to the Engineer and the
Engineer has acknowledged the records are accurate and of use.  “Operational” shall
mean the temporary field office is fully functional and power, phone and internet are
functioning.  Only one lump sum payment divided into the two partial payments
described herein shall be made to cover all mobilization/demobilization costs
throughout the entire contract.


(2) - Traffic Control
A. Method of Measurement: Traffic regulation and control will be paid for at the Lump


Sum unit price as stated in the Bid Schedule.
B. Basis of Payment: Payment for traffic regulation and control shall constitute full


compensation for all traffic regulation and control efforts and including all labor,
materials, equipment, signage and supervision required to provide comprehensive and
professional traffic regulation and control at all project locations.  The traffic control
plan, temporary pavement markings for traffic re-routing and pedestrian safety are
included in this item.  Payment under this item will be made for full-time dedicated
flaggers only.  Part-time flaggers will not be considered adequate. The lump sum shall
be paid in partial payments over the course of the project, where the percentage paid
is equal to the percentage of completion of the entire Contract.


(3) – 8-inch Diameter Sewer Main Cured in Place Pipe Lining (CIPP)
A. Method of Measurement: Lining of sewer pipe accepted for payment shall be the


actual distance in linear feet measured along the pipe lined and accepted as complete.
Pipes shall be measured between centers of the manholes minus half the inside
diameter of each manhole.


B. Basis of Payment:  The pipe lining shall be paid for at the Contract unit price per
linear foot stated in the Bid Schedule. Said unit price shall include compensation for
furnishing all labor, materials, tools, and equipment necessary for pipe relining,
complete, satisfactorily tested, and operational. Work under this item shall also
include delivering written notices to abutters prior to lining work; light cleaning sewer
prior to lining; sewer flow control and bypass pumping, disposal of material removed
from the sewer; pre-CCTV and post CCTV inspection of the sewer; providing video
files, database, and written logs on external hard drives; furnishing and lining the
sanitary sewer; sealing around liner in manholes; testing;  and all appurtenant work
as needed to complete the work.


(4) - Sewer Service Reinstatement
A. Method of Measurement:  Reinstatement of sewer services accepted for payment shall


be the actual number of services reinstated and accepted as complete.
B. Basis of Payment:  The Contract Unit Price for reinstatement of a sewer service shall


be full compensation for all labor, materials, tools and equipment necessary to
complete this work including, cutting of the liner at each service, polishing the cut
hole, grout and seal of each service connection; and all else incidental thereto for
which payment is not provided under other items.
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(5) Pipe – Mechanical Root Removal
A. Method of Measurement: Mechanical removal of roots inside sanitary sewer pipe


measured and accepted for payment shall be the number of linear feet where roots
are removed by mechanical methods as indicated in the Contract Documents or as
directed by the Engineer.


B. Basis of Payment: The root removal shall be paid for at the Contract unit price per
linear foot stated in the Bid Schedule. Said unit price shall include compensation for
furnishing all labor, materials, tools, and equipment necessary to complete the work
including light cleaning sanitary sewer prior to root removal; removal and disposal
of roots by mechanical means; disposal of material removed from the sanitary sewer;
site restoration, pre-CCTV and post CCTV inspection of the sewer for verification of
root removal; providing video files, database, and written logs on external hard
drives; and all appurtenant work as needed to complete the work.


(6)– Pipe – Heavy Cleaning, 8-inch diameter
A. Method of Measurement: Removal of sediment and debris from the sanitary sewers


measured for payment shall be the number of linear feet heavy cleaned measured along
the center line of the pipe including fittings as indicated in the Contract Documents or
as directed by the Engineer. Pipes shall be measured between centers of the manholes
minus half the inside diameter of each manhole.


B. Basis of Payment:
1. The contract unit price per linear foot for sanitary sewer pipes heavy cleaned


shall be full compensation for all labor, materials, and equipment necessary to
complete this work including heavy cleaning of sewer; disposal of material
removed from the sewer; and all else incidental thereto for which payment is
not provided under other items.


2. Work under this bid item shall meet the definition established by NASSCO for
heavy cleaning to qualify for payment.


(7, 8, 9, 10 & 11) – Pipe – Light Cleaning and CCTV Inspection 8, 10, 12, 15 & 24-inch diameter
A. Method of Measurement: CCTV inspection of mainline sewer pipe segments measured


for payment shall be the number of linear feet inspected along the center line of the
pipe as indicated in the Contract Documents (Summary of Work) or as directed by
the Engineer.


B. Basis of Payment: The contract unit price per linear foot inspected shall be full
compensation for all labor, materials, and equipment necessary to complete this work
including locating the manhole; light cleaning prior to the CCTV inspection; CCTV
inspect sewer pipe segment, disposal of material removed from the pipe segment;
providing video files and photographs, database, and written logs of CCTV inspection
on an external hard drive within 60 calendar days of the date of the Contract’s Notice
to Proceed; furnishing, maintaining existing flows including temporary bypass
pumping;  and all else incidental thereto for which payment is not provided under other
items.
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(12) – Traffic Control via Uniformed Police Officers
A. Method of Measurement: Allowance to be included and carried in the bid schedule.
B. Basis of Payment:


1. The payment shall cover the cost charged to the Contractor by the State of
Connecticut and/or Cheshire Police Department for providing Uniformed
Police Officers for traffic control, only in areas required by the Engineer, Police
Department and/or DOT.  Excluded from this payment are any costs associated
with routine traffic control, including flaggers, where the Engineer, Police
Department and/or DOT do not specifically require the use of Uniformed Police
Officers.


2. Payment for this item shall be on the basis of invoices presented by the Police
Department to the Contractor for the work.  No mark-up will be added by the
Contractor to the invoice and preapproval of uniformed police officer usage is
required.


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01320


SAFETY AND HEALTH PLAN


PART 1 - GENERAL


DESCRIPTION
Work Included:


The Contractor shall be solely responsible for initiating, maintaining and
supervising all safety precautions and programs in connection with the work, as
outlined herein and in the General and Special Conditions of the Contract
Documents.  Within 10 days after the effective date of the Agreement between
Owner and Contractor, submit to the Engineer a Safety and Health Plan as
specified herein.  Refer to submittals section below.
Contractor shall comply with all applicable Laws and Regulations related to the
safety of persons or property, or for the protection of persons or property from
damage, injury, illness, or loss; and shall erect and maintain all necessary
safeguards for such safety and protection.
Contractor shall designate a qualified and experienced safety representative
(OSHA defined "Competent Person") at the site whose duties and
responsibilities shall be the prevention of accidents and maintaining and
supervising of safety precautions and programs, including a "Job Hazards
Analysis".
The Contractor shall be solely responsible to provide all labor, equipment, and
utilities sufficient to ensure no construction noise, particulates, or odors, are
allowed to accumulate to levels which adversely affect health or work in, or
near the construction area.


Content of Safety and Health Plan:
Prepare complete safety and health plan in accordance with the requirements of
CFR Title 29 Part 1926 - Safety and Health Regulations for Construction.


Provide documentation that Contractor's hazardous communication
program is up to date.
Provide documentation that Contractor's safety training is up to date.
Prepare a project specific Safety and Health Plan addressing construction
safety and protection, including but not limited to excavations, fall
protection, egress, as well as provisions for construction in hazardous
environmental conditions, confined space entry, electrically-classified
spaces, chemical storage/handling, biological hazards, etc., at the project
site.


Safety provisions for confined space entry shall follow the requirements of CFR
Title 29 Part 1926, Subpart AA – Confined Spaces in Construction and will be
incorporated into the Safety and Health Plan.


Updating:
Contractor shall be responsible for updating the Safety and Health Plan as
appropriate throughout the course of the construction period.
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REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily
limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.


SUBMITTALS
Submit the Contractor's site-specific Safety and Health Plan to the Engineer.  Submit
hardcopy submittals, if required.
Submit updated Safety and Health Plans as necessary during the course of the project.
The Safety and Health Plan is provided “for information only” to inform the Owner,
Engineer and Resident Project Representative of the project specific safety program
requirements; however, if the Safety and Health Plan incomplete (e.g., missing
elements relevant to the project work), inadequate (e.g., outdated qualifications) or
not project-specific, it will be returned “revise and resubmit”. Delays related to an
incomplete Safety and Health Plan are the responsibility of the Contractor.
The Contractor will overview the plan with the Owner (and staff), Engineer (and
Resident Project Representative) prior to work beginning at the project site, and
subsequently when/if the safety plan is updated.
Contractor's most current Safety and Health Plan shall be available at the construction
site throughout the construction project.


ON-SITE COORDINATION MEETINGS
Contractor shall review key aspects of Safety and Health Plan at the Pre-Construction
Meeting, and subsequent on-site safety informational meeting.
Contractor shall report to Engineer and Owner at each progress meeting concerning
compliance with the Safety and Health Plan for the most recent construction period
and new considerations and requirements for the upcoming period.
Contractor shall hold weekly on-site coordination meetings with Resident Project
Representative and Owner to ensure that Owner's staff is aware of key Safety and
Health Plan requirements of the current phase of construction.


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01515


TEMPORARY BYPASS PUMPING SYSTEMS


PART 1 - GENERAL


1.1 DESCRIPTION
A. The Contractor shall design, furnish, install, test, operate, maintain, and remove


temporary bypass pumping system(s) in order to divert sewage flow around the work
area.  Temporary bypass pumping system(s) shall be fully automated and able to
reliably convey the full range of wastewater flows, as scheduled herein.


1.2 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A. Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily


limited to, Division 1 and the Town’s front end documents which shall take
precedent.


1.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE
A. All system components specified herein shall be furnished by a Supplier who


regularly engages in temporary bypass pumping systems. Supplier shall have a
minimum of 15 years of experience with temporary bypass pumping systems.
Supplier shall provide at least 5 references of project of a similar size and complexity
as this project that have been performed within the past 5 years within New England.


B. Supplier shall have sufficient equipment and spare parts inventory to perform normal
rentals, including this project, and maintain at least 100% reserve equipment for this
project for immediate delivery.  Supplier shall have sufficient service personnel to
provide service calls within 4 hours, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.


C. Temporary bypass pumping systems shall be:
Godwin Pumps, Manchester, New Hampshire;
Baker Corp, Oxford, Massachusetts;
or equal.


D. A qualified representative of the Supplier shall inspect the installation and supervise
the startup and testing of the temporary bypass pumping system.


E. The temporary bypass pumping system shall meet all applicable local, state and
federal requirements.


F. The temporary bypass pumping system shall be designed by a Professional Engineer
licensed to practice in the State of Connecticut. Compliance with this requirement
shall be demonstrated via a signed and sealed submittal package, as specified herein.


1.4 SUBMITTALS
A. In accordance with the requirements of Section 01340.


Qualifications information
Proposed schedule, sequence of construction, duration of activities and
description of sewer control methods to be utilized for each element of the
project.
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Coordination Drawings showing detailed layout of equipment, pumps, suction
piping, discharge piping, fittings, valves, supports, materials, temporary
enclosure and temporary odor control provided under this section.
List of duty equipment, pumps, piping, fittings, valves, and materials to be
utilized by the Contactor for the temporary bypass pumping system.
List of standby equipment and spare parts available on-site and off-site in order
to ensure uninterrupted operation of the bypass pumping system in the event of
a utility power failure.
Fuel consumption rate at full speed duty and standby pumping.
Fuel storage tank and secondary containment provision, including Spill
Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan, if applicable.
Catalog cut sheets/ technical data for equipment and appurtenances.
Performance curves for wastewater bypass pumps and suction lift, static head,
headloss, and total dynamic head (TDH) calculations.
Description of maintenance procedures to be utilized.
Description of controls and alarm equipment to be utilized. Sample alarm log.
Names of individuals responsible for on-call response, 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week. Call list for alarm response.


B. No construction related activities requiring the need for bypass pumping operations
shall begin until the related project submittals are reviewed and all provisions of the
work have been fully coordinated with the Owner, Agency, Engineer, and any other
parties having jurisdiction for the proposed work activities.


PART 2 - PRODUCTS


2.1 WASTEWATER BYPASS PUMPING SYSTEM
A. General:


The Contractor shall furnish, install, operate, maintain and remove a wastewater
bypass pumping system that will be capable of handling the estimated range of
flows.
a. For the sections with pipe rehabilitations, the pipes are generally 8-inch


diameter.  Therefore, it is assumed that bypassing can be accomplished
with typical bypassing equipment.


The pump priming system shall be fully automatic, needing no form of
adjustment or manual addition of water.  The priming system shall be capable
of priming the pump from a completely dry casing.
The pumps shall be centrifugal trash pumps suitable for handling raw,
unscreened sewage with solids up to 3 inches in diameter, and capable of
running completely dry for extended periods of time without damage.  Pumps
shall be capable of static suction lifts to 28 vertical feet, at sea level.
Contractor to provide portable spill guard containment dikes for supplied
pumps.
If a subcontractor is used to set up and operate bypass systems, the services of
a representative of the bypass pumping system supplier shall be provided to
inspect the installation and supervise the startup and testing of the system.
The Contractor shall operate and maintain the bypass pumping system at all
times.
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PART 3 - EXECUTION


3.1 COORDINATION OF WORK
A. Provide all labor and equipment necessary to coordinate work of this section and


maintain communications.
B. Notify all personnel, including but not limited to Owner, Engineer and Utility


Companies, seven days in advance of any temporary bypass pumping work.  The
Owner will identify personnel to be notified in addition to those identified by the
Contractor.


C. Contractor shall coordinate temporary bypass pumping operations with the Owner
and Engineer on a daily basis.


3.2 PERFORMANCE:
A. General


The Contractor shall install and test all sewer flow control methods to the
satisfaction of the Owner and Engineer prior to proceeding with the Work.
The Contractor shall be solely responsible for clean-up, repair, property damage
costs and claims resulting from failure of the diversion system.
Any temporary pumps, piping, fuel storage, or other appurtenances associated
with the temporary pumping system shall be either located above the 100-year
flood elevation or protected against flotation or other damage which would be
caused by a flood event.


B. The temporary bypass pumping system shall be furnished, installed, tested, operated,
maintained, and removed as follows:


The Contractor shall furnish, install, and test temporary bypass pumping system
and discharge pipelines.
The Contractor shall test and debug all systems and verify that all necessary
equipment, materials, spare parts, and labor are available on-site prior to
operation of the system and prior to the demolition of any part of the existing
pumping station facilities.
The Contractor shall operate and maintain the system until the new Work is
completed, demonstration tested and accepted by the Owner and Engineer.
Contractor shall be responsible for making regulatory reporting notifications
for any release of wastewater or fuel to the environment. Contractor shall
provide copies of notifications to the Owner and Engineer.
The Contractor shall anticipate that the Owner will require 7 calendar days of
operation on the new, permanent Work following satisfactory completion of
demonstration testing prior to beginning disassembly of the temporary bypass
pumping system.
Upon receipt of approval by the Owner and Engineer, the Contractor shall
disassemble and remove the temporary bypass pumping system, including all
appurtenant piping.  Contractor shall restore the area impacted by the temporary
bypass pumping system to a like-new condition.


C. Contractor shall be responsible for cleanup, repairs, restoration, and fines required
to address spills or overflows from a failed bypass pumping system.


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 01570


TRAFFIC REGULATION


PART 1 - GENERAL


1.1 DESCRIPTION
A. Work Included:


Provide all materials and perform all work necessary to completely regulate
traffic in the area of Work.
Perform all work in such a manner as to provide safe passage at all times for
the public and with a minimum of obstruction to traffic.
Do not close roads or streets to passage of the public without the permission of
the proper authorities.


B. The local police department and/or the appropriate state transportation authority who
will decide if safe passage is being maintained and shall have the authority to require
the Contractor to take any additional steps necessary to maintain safe passage.  If the
Authority furnishes an inspector on the job or requires additional traffic control as a
result of poor traffic control by the Contractor, the Contractor shall be responsible for
all costs assessed by the Authority and for additional traffic control at their own
expense. Minimize the length of delays or traffic stoppage to the extent practicable.
Maximum traffic stoppage time shall be 10 minutes.


C. Develop a project specific traffic control plan that meets the requirements of Manual
of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and any local and state requirements.
Proposed Traffic Control Plan shall indicate signs/locations to be used.  Traffic
Control Plan submittal to the Engineer will be for general information only.


D. The Contractor’s designated traffic control representative shall respond to all traffic
safety complaints and be available to direct traffic control subcontractors the entire
time work is occurring on site.  If the designated representative is not on site for a
period of time, another on site representative shall be designated by the Contractor
for that period.


1.2 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
A. Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily


limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.


1.3 SCHEDULING WORK
A. During the Project Pre-Construction Meeting one Contractor representative will be


designated as the coordinator between the Police Department and subcontracted
traffic control.


B. Schedule all work so that two adjacent parallel streets are not closed to passage by the
public at any one time, if at all possible.


C. Revise the plan of work if it will create a traffic hazard or an unreasonably long
detour.


D. Do not start work in any new location without the permission of the Engineer.
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E. Notify all police and fire departments of all scheduled detours and when streets are
reopened.


1.4 SUBMITTALS
A. Submit a project specific traffic control plan that meets the requirements of the


Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and any local and state
requirements. The proposed Traffic Control Plan shall indicate signs/locations to be
used.


B. The proposed Traffic Control Plan is provided "for information only" to inform the
Owner, Engineer and Resident Project Representative of the project specific traffic
control; however, if the Traffic Control Plan is incomplete (e.g., missing elements
relevant to the project work), inadequate (e.g., outdated qualifications) or not project
specific, it will be returned "revise and resubmit". Delays related to an incomplete
Traffic Control Plan are the responsibility of the Contractor.


PART 2 - PRODUCTS


2.1 WARNING SIGNS AND BARRICADES
A. Traffic control (plans, methods and devices) shall be as outlined in the MUTCD as


published by U. S. Department of Transportation, and any local and state
requirements.


B. Provide adequate warning signs, barricades, signal lights, flaggers/uniformed police
officers, and take other necessary precautions for the safety of the public.


C. Provide and illuminate suitable warning signs to show where construction, barricades
or detours exist.


D. Provide barricades of substantial construction and painted with a finish that increases
visibility at night, as outlined in the MUTCD.


E. Keep signal lights illuminated at all barricades and obstructions from sunset to
sunrise.


F. Maintain all necessary signs, barricades, lights, flaggers, crew and other safety
precautions during authorized suspension of the Work, weekends, holidays or other
times when the Work is not in progress.


G. Contractor shall make periodic inspection throughout the day of the traffic control
patterns, methods, signs and other devices to ensure that they are properly placed.


2.2 UNIFORMED POLICE OFFICER
A. A uniformed police officer is a police officer (local, county or state) on regular or


special duty dressed in uniform with the necessary high visibility vest and apparel
needed for traffic control.


B. Arrange the police detail with the local Chief of Police, County Sheriff, or State Police
Captain depending on jurisdiction.


C. Uniformed police for traffic control is anticipated on the following roadways and will
be paid out of the contract allowance.  All other traffic control shall via certified
flaggers as noted in 2.3.C below.


Peck Lane
Highland Avenue
Waterbury Road
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West Main Street
South Main Street
Old Waterbury Road


2.3 FLAG PERSON
A. A flag person is a trained and certified individual assigned specifically to the task of


directing traffic and is outfitted in the necessary high visibility vest and apparel
needed for traffic control.


B. Flag persons shall be provided by the Contractor for all work areas not listed in
2.2.C above and paid out of the lump sum bid item.


PART 3 - EXECUTION


3.1 DETOURS
A. Provide, identify and maintain suitable detours when the project, or any part thereof,


is closed to public travel.
B. When the closed part of the project is reopened, restore the detour area and any other


disturbed areas to the original condition.


3.2 INCONVENIENCE TO RESIDENTS OF VICINITY
A. Whenever a traveled way is closed, perform the Work in such a manner that local


travel, residents and businesses in the vicinity of the Work will be inconvenienced as
little as possible.


B. Allow access to residents and abutting land owners along the project to driveways
and other normal outlets from their property.


3.3 TRAFFIC CONTROL OFFICERS
A. Where required by the local, county or state police departments and/or when


specified, traffic control officer shall be Uniformed Police Officers.
B. Where the local, county or state police departments do not wish to or are unable to


furnish traffic control officers and/or when specified, the traffic control officers shall
be flag person.


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 02751


SEWER FLOW CONTROL


GENERAL


DESCRIPTION
Work Included:  During the installation, replacement, rehabilitation and/or testing of
sanitary sewer lines and sanitary sewer manholes via open-cut or trenchless approach,
the Contractor shall maintain and control flow around the pipe segment(s) or
structure(s) that are temporarily out of service. Existing sewer services shall remain
live at all times during the progress of the Work. Sewer flow control which extends
outside of Contractor work hours shall be completed in accordance with Section
01515. All temporary pumping equipment shall meet the requirements outlined in
local noise regulations.
Additional Requirements Specified Elsewhere:


Summary of Work: Section 01010
Submittals: Section 01340
Temporary Bypass Pumping Systems: Section 01515
Sewer Line Cleaning: Section 02752
Television Inspection of Sewers: Section 02753


REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily
limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.


SUBMITTALS
In accordance with the requirements of this Contract. Additional specific information
required is listed below.


Proposed schedule, sequence of construction, duration of activities and
description of sewer control methods to be utilized for each element of the
project.
Technical data (including capacity and fuel tank size) of any portable temporary
pumping equipment to be used during normal Contractor work hours.


PRODUCTS – NOT APPLICABLE


EXECUTION


COORDINATION OF WORK
Provide all labor and equipment necessary to coordinate work of this section and
maintain communications.
Notify all personnel, including but not limited to the Owner, Engineer, and Utility
Companies seven days in advance of any temporary bypass pumping work. The
Owner will identify personnel to be notified in addition to those identified by the
Contractor.
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Contractor shall coordinate temporary bypass pumping operations with the Owner
and Engineer on a daily basis.


PERFORMANCE
General


The Contractor shall install and test all sewer flow control methods to the
satisfaction of the Owner and Engineer prior to proceeding with the Work.
The Contractor shall be solely responsible for clean-up, repair, property damage
costs and claims resulting from failure of the diversion system.


Plugging or Blocking:
Insert plug at a manhole upstream of line to be inspected and tested.
Plug shall be so designed that all or any portion of the sewage flows can be
released.
Flows shall be shut off or substantially reduced during line testing.


Pumping and Bypassing:
When required, supply the necessary pumps, conduits and other equipment
(including standby equipment) to divert the flow of sewage around the line in
which work is being performed.
Furnish the necessary labor and 24-hour supervision to set up, test and operate
the pumping and bypassing system.
Any temporary pumps, piping, fuel storage, or other appurtenances associated
with the portable temporary pumping equipment shall be either located above
the 100-year flood elevation or protected against flotation or other damage
which would be caused by a flood event.


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 02752


SEWER LINE CLEANING


GENERAL


DESCRIPTION
Work Included:  Provide all equipment necessary for the proper cleaning of the
sewers prior to the joint testing operations and/or closed circuit television inspection.


REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily
limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.


REFERENCE
The type of pipe cleaning (light vs heavy) shall be chosen based on the definitions in
the National Association of Sewer Service Companies (NASSCO) Pipeline
Assessment and Certification Program (PACP) Version 7.0 standards.


Light cleaning definition – Cleaning and removal of settled deposits when the
deposits are less than the following percentage of the pipe diameter:


Pipe diameters less than or equal to 12-inches: < 25%
Pipes diameters between 13-inches and 24-inches: < 15%
Pipes diameters between 25-inches and 30-inches: < 10%
Pipe diameters greater than 30-inches: not applicable (use heavy cleaning)


Heavy cleaning definition – Cleaning and removal of settled deposits when the
deposits are greater than the following percentage of the pipe diameter:


Pipe diameters less than or equal to 12-inches: > 25%
Pipes diameters between 13-inches and 24-inches:  >15%
Pipes diameters between 25-inches and 30-inches: >10%
Pipe diameters greater than 30-inches: all pipes regardless of the amount
of deposits


PRODUCTS


MATERIALS
High Velocity Hydro-Cleaning Equipment shall:


Have a minimum of 400 feet of high pressure hose.
Have multiple high velocity nozzles, as follows:


Standard 35 degree nozzle with multiple rear jets and one front jet.
Sand nozzle capable of transporting sand and gravel to the downstream
manhole; and
Rotating nozzle for removal of grease and scale.


Include a high velocity gun for washing and scouring manhole walls and floor.
Be capable of producing flows from a fine spray to a long distance solid stream.
Include a water tank, auxiliary engines and pumps, and a hydraulically driven
hose reel.
Have equipment operating controls located above ground.
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EXECUTION


PERFORMANCE
Select cleaning equipment based on the conditions of the lines at the time the work
commences.


Light cleaning (as defined by NASSCO PACP):  Use high pressure water jetting
equipment, brushes and swabs.
Heavy cleaning (as defined by NASSCO PACP):  Use high pressure water
jetting equipment specifically designed for the intended use.


Use selected equipment to remove all dirt, grease, rock and other deleterious
materials and obstructions.
Protect existing sewer lines from damage caused by improper use of cleaning
equipment.
Take precautions to avoid damage or flooding to public or private property being
served by the line being cleaned.
Removal of Materials:


Remove all solids and semi-solids at the downstream manhole of the section
being cleaned.
Passing material from one section of a line to another will not be permitted.


Disposal of Materials:  Remove from the site and dispose of all solids or other waste
materials recovered during the cleaning operations in an approved manner.


DETERMINING TYPE OF CLEANING
All heavy cleaning must be coordinated with RPR or Engineer verbally or written for
each pipe before any heavy cleaning commences.


FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
Acceptance of this portion of the work may be made upon completion of subsequent
television inspection and shall be to the complete satisfaction of the Engineer.


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 02753


TELEVISION INSPECTION OF SEWERS


GENERAL


DESCRIPTION
Work Included:  Furnish all necessary labor, materials, supervision and equipment to
satisfactorily inspect gravity sewer lines and sewer service pipes as required by the
Contract Documents by means of a closed circuit television (CCTV) system.


REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily
limited to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.


QUALITY ASSURANCE
CCTV work shall be completed and delivered per the National Association of Sewer
Service Companies (NASSCO) Pipeline Assessment and Certification Program
(PACP) Version 7.0 standards.  Operators of CCTV equipment shall be currently
certified in NASSCO PACP.


SUBMITTALS
Provide shop drawings as specified in the General Conditions and Section 01340.
Contractor shall submit copies of active NASSCO PACP certifications.


PRODUCTS


MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
The cameras shall be designed and constructed for sewer line inspection work.  The
mechanical design of the lens shall allow it to turn and rotate 360 degrees to provide
a close up view of sewer pipe walls and sewer service pipes.  The camera shall be
designed to maintain proper orientation of the picture while the lens is turning and
rotating.
The cameras shall be operative in 100% humidity conditions.
The lighting for the cameras shall be suitable to allow a clear picture of service pipes
and the entire periphery of the mainline sewer pipe, such that joints, root intrusions,
cracks, offset joints, deposits, etc. can be seen and identified by the Engineer.
The lens focus and rotational capabilities and the light intensity will be remotely
controlled from an above ground television "studio".
The cameras shall produce a continuous, full color picture with a quality acceptable
to the Engineer.


EXECUTION


PERFORMANCE
Flow Control:
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A minimum of 75% of the periphery of the sewer line shall be visible at all
times.
The Engineer may require that the line be plugged so that the entire periphery
can be inspected.  For details on sewer flow control, see Section 02751.


Operation:
Perform inspection of sewer lines after lines have been suitably cleaned.
When inspecting newly constructed sewer lines, introduce water into the sewer
lines to be tested from the upstream manhole prior to the television inspection,
but no more than 24 hours in advance of the inspection.
Lines will be suitably isolated from the remainder of the sewer line as required.
Move the cameras through the line in either direction at a moderate rate, not to
exceed 30 feet per minute, as recommended by NASSCO PACP standards.
The Engineer may require Contractor to pull cameras back to get a second view
of a section of the pipe.
Use manual winches, power winches, television cable reel powered rewinds,
high-pressure hose and reels on jet-cleaning trucks, or a flexible pole, to move
the camera through the sewer.
If, during the inspection operation, the camera will not pass through the entire
pipe section, the Contractor shall set up the equipment so that the inspection
can be performed from the opposite manhole on the pipe segment.
The screen monitor and winch operators shall be in full communication at all
times.
Remove all wires, screens, sand bags, etc. used in the television inspection
process from the sewers at the completion of inspection of each sewer section.


Measurement:
Measurement for location of defects, service connections, etc., shall be accurate
to two tenths (0.2) of a foot over the length of the section being inspected.


Records:
Printed records shall be provided, reflecting location of defects, service
connections, etc., and shall be recorded per NASSCO PACP standards and
stored to a NASSCO PACP-certified digital reporting software:


Keep records and supply to the Engineer when the work has been
completed.
Show the exact location in relation to adjacent manholes, of each
infiltration point discovered by the television camera.
Show locations of laterals, unusual conditions, roots, break-in storm
sewer connections, collapsed sections, presence of scale and corrosion,
and other discernible features.


Inventory the houses and apparent empty lots bordering each section of sewer
line that is inspected and compare results to the number and location of house
services found during the inspection.  Log inconsistencies and report them to
the Engineer.
Database


One copy of the NASSCO PACP Exchange database shall be provided in
digital format (MS Access).


Video / Photographs:
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Two copies of the video shall be provided on an external hard drive,
downloaded or output from a NASSCO PACP-certified software: one
copy to the Engineer and one copy to the Owner.
The video shall be digitally recorded, indexed by pipe section (labeled by
manhole number or other means acceptable to Engineer) and allow for
printing of still photographs.
Photographs shall be printed at Engineer's request and shall be identified
on the back as follows:


Date________________;   Section: MH#_________ to MH#________
Diameter of Sewer _____;    Distance from MH#_______ is ________LF
Description of item photographed _______________
________________________________________________


END OF SECTION
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SECTION 02756A


SEWER PIPE LINING


GENERAL


DESCRIPTION
Work Included:  Provide all equipment necessary for the manhole-to-manhole lining
and spot lining via installation of “short” liners in sanitary sewer lines by the cured-in-
place-pipe (CIPP) method and the reinstatement of sewer services.
The system shall provide for the rehabilitation of pipes by the installation of a resin
impregnated fiberglass or polyester tube patch inserted against the inside of the existing
pipe utilizing air pressure (manhole-to-manhole lining) or an inflatable element and air
pressure (short lining). Curing shall be accomplished by circulating steam to cure the
resin into a hard, impermeable pipe within a pipe. The CIPP should extend over the
length of the repair in a continuous, tight-fitting, watertight pipe within a pipe.


REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE
Additional Requirements are specified elsewhere including, but not necessarily limited
to, General Conditions, Supplementary Conditions, and Division 1.


QUALITY ASSURANCE
Standards:


Cured-in-place-pipe (CIPP) shall meet all the requirements of ASTM F1216 (for
direct inversion installation), ASTM F1743 (for pulled-in-place installations), and
ASTM F2019 (for fiberglass reinforced pulled-in-place installations).
Testing of CIPP shall meet all of the requirements of ASTM D638, ASTM D790,
ASTM D792, and ASTM D5813.


References:
NASSCO (National Association of Sewer Service Companies) Recommended
Specifications for Sewer Collection System Maintenance and Rehabilitation.


Acceptable Contractors:
Granite Inliner, LLC. (manhole-to-manhole lining and spot lining)
Green Mountain Pipeline Services, Inc. (manhole-to-manhole lining and spot
lining)
Insituform Technologies, Inc. (only manhole-to-manhole lining)
Or qualified equivalent contractor with a minimum of 5 years active experience in
sewer pipe relining and a minimum of 100,000 feet of installed CIPP liner.


Contractor’s Staff
The CIPP superintendent shall have a minimum experience of 3 years.
The CIPP lateral reinstatement operator shall have a minimum experience of 1
year.
If the above minimum years of experience for both roles cannot be met, an
acceptable alternative is to have a manufacturer representative onsite during the
lining work.
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SUBMITTALS
The Contractor shall submit to the Owner and/or Engineer, complete design calculations
by a professional engineer for the liner that meet the requirements of ASTM F1216 or
ASTM F1743 or ASTM F2019.  The design shall be based on the following physical
conditions of the existing pipe to be rehabilitated:


All pipes shall be considered fully deteriorated.
All pipes are subjected to a soil load of 120 lbs/cf with an H-20 live traffic load.
The water table is assumed to be 3 feet below the ground surface.
Pipe lengths and depths are shown on the Plans.
The maximum pipe ovality is 2%.
The minimum wall thickness for CIPP liner is 4.5 mm.
The minimum flexural modulus of elasticity of the cured liner shall be 250,000
psi, with a minimum flexural strength of 4,500 psi as tested in accordance with
ASTM D-790.


Contractor to submit materials and installation procedures for review by Owner and/or
Engineer, including manufacturer information on resin, tube, coatings, manhole or liner
end sealants, and service sealants; safety data sheets; an installation schedule;
manufacturer’s recommended liner installation minimum and maximum pressures; wet-
out schedule; the manufacturer’s recommended curing schedule; means of obtaining and
collecting samples for testing; method of monitoring liner temperature during curing;
quality management programs; odor mitigation plan (in addition to or part of the project-
wide health and safety plan); noise mitigation plan; plans for by-passing or handling of
sewer flows; and traffic control.
Contractor to submit video format with electronic video files on external hard drives of
pre-installation CCTV inspection and post-lining CCTV inspection, and a 1-year
warranty inspection as specified in Section 02753.
Contractor to submit an outreach plan to the Engineer at least 1 week prior to the
commencement of lining activities, this plan shall at minimum include a schedule for 1
week and 24 hour advance notices to residents who will be affected by the pipe relining,
and samples of notices to be provided to residents.
Contractor to submit documentation relative to the qualifications, training and
experience of the installers.
Contractor to supply an equipment listing including redundant tools and spare parts to
be on site during the lining work.
Contractor to submit a plan for providing and disposing of water if curing the liner by
water.
Contractor to submit an odor mitigation plan to be implemented during the liner
installation.
Contractor to supply information on proposed or potential repair and/or rehabilitation
methods based on manufacturer’s recommendations in the event of a failed liner
installation including step-by-step repair procedure and how the finished product will
meet the requirements of this contract specification.
Prior to liner installation, Contractor shall supply wet-out logs, saturation charts, and
curing schedules.
During liner installation, Contractor shall collect, record, maintain, and supply
temperature measurements and collected samples for testing.
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PRODUCTS
Pipe Liner


The liner shall be fabricated from materials that are chemically resistant to
exposure to domestic sewage and septic tank effluent.
Liner material shall meet the requirements of ASTM F1216, ASTM F1743, or
ASTM F2019.
The fabric tube shall consist of one or more layers of absorbent non-woven felt
fabric, felt/fiberglass, felt/carbon fiber, carbon fiber, or fiberglass.
The resin shall be a corrosion resistant polyester or vinyl ester resin and catalyst
system or epoxy and hardener system that when properly cured within the tube
composite meets the requirements of ASTM F1216, ASTM F1743, or ASTM
F2019.
The completed liner shall be continuous, seamless, and jointless from manhole to
manhole or the full length of the point repair.
Liner shall be sized to provide a tight fit to the host pipe.
The interior surface of the liner shall be a relatively light reflective color so that a
clear detailed examination with closed circuit television equipment can be made.
Liner thickness calculations are discussed in Part 1.
Short liners are small sections of liner meant to repair smaller sections of defects
within the existing pipe. These short liner locations are noted in the Appendices
with approximate length of liners and the distance from upstream manhole and/or
downstream manhole if applicable.
The information on the existing pipeline(s) to be lined in the Contract Documents
is provided for reference only and should be verified during CCTV inspection
prior to spot relining. Any adjustments to the scope should be discussed with the
Engineer prior to installation.
All materials shall be stored and handled in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations and consistent with the type or curing method to be used.


Manhole End Seals
The manhole end seals shall be a single-component, hydrophilic mastic water stop.


Service connection grouting
The grout materials and equipment used to seal service connections shall be in
accordance with ASTMF2454.


EXECUTION


GENERAL
All work shall be done in compliance with all current OSHA safety regulations.


BEFORE INSTALLATION
Prior to conducting any work, Contractor shall deliver notices to all residents and/or
building owners within the area of the pipe relining.  Notice shall indicate when the
work will take place and who to call with questions or in the event of an emergency.
Notice to be accepted by the Owner prior to distribution.
Contractor to control sewer flow and bypass pump per Section 02751.
Prior to relining the sewer main, the sewer shall be cleaned in accordance with Section
02752 and inspected with CCTV equipment per Section 02753. Contractor to verify that
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the conditions of the sewers are acceptable for the methods of liner installation required.
Prior to lining of pipe, Contractor shall trim back any protruding pipes/services
extending into the pipe.  Pipes shall be trimmed back to within ½-inch of the pipe wall,
or as close as possible to avoid damaging the host pipe and also to prevent bulges in the
liner to be installed.
Active leaks shall be stopped prior to lining if they could, in the opinion of the Engineer,
create pockets of trapped water or heat sinks which could cause improper curing of the
liner.
Contractor shall inspect the liner for any defects and if it had prematurely started to cure
during transportation and storage.
Install odor mitigation devices per submitted odor mitigation plan to deflect odors for
both workers and general public.


LINING METHOD AND CURING
The resin impregnated tube shall be installed in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions using an air inflated tube or other method acceptable to the Engineer.
The resin shall be cured in accordance with the resin manufacturer's instructions using
circulated steam.  Maintain a continuous log of temperature and pressure during curing.
If the Owner approves the use of water to cure the CIPP, the water shall be provided by
the Contractor and cannot be discharged to the Owner’s sewer system collection system
nor the storm drain collection system. The Contractor shall provide a plan for the water
usage including but not limited to where the water is being collected and disposed of.
After liner installation and curing, Contractor shall cool the liner down to at least 100
degrees Fahrenheit prior to commencing service reinstatement and collection of
samples.  Liner temperature during curing and cool-down shall be monitored by a
thermocouple or temperature monitoring strip and recorded at least at 15-minute
intervals.


POST LINING INSTALLATION
After liner installation, curing, and cool down, the Contractor shall reinstate the existing
service connections, using remote controlled equipment including a television camera
meeting the requirements of Section 02753.  The opening created for the service lateral
shall be at least 95% of the original opening.  After creating the hole in the liner, polish
the edges of the hole to remove sharp edges and improve flow conditions from the
service pipe into the lined sewer main. Coupons of the lining material removed during
service reinstatement shall be collected at the downstream manhole and shall not be left
within the sewer system.
1. The Contractor shall grout and seal each service connection to prevent leakage


between the existing pipe, the existing service connection, and the new liner. Any
connections to the sewer main that are not to be reinstated after liner installation
shall be coordinated with the Owner. It is the Contractor’s sole responsibility to
confirm with the Owner that a connection is to be abandoned and not reinstated to
the main. For each connection not reinstated, the Contractor shall obtain a sign-off
from the Owner, using the form included at the end of this Section.


Provide a watertight seal at the insertion and termination points in the manholes.  Seal
any annular space between the liner and host pipe in the manholes and provide for
smooth merging of flows from other pipelines entering the manhole.
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TESTING
For every 2,500 linear feet of liner installed, two samples shall be processed and tested.
If the project will have less than 2,500 linear feet of liner installed, a minimum of two
samples shall be processed and tested.


For pipe diameters less than 18-inches, restrained end samples shall be utilized
and tested.
For pipe diameters 18-inches and larger, flat plate samples shall be utilized and
tested.
The CIPP physical properties shall be tested in accordance with ASTM F1216,
Section 8, using either allowed sampling method. The flexural properties must
meet or exceed the values listed in Section 1.3 of this Specification and the values
submitted to the Owner by the Contractor for this project’s CIPP wall design,
whichever is greater.
The installed CIPP thickness shall be measured.


For pipe diameters less than 18-inches, the restrained end samples shall be
measured for thickness.
For pipe diameters 18-inches and larger, two-inch cores sample shall be
removed from the CIPP liner at the 12 o’clock position to check thickness.
The core hole shall be repaired as recommended by the manufacturer.


Testing shall be completed by an accredited, independent laboratory. Testing
results shall be provided to the Owner and the Engineer within 7 days of receipt
of such results.


Following liner installation, leakage testing shall be performed on the liner.
For pipe diameters less than 15-inches that were cured by steam, air testing shall
be performed.
For pipe diameters less than 15-inches that were cured by water, exfiltration
leakage testing shall be performed on the liner according to the requirements of
ASTM F1216.
For pipe diameters between 15-inches and 30-inches, air testing or exfiltration
leakage testing shall be performed on the liner according to the requirements of
ASTM F1216.
For pipe diameters larger than 30-inches, visual inspection of leakage is
acceptable.


After completion of the work, perform post-installation CCTV inspection of the
completed liner and the restored service connections per the requirements of Section
02753. Any of the following defects that are observed shall be repaired immediately at
the expense of the Contractor in accordance with the liner manufacturer’s
recommendations:


Visible leaks, weeping or pinholes
Fins, bulges, wrinkles or other obstructions located:


Outside of the flow line of the pipe that are 5% or greater of the cross-
sectional area of the host pipe shall be repaired.
In the lower third of the pipe or inside the flow line and in circumferential
configuration that are 3% or greater of the cross-sectional area or 0.5-inches,
whichever is smaller.


Soft or uncured sections of the liner
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Visual discoloration or other visual anomalies
During the one-year warranty period, any defects which will affect the integrity, the
strength and/or leak resistance of the liner shall be repaired at the expense of the
Contractor.
At a time approaching the end of the one-year warranty period, the Contractor shall pay
for a third party (approved by the Owner) to clean and CCTV inspect up to 15% of the
total lined sewers in the contract. During the one-year warranty period, any defects
which will affect the integrity, or the strength of the liner shall be repaired at the expense
of the Contractor.
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CONFIRMATION TO ABANDON AN EXISTING CONNECTION TO THE SEWER MAIN


Complete this form for each connection to the sewer main that is not reinstated after relining.


Connection Location:


Street Address:  __________________________________________


 _____ LF upstream/downstream (circle one) of MH ________ as indicated on CCTV inspection
prior to relining of the main.


Purpose for Abandonment (check all that apply):


Service No Longer Active Served by Separate Lateral


Connection to Storm Drain Other:


Method of Determining Connection can be Abandoned:


Dye Test Direction from Owner


CCTV Inspection Visual  Inspection


Building Inspection Other:


Confirmation that Connection is to be Abandoned (not reinstated):


_________________________________ ___________________________________
Owner Contractor


________________         _____________
Date       Date


Submit copy of the signed form to the Engineer.


END OF SECTION







APPENDIX A
Sewer System Rehabilitation Area Figures







MH From MH To Diameter Length Material Location CIPP
Heavy
Clean


Mechanical
Root
Removal


Ew-152 Ew-479 8" 240 Vitrified Clay Pipe Patton Drive X
Ew-153 Ew-152 8" 100 Vitrified Clay Pipe Patton Drive X
Ew-287 Ew-496 8" 285 Vitrified Clay Pipe Cornwall Avenue X
Ew-421 Ew-422 8" 55 Vitrified Clay Pipe Cross Country X
Ew-461 Ew-458 8" 145 Vitrified Clay Pipe Elmwood Circle X X
Ew-472 Ew-282 8" 315 Vitrified Clay Pipe Preston Road X X
Ew-478 Ew-479 8" 155 Vitrified Clay Pipe Patton Drive X
Ew-508 Ew-161 8" 205 Vitrified Clay Pipe Willow Street X
Ew-537 Ew-538 8" 40 Vitrified Clay Pipe Ridgeview Place X X
Ew-555 Ew-554 8" 205 Vitrified Clay Pipe Cross Country X
TP-410 TP-411 8" 235 Vitrified Clay Pipe Cross Country X


APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF REHABILITATION LOCATIONS















APPENDIX B
CCTV Logs of Rehabilitation Areas







Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-421


Miscellaneous Survey Abandoned55 ft. NEEDS MORE CLEANING


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint Length


5


Width


SYCAMORE CT Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE CT Easement/Right of Way


EW-422 55


EW-421_EW422


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-421


Upstream MH


55


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


03/30/2023 13:34


0


0


0000


0


U11180703003652 11:48 DryLight Cleaning


03/30/2023 3/30/2023


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream0 Steve Bell


Additional Info


GMPS Wright Pierce Cheshire Clean Inspect 2023 Page: 19 of 290







GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 5


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-421Remarks:


55 Miscellaneous Survey Abandoned


NEEDS MORE CLEANINGRemarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint Length


5


Width


SYCAMORE CT Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE CT Easement/Right of Way


EW-422 55


EW-421_EW422


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-421


Upstream MH


55


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


03/30/2023 13:34


0


0


0000


0


U11180703003652 11:48 DryLight Cleaning


03/30/2023 3/30/2023


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream0 Steve Bell


Additional Info


GMPS Wright Pierce Cheshire Clean Inspect 2023 Page: 20 of 290







N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: NEEDS MORE CLEANING


55.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Survey AbandonedCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


EW-421


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint Length


5


Width


SYCAMORE CT Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE CT Easement/Right of Way


EW-422 55


EW-421_EW422


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-421


Upstream MH


55


Total Length Location Details


GMPS Wright Pierce Cheshire Clean Inspect 2023 Page: 21 of 290







Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-538


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Roots Fine Joint16 ft. 1


Roots Medium Joint25.6 ft. 3


Roots Ball Joint34.7 ft. 4


Roots Ball Barrell37.7 ft. 5 38 MSA DUE TO ROOTS


Access Point Other37.7 ft. EW-537


EW-538


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


EDWARDS RD Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-538 37.7


EW-538_EW-537


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-537


Upstream MH


37.7


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/03/2023 15:19


4.3


13


5141


4.3


U11180703003652 15:05 DryLight Cleaning


04/03/2023 4-3-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Upstream13 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-538Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 5


116 Roots Fine Joint 4 5


325.6 Roots Medium Joint 50 4 8


434.7 Roots Ball Joint 75 9 3


537.7 Roots Ball Barrell 100 12 12


38 MSA DUE TO ROOTSRemarks:


37.7 Access Point Other


EW-537Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


EDWARDS RD Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-538 37.7


EW-538_EW-537


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-537


Upstream MH


37.7


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/03/2023 15:19


4.3


13


5141


4.3


U11180703003652 15:05 DryLight Cleaning


04/03/2023 4-3-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Upstream13 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-538


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


16.0 ft.Distance:


Roots Fine JointCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks: N/A


25.6 ft.Distance:


Roots Medium JointCondition:


3Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


EDWARDS RD Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-538 37.7


EW-538_EW-537


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-537


Upstream MH


37.7


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


34.7 ft.Distance:


Roots Ball JointCondition:


4Grade:


Remarks: 38 MSA DUE TO ROOTS


37.7 ft.Distance:


Roots Ball BarrellCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks:


EW-537


37.7 ft.Distance:


Access Point OtherCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


EDWARDS RD Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-538 37.7


EW-538_EW-537


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-537


Upstream MH


37.7


Total Length Location Details
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-472


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Tap Factory Made89.4 ft.


Tap Factory Made100.1 ft.


Tap Factory Made154.1 ft.


Roots Ball Joint189 ft. 4


Tap Factory Made206.3 ft.


Access Point Manhole313.6 ft. EW-282


EW-282


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PRESTON RD Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-282 313.6


EW-472_EW-282


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-472


Upstream MH


313.6


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/03/2023 16:49


4


4


4100


4


U11180703003652 16:29 DryLight Cleaning


04/03/2023 4-3-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream4 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-472Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 5


89.4 Tap Factory Made 6 10


100.1 Tap Factory Made 6 3


154.1 Tap Factory Made 3 3


4189 Roots Ball Joint 75 12 12


206.3 Tap Factory Made 6 10


313.6 Access Point Manhole


EW-282Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PRESTON RD Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-282 313.6


EW-472_EW-282


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-472


Upstream MH


313.6


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/03/2023 16:49


4


4


4100


4


U11180703003652 16:29 DryLight Cleaning


04/03/2023 4-3-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream4 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-472


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


89.4 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


100.1 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PRESTON RD Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-282 313.6


EW-472_EW-282


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-472


Upstream MH


313.6


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


154.1 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


189.0 ft.Distance:


Roots Ball JointCondition:


4Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


206.3 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: EW-282


313.6 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PRESTON RD Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-282 313.6


EW-472_EW-282


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-472


Upstream MH


313.6


Total Length Location Details
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-152


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Crack Longitudinal72.8 ft. 2


Crack Circumferential72.8 ft. 1


Access Point Manhole100 ft. EW-153


EW-152


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-152 100


EW-152_EW-153


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-153


Upstream MH


100


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
3


2100


3
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/04/2023 12:57


3


0


0000


0


U11180703003652 12:44 DryLight Cleaning


04/04/2023 4-4-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Upstream3 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-152Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 5


272.8 Crack Longitudinal 3


172.8 Crack Circumferential 7 9


100 Access Point Manhole


EW-153Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-152 100


EW-152_EW-153


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-153


Upstream MH


100


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
3


2100


3
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/04/2023 12:57


3


0


0000


0


U11180703003652 12:44 DryLight Cleaning


04/04/2023 4-4-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Upstream3 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-152


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


72.8 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks: N/A


72.8 ft.Distance:


Crack CircumferentialCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-152 100


EW-152_EW-153


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-153


Upstream MH


100


Total Length Location Details
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4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-152 100


EW-152_EW-153


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-153


Upstream MH


100


Total Length Location Details


EW-153


100.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-152


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Tap Factory Made44.5 ft.


Tap Factory Made46.5 ft.


Crack Longitudinal162.1 ft. 2


Crack Circumferential168 ft. 1


Crack Longitudinal172.5 ft. 2


Crack Longitudinal177.3 ft. 2


Crack Longitudinal182.5 ft. 2


Crack Longitudinal192.6 ft. 2


Infiltration Gusher Joint237.8 ft. 5


Access Point Manhole240 ft. EW-479


EW-479


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 240


EW-152_EW-479


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-152


Upstream MH


240


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
11


2500


2.2
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/04/2023 13:19


2.7


5


5100


5


U11180703003652 13:03 DryLight Cleaning


04/04/2023 4-4-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream16 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-152Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 5


44.5 Tap Factory Made 6 3


46.5 Tap Factory Made 6 9


2162.1 Crack Longitudinal 4


1168 Crack Circumferential 1 5


2172.5 Crack Longitudinal 4


2177.3 Crack Longitudinal 8


2182.5 Crack Longitudinal 10


2192.6 Crack Longitudinal 11


5237.8 Infiltration Gusher Joint 12


240 Access Point Manhole


EW-479Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 240


EW-152_EW-479


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-152


Upstream MH


240


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
11


2500


2.2
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/04/2023 13:19


2.7


5


5100


5


U11180703003652 13:03 DryLight Cleaning


04/04/2023 4-4-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream16 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-152


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


44.5 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


46.5 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 240


EW-152_EW-479


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-152


Upstream MH


240


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


162.1 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks: N/A


168.0 ft.Distance:


Crack CircumferentialCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


172.5 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks: N/A


177.3 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 240


EW-152_EW-479


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-152


Upstream MH


240


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


182.5 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks: N/A


192.6 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


237.8 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks: EW-479


240.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 240


EW-152_EW-479


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-152


Upstream MH


240


Total Length Location Details
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-479


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Tap Factory Made34.7 ft.


Infiltration Gusher Joint49.2 ft. 5


Infiltration Gusher Joint124.8 ft. 5


Infiltration Gusher Joint139.5 ft. 5


Access Point Manhole155 ft. EW-478


EW-479


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 155


EW-479_EW-478


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-478


Upstream MH


155


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/04/2023 14:34


5


15


5300


5


U11180703003652 14:23 DryLight Cleaning


04/04/2023 4-4-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Upstream15 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-479Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 10


34.7 Tap Factory Made 6 10


549.2 Infiltration Gusher Joint 12


5124.8 Infiltration Gusher Joint 3


5139.5 Infiltration Gusher Joint 12


155 Access Point Manhole


EW-478Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 155


EW-479_EW-478


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-478


Upstream MH


155


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/04/2023 14:34


5


15


5300


5


U11180703003652 14:23 DryLight Cleaning


04/04/2023 4-4-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Upstream15 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-479


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


34.7 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


49.2 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 155


EW-479_EW-478


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-478


Upstream MH


155


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


124.8 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks: N/A


139.5 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks:


EW-478


155.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


PATTON DR Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-479 155


EW-479_EW-478


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-478


Upstream MH


155


Total Length Location Details
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-287


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Tap Factory Made101 ft.


Roots Fine Joint156.6 ft. 1


Infiltration Gusher Joint171.6 ft. 5


Roots Fine Joint171.6 ft. 1


Roots Fine Joint177.1 ft. 1


Infiltration Runner Joint181.8 ft. 4


Roots Fine Joint181.8 ft. 1


Tap Factory Made188.8 ft.


Roots Fine Joint194.6 ft. 1


Access Point Manhole285 ft. EW-496


EW-496


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


CORNWALL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-496 285


EW-287_EW-496


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-287


Upstream MH


285


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/10/2023 08:20


7


14


5141


7


U11180703003652 08:01 DryLight Cleaning


04/10/2023 04-10-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream14 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-287Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 10


101 Tap Factory Made 6 12


1156.6 Roots Fine Joint 10


5171.6 Infiltration Gusher Joint 1


1171.6 Roots Fine Joint 12 6


1177.1 Roots Fine Joint 1 5


4181.8 Infiltration Runner Joint 7 11


1181.8 Roots Fine Joint 2


188.8 Tap Factory Made 6 12


1194.6 Roots Fine Joint 9 2


285 Access Point Manhole


EW-496Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


CORNWALL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-496 285


EW-287_EW-496


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-287


Upstream MH


285


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/10/2023 08:20


7


14


5141


7


U11180703003652 08:01 DryLight Cleaning


04/10/2023 04-10-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream14 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-287


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


101.0 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


156.6 ft.Distance:


Roots Fine JointCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


CORNWALL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-496 285


EW-287_EW-496


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-287


Upstream MH


285


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


171.6 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks: N/A


171.6 ft.Distance:


Roots Fine JointCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


177.1 ft.Distance:


Roots Fine JointCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks: N/A


181.8 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Runner JointCondition:


4Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


CORNWALL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-496 285


EW-287_EW-496


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-287


Upstream MH


285


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


181.8 ft.Distance:


Roots Fine JointCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks: N/A


188.8 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


194.6 ft.Distance:


Roots Fine JointCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks: EW-496


285.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


CORNWALL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-496 285


EW-287_EW-496


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-287


Upstream MH


285


Total Length Location Details
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-508


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Tap Factory Made8.6 ft.


Tap Factory Made75.4 ft.


Tap Factory Made100.8 ft.


Crack Multiple137.8 ft. 3


Infiltration Gusher Barrel137.8 ft. 5


Tap Break-in Activity138.8 ft.


Tap Break-in Activity141.1 ft.


Tap Factory Activity173.1 ft.


Infiltration Runner Joint184.5 ft. 4


Access Point Manhole203 ft. EW-161


EW-161


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


WILLOW ST Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-161 203


EW-508_EW-161


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-508


Upstream MH


203


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
3


3100


3
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/11/2023 09:38


4


9


5141


4.5


U11180703003652 09:21 DryLight Cleaning


04/11/2023 04-11-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream12 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-508Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 10


8.6 Tap Factory Made 6 9


75.4 Tap Factory Made 6 12


100.8 Tap Factory Made 6 3


3137.8 Crack Multiple 12 12


5137.8 Infiltration Gusher Barrel 2 8


138.8 Tap Break-in Activity 6 12


141.1 Tap Break-in Activity 6 12


173.1 Tap Factory Activity 6 12


4184.5 Infiltration Runner Joint 4


203 Access Point Manhole


EW-161Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


WILLOW ST Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-161 203


EW-508_EW-161


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-508


Upstream MH


203


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
3


3100


3
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/11/2023 09:38


4


9


5141


4.5


U11180703003652 09:21 DryLight Cleaning


04/11/2023 04-11-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream12 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-508


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


8.6 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


75.4 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


WILLOW ST Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-161 203


EW-508_EW-161


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-508


Upstream MH


203


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


100.8 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


137.8 ft.Distance:


Crack MultipleCondition:


3Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


137.8 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher BarrelCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks: N/A


138.8 ft.Distance:


Tap Break-in ActivityCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


WILLOW ST Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-161 203


EW-508_EW-161


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-508


Upstream MH


203


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


141.1 ft.Distance:


Tap Break-in ActivityCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


173.1 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory ActivityCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


184.5 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Runner JointCondition:


4Grade:


Remarks: EW-161


203.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


WILLOW ST Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-161 203


EW-508_EW-161


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-508


Upstream MH


203


Total Length Location Details
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-461


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Roots Ball Joint19.5 ft. 4


Tap Factory Made32.7 ft.


Roots Fine Joint56.7 ft. 1


Roots Medium Joint117 ft. 3


Tap Factory Made Defective124 ft. 3 ROOTS


Access Point Manhole142 ft. EW-458


EW-458


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


ELMWOOD CIRCLE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-458 142


EW-461_EW-458


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-461


Upstream MH


142


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/11/2023 13:21


3.7


11


4132


3.7


U11180703003652 13:10 DryLight Cleaning


04/11/2023 04-11-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream11 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-461Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 5


419.5 Roots Ball Joint 55 3


32.7 Tap Factory Made 6 9


156.7 Roots Fine Joint 7 4


3117 Roots Medium Joint 35 6 9


3124 Tap Factory Made Defective 6 3


ROOTSRemarks:


142 Access Point Manhole


EW-458Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


ELMWOOD CIRCLE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-458 142


EW-461_EW-458


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-461


Upstream MH


142


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/11/2023 13:21


3.7


11


4132


3.7


U11180703003652 13:10 DryLight Cleaning


04/11/2023 04-11-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream11 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-461


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


19.5 ft.Distance:


Roots Ball JointCondition:


4Grade:


Remarks: N/A


32.7 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory MadeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


ELMWOOD CIRCLE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-458 142


EW-461_EW-458


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-461


Upstream MH


142


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


56.7 ft.Distance:


Roots Fine JointCondition:


1Grade:


Remarks: N/A


117.0 ft.Distance:


Roots Medium JointCondition:


3Grade:


Remarks:


ROOTS


124.0 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory Made DefectiveCondition:


3Grade:


Remarks: EW-458


142.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


ELMWOOD CIRCLE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-458 142


EW-461_EW-458


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-461


Upstream MH


142


Total Length Location Details
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. EW-554


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Infiltration Gusher Joint13.1 ft. 5


Access Point Manhole205 ft. EW-555


EW-554


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


ELMWOOD CIRCLE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-554 205


EW-554_EW-555


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-555


Upstream MH


205


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/12/2023 11:06


5


5


5100


5


U11180703003652 10:48 DryLight Cleaning


04/12/2023 04-12-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Upstream5 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


EW-554Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 15


513.1 Infiltration Gusher Joint 4


205 Access Point Manhole


EW-555Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


ELMWOOD CIRCLE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-554 205


EW-554_EW-555


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-555


Upstream MH


205


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
0


0000


0
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/12/2023 11:06


5


5


5100


5


U11180703003652 10:48 DryLight Cleaning


04/12/2023 04-12-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Upstream5 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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EW-554


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


13.1 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks: EW-555


205.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


ELMWOOD CIRCLE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


EW-554 205


EW-554_EW-555


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


EW-555


Upstream MH


205


Total Length Location Details
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Access Point Manhole0 ft. TP-410


Miscellaneous Water Level0 ft.


Tap Factory Made Capped76.6 ft.


Infiltration Gusher Joint106.9 ft. 5


Tap Factory Made Capped153.8 ft.


Infiltration Gusher Joint154.5 ft. 5


Crack Longitudinal190 ft. 2


Infiltration Gusher Barrel190.6 ft. 5


Infiltration Gusher Joint194.8 ft. 5


Crack Longitudinal199.8 ft. 2


Crack Longitudinal225.6 ft. 2


Access Point Manhole234 ft. TP-411


TP-411


Defect Listing Plot


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


E MITCHELL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


TP-411 234


TP-410_TP-411


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


TP-410


Upstream MH


234


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
6


2300


2
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/12/2023 12:50


3.7


20


5400


5


U11180703003652 12:34 DryLight Cleaning


04/12/2023 04-12-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream26 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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GradeDistance Condition Cont. Dfct.
1st 2nd % At/From To


Joint
Values Clock Position


0 Access Point Manhole


TP-410Remarks:


0 Miscellaneous Water Level 10


76.6 Tap Factory Made Capped 6 9


5106.9 Infiltration Gusher Joint 4


153.8 Tap Factory Made Capped 6 9


5154.5 Infiltration Gusher Joint 8


2190 Crack Longitudinal 4


5190.6 Infiltration Gusher Barrel 4


5194.8 Infiltration Gusher Joint 3


2199.8 Crack Longitudinal 8


2225.6 Crack Longitudinal 2


234 Access Point Manhole


TP-411Remarks:


Defect Listing


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


E MITCHELL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


TP-411 234


TP-410_TP-411


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


TP-410


Upstream MH


234


Total Length Location Details


GMPS
6


2300


2
23-003-337-GM


Infiltration/Inflow Investigation


04/12/2023 12:50


3.7


20


5400


5


U11180703003652 12:34 DryLight Cleaning


04/12/2023 04-12-23


OPR Direction


PO NumberSPR


QSR


MPR


QMR


SPRI MPRI


Certificate Number Time WeatherOPRI


Purpose


Pre-Cleaning


Date Media label


Work Order Number


Surveyed By


Date Cleaned End Time


Customer


Downstream26 Steve Bell


Additional Info
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TP-410


0.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


0.0 ft.Distance:


Miscellaneous Water LevelCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


76.6 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory Made CappedCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


106.9 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


E MITCHELL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


TP-411 234


TP-410_TP-411


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


TP-410


Upstream MH


234


Total Length Location Details
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N/A


153.8 ft.Distance:


Tap Factory Made CappedCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks: N/A


154.5 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


190.0 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks: N/A


190.6 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher BarrelCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks:


4 Image Report


Inland Waters, LLC.


275 Scituate Avenue


Johnston, RI 02919


(401) 943 - 5302


Pipe Joint LengthWidth


E MITCHELL AVE Vitrified Clay PipeCHESHIRE, CT Secondary roads, non-numbered suburban/rural for he


TP-411 234


TP-410_TP-411


8


Circular


MaterialPipe Segment Reference Location CodeCity


Downsstream MH Length surveyed HeightYear Renewed


Year Constructed Shape


Street


Sanitary Sewage Pipe


Pipe Use


TP-410


Upstream MH
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N/A


194.8 ft.Distance:


Infiltration Gusher JointCondition:


5Grade:


Remarks: N/A


199.8 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks:


N/A


225.6 ft.Distance:


Crack LongitudinalCondition:


2Grade:


Remarks: TP-411


234.0 ft.Distance:


Access Point ManholeCondition:


0Grade:


Remarks:
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APPENDIX C
CCTV Area Figures







MH From MH To Diameter Length Material Location
TP-49 TP-50 8" 185 Polyvinyl Chloride CHESHIRE ST
Ms-15 Ms-53 8" 245 Vitrified Clay CHIPMAN DR
TP-573 TP-151 8" 150 Ductile Iron CREAMERY RD
TP-151 TP-726 8" 105 Ductile Iron CREAMERY RD
WJ-133 WJ-115 8" 185 Ductile Iron CROSS COUNTRY
WJ-81 WJ-85 24" 225 Reinforced Concrete CROSS COUNTRY
WJ-60 WJ-59 24" 320 Ductile Iron CROSS COUNTRY
WJ-61 WJ-60 24" 305 Ductile Iron CROSS COUNTRY
WJ-63 WJ-64 24" 85 Ductile Iron CROSS COUNTRY
WJ-64 WJ-61 24" 80 Ductile Iron CROSS COUNTRY
WJ-65 WJ-63 24" 210 Ductile Iron CROSS COUNTRY
WJ-13 WJ-65 24" 85 Ductile Iron CROSS COUNTRY
WJ-85 WJ-254 24" 295 Reinforced Concrete CROSS COUNTRY
CH-12 CH-9 8" 165 Polyvinyl Chloride FAWN DR
TP-455 TP-456 8" 315 Polyvinyl Chloride GREENWOOD DR
TP-219 TP-218 8" 105 Polyvinyl Chloride GREENWOOD DR
TP-213 TP-219 8" 295 Polyvinyl Chloride GREENWOOD DR
TP-214 TP-213 8" 105 Polyvinyl Chloride GREENWOOD DR
TP-215 TP-214 8" 250 Polyvinyl Chloride GREENWOOD DR
TP-216 TP-215 8" 110 Polyvinyl Chloride GREENWOOD DR
TP-224 TP-216 8" 360 Polyvinyl Chloride GREENWOOD DR
TP-456 TP-224 8" 330 Polyvinyl Chloride GREENWOOD DR
TP-539 TP-540 8" 270 Polyvinyl Chloride HIGHLAND AVE
TP-540 TP-541 8" 140 Polyvinyl Chloride HIGHLAND AVE
Mt-24 Mt-10 8" 290 Vitrified Clay HOTCHKISS RIDGE
MF-28 MF-14 8" 180 Polyvinyl Chloride LANCASTER WAY
MF-27 MF-28 8" 315 Polyvinyl Chloride LANCASTER WAY
TP-50 TP-51 8" 265 Polyvinyl Chloride MARKS PL
WJ-117 WJ-116 10" 390 Ductile Iron OLD WATERBURY RD
WJ-118 WJ-117 10" 295 Ductile Iron OLD WATERBURY RD
WJ-112 WJ-109 12" 140 Polyvinyl Chloride OLD WATERBURY RD
WJ-113 WJ-112 12" 300 Polyvinyl Chloride OLD WATERBURY RD
WJ-114 WJ-113 12" 185 Polyvinyl Chloride OLD WATERBURY RD
WJ-115 WJ-113 8" 170 Ductile Iron OLD WATERBURY RD
WJ-116 WJ-114 12" 235 Polyvinyl Chloride OLD WATERBURY RD
WJ-66 WJ-13 24" 380 Ductile Iron OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-243 WJ-66 24" 240 Ductile Iron OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-244 WJ-243 24" 160 Reinforced Concrete OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-246 WJ-244 24" 190 Reinforced Concrete OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-245 WJ-246 24" 195 Reinforced Concrete OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-247 WJ-245 24" 215 Reinforced Concrete OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-248 WJ-247 24" 360 Reinforced Concrete OVERLAND_NO STREET
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WJ-249 WJ-248 24" 280 Reinforced Concrete OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-250 WJ-249 24" 425 Reinforced Concrete OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-251 WJ-250 8" 290 <Null> OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-252 WJ-251 8" 205 <Null> OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-253 WJ-252 8" 275 <Null> OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-254 WJ-253 8" 110 <Null> OVERLAND_NO STREET
WJ-69 WJ-68 24" 245 Ductile Iron PECK LN
TP-217 TP-218 8" 50 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
TP-450 TP-217 8" 45 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
TP-451 TP-450 8" 300 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
TP-220 TP-451 8" 345 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
TP-452 TP-220 8" 305 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
TP-222 TP-452 8" 305 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
TP-453 TP-222 8" 135 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
TP-454 TP-453 8" 45 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
TP-223 TP-454 8" 125 Polyvinyl Chloride REDWOOD LN
X Ew-547 8" 60 Vitrified Clay S MAIN ST
Ew-543 Ew-544 8" 125 Vitrified Clay S MAIN ST
Ew-545 Ew-544 8" 50 Vitrified Clay S MAIN ST
Ms-180 Ms-179 8" 185 Polyvinyl Chloride S MAIN ST
Ms-181 Ms-180 8" 205 Vitrified Clay S MAIN ST
Ms-182 Ms-180 8" 55 Vitrified Clay S MAIN ST
Ms-175 Ms-174 8" 320 Polyvinyl Chloride S MAIN ST
Ms-176 Ms-175 8" 330 Polyvinyl Chloride S MAIN ST
Ms-177 Ms-176 8" 155 Polyvinyl Chloride S MAIN ST
Ms-46 Ms-98 15" 310 Polyvinyl Chloride S MAIN ST
Ms-82 Ms-46 15" 290 Polyvinyl Chloride S MAIN ST
Ew-6 Ew-310 8" 195 Vitrified Clay W MAIN ST
Ew-310 Ew-311 8" 135 Vitrified Clay W MAIN ST
Ew-309 Ew-1 8" 235 Vitrified Clay W MAIN ST
Ew-312 Ew-309 8" 140 Vitrified Clay W MAIN ST
Ew-311 Ew-312 8" 50 Vitrified Clay W MAIN ST
Mv-77 Mv-76 8" 290 Polyvinyl Chloride WATERBURY RD
Mv-78 Mv-77 8" 315 Polyvinyl Chloride WATERBURY RD
Mv-76 Mv-75 8" 195 Polyvinyl Chloride WATERBURY RD
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